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Young Wild West's 6reat Round=Up
-OR-

CORRALINO THE RANCH RAIDERS
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.

\ evidently fea r ed to displease the man. "I'm ready! J est let
'em name their favorite beverage."
IDAHO IKE IS TAMED,
"It's all antidote for a rattlesnake bite-that's ther stuff
everybody's goin' to drink, 'cause' what I drinks they've got"Look out, thar! I'm goin' to let myself loose! I'm Idaho to drink, too."
"All right, Ike," and out came a big black bottle and the
Ike, an' I eat raw meat without any salt! I'm ther king-pin
of Prospect Ranch, an' don't yer make any mistake about it. glasses.
"That's ther ti cket. Now a pail of water for my horse."
I kin down any man in Idaho at ridin', shootin', or swingin'
a lariat. Look out, thar! I'm gittin' one of my spells on me, The proprietor's helper ran to comply with this demand, and
an' I'm liable to hurt some one when I git that way!"
th en the reckless rider cast a glance around the room.
The speaker was a tall, muscular man of forty-five. He was
"Step up, pilgrims, " he called out. "Why, hello! If there
mounted on a big bay which he was in the act of forcing into ain't a man with a wooden leg, I'm a prairie dog!"
a saloon, regardless of the wishes of the proprietor or of
The man he referred to was standing at the end of the bar,
those who stood in his way.
· The scene was -in the wilds of Idaho, and the time a few taking in th e scene in a rather calm way.
years ago, when law and order were not much respected in
He had a wooden leg, sure enough, though he was attired
in cowboy costume and appeared to be a real plainsman.
that part of th e country.
Near him was a tall man wi th a dark beard and a boy who
The big bay horse already had its forefeet on the low stoop wore hi s hair short and who was certainly a fine specimen of
that fronted the saloon, -and all that was needed was the
command of the rider to make the animal dash right into the a WeS t ern boy.
barroom of the saloon.
All three were watching what was taking place with exThere were about half a dozen men on the stoop, the ma- pressions of amusement on their fac es.
jority of whom being rancbmen and cowboys, and inside there
But when the horseman spoke abo ut the wooden leg the face
were as many more gathered.
of the owner flushed a bit.
Among the latter was a handsome, athletic young fe llow
Idaho 11-e did not fail to notice this, and swinging round
of perhaps twenty. He was attired in a regulation hunting his revolver, he began shooting at the wooden member without
suit of buckskin trimmed with red fringe, and was armed with the least warning.
a knife, brace of revolver s and a bowie knife.
He had just fired two shots when Young Wild West wh ipped
A wealth of chestnut hair hung from beneath the pearl- out one of his shooters and covered him.
colored sombrero that sat jauntily on his head, and as his
"Stop that !" cried the boy, in a ringing tone. "Fire another
dark eyes turned upon the man who was about to ride into shot and I'll drop you from your horse!"
the saloon t h e casual observer would have noted the fact
"That's what's ther matter, Wild!'" exclaimed a big, rawthat there was naught but honesty, co,urage and daring de- boned man, rushing through the doorway. "vVhoopee ! I'm
picted in his glance.
Lively Rick, from Devil Creek , an' I won't see Jack Robedee's
This personage was Young Wild West, the famous young leg shot, even if it is a wooden one!"
hero of the plains, commonly known as the Prince of the
The brow of Idaho Ike turned as black as a thunder-cloud.
Then he made a move to cover Young Wild West.
Saddle, Champion Dead-shot of the West, and a wealthy young
mine owner of the Black Hills.
We say made a move, for that was all he did_
He was directly in the way, so as the man, who called himA sharp r eport rang out, and the weapon dropped to the
self Idaho Ike, sank his spurs into the flanks of the horse and floor.
let out a yell, he stepped nimbly aside.
The h andsome boy with the flo wing hair had grazed his
Iuto the barroom with a crash came the bay steed, the floor forefinger with a bullet, and thougp. the wound was but a
cracking beneath the iron hoofs and threatening to give way · slight one, it was enough t~ make him let the shooter drop.
at every stamp of the animal.
But that was not the end of it by any means_
'l'wice around the room Ic1allo Ike rode, Rcattering the inThe dashing young Prince of the Saddle quickly stepped formates right and left, and then facing his horse to the bar, ward and took the bay horse by the bit.
he drew a big navy revolver and bawled out:
'Then with his r evolver covering the breast of Idaho Ike,
'· Now, then, landlord . set 'em up for ther crowd. I reckon he led the animal out of the b:irroorn.
you knows me putty well, so git a move on yer !"
"Now, then, my friend," he remarked, calmly, "if you want
"All right, Ike!" camo from the man behind the bar, who to come inside just leave your horse outside, the same as the
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rest of us. I guess you are not so much of a terror as you say
you are.''
A murmur of astonishment, intermingled with applause,
went up from the men who belonged to the town.
Alt of them knew Idaho Ike , and they knew him to be a very
bad man when he got started.
And here was a mere boy-a stranger in the town, too, who
had undertaken to handle him, the same as he would an unruly child.
They could not understand it, and there was a bolt outside to see bow it was going to turn out.
The three who have been mentioned, and the fellow who
called himself Lively Rick, came out with the rest.
That they were the friends of Young Wild West the crowd
took for granted.
And this was indeed the case.
They were Cheyenne Charlie, Jim Dart, the partners of
Young Wild West in a mining business, and Lively Rick, a
warm friend or theirs.
The five had come to that part of the country at the earnest request of a man who went by the name of Easy Edward.
Easy Edward was in no end of trouble, and when he called
upon the young Prince of th e Saddle to render him some assistan<'e, the boy could not refuse, as the man had done him
a very good turn at one time.
Our five friends had come over for the express purpose of
assisting Easy Edward to rid the country of a gang of raiders
that were creating havoc among the ranchmen.
They had reached the town of Bunkum, which was only
five miles from Prospect Ranch, which was owned by Easy
Edward, but a few minutes before Idaho Ike made his appearance and rode into the saloon.
The saloon was named the Broncho Buster, and when they
saw the sign they dismounted and went inside.
Then · when the bad man came in and opened the ball things
got to going pretty lively.
Young Wild West was as cool as a cucumber when he led
the horse out of the barroom.
He kept his revolver leveled at the breast of Idaho Ike until
he bad thoro ughly impressed him that be meant business.
Then he turned and went back into the saloon.
By this time a dozen more men had gathered at the place,
and all were anxiously waiting to see what the bad man would
do.
The first thing he did was to dismount.
Then he tied his horse to a tree in front of tbe building and
hitched up his trousers.
When he wiped the blood from his wounded finger he pulled
the other revolver from his belt and walked into the barroom.
"I want ther life of ther young whelp what tackled me jest
now!" he bawled out. "I'm ther lcing-pin of Prospect Ranch,
an I'll begin to spout fi r e in a minute!"
"You will just drop that shooter and behave yourself!" cried
Young Wild West, stepping in front of him. "Now, then, down
it goes, or down you go!"
The fellow had been ready to shoot when he entered the
place, but he found himself covered before he could get his gun
hi l);h enongn to do any damage.
It might have been that Idaho Ike would have taken the
chance of firing a shot, anyway, if it had been a man of the
usual caliber he was in the habit of meeting; but there was
something in the ring of that boy's voice that told him that
he had better look out for himself.
He released his grip upon the revolver and let it drop to
th e floor.
''Who in thunderation are yer, anyway?" he gasped.
"I am Young Wild West, at your service," was the calm rejoinder. ·' Aren't you ashamed of yourself for ::;booting at a
man's wooden leg?''
'' I reckon I didn't do exactly right in doin' it," was the reply, while those who knew the bad man looked at each other
in amazement.
It beat anything they ever seen the way be hauled in his
horns.
"Gentlemen," said Young Wild West, casting a sweeping
glance at the crowd, "I'm only a il,_tranger in this town, and
I would like to be excused for acting so hastily with your
friend here. Probably I shouldn't have made him take his
horse out of the place, hut it struck me that it was the proper
thing to do, and I always do as my conscience di<.:tates."
'· I calc,1latc that it is about time we had that drink," spoke
up th" bad man. '' It's all rig!Jt, Young \Vild West; I ain't goin'
t u SJY an(;,he:· wo:·d a::fin you or your friends. You ain't hurt

no one's feelin's but mine, an' I reckon I'll git over it all
right."
But the look in the man's eye did not show that he meant
what he said.
It was evident that he was sim 71v longing for revenge upon
the boy, and that he had sens(; l ough to take it easy just
then.
And Young Will West knew this.
He was not the sort to allow himself to be caught napping,
though he now acted as though nothing unpleasant had occurred.
Every one in the house drank whisky with Idaho Ike with
the exception of Wild and his chum Jim Dart, who took cigars.
They never tasted strong liquor, finding that they could get
along so much better without it.
Cheyenne Charlie, Jack Robedec and Lively Rick were what
might be termed very moderate drinkers for men who had
lived so long in the mining section.
They had ·learned to be temperate in the use of the stuff
from the lessons that had been pointed out to them by Young
Wild West, who, in their estimate, could not make a mistake
in anything he said or ditl.
All three were married. the two former living in the town
of Weston in the Black Hills, and the latter in Devil Creek,
which was but. a few miles from Weston.
Young Wild West always had sufficient money stowed about
his person to take him through when he went anywhere very
far from home.
He now pulled a bill from his pocket and told the landlord
to give all those who smoked a good cigar, and those who did
not could take what they liked.
It so happened that every man acknowledged that he was
addicted to the smoking habit, so all hands took cigars.
"That's ther first time I've ever seen ther thing happen in
my house," remarked B\11 Lenney, the landlord, to Young Wild
West, as he took the bill and proceeded to count out his
change.
"I have seen it done lots of times," was the rejoinder.
"I don't doubt it, Young Wild ·west. You seem to have a
way about you that is very takin' with a crowd. Do you know,"
and he lowered his voice to a whisper, "I'm mighty glad that
you took Idaho Ike down a peg or two. He's been runnin'
things about as he pleased around here ever since he went to
work for Easy Edward at the Prospect Ranch. He's shot two
good men inside of three months, jest because they di<l.n't want
to allow him to impose on him. You are only a boy , but you
beat any man I ever saw draw a gun. You simply made Idaho
Ike act like a three-weeks-old calf, that's what you did!"
"That's no.thing, my friend. I have a way of taming such
fellows as he is. I meet lots of them in my travels. If there
had been four more just like him it would have been all the
same. Each of my companions is fully capable of handling
him the way I did."
"And they never said a word while it was goin' on." - " Oh. no. They would not have said anything unless some
one had interfe red. The wooden-legged man did not say a
thing when he saw I took it up for him. But if I had not
been so quick he would have riddled Idaho Ike with bullets.
Jack is a little sensitive about the loss of his leg. He lost it
a few months ago in a fight with some cattle ropers, and only
a couple of weeks ago he had tlie fine cork leg he was wearing burned off by Indians. He says he is going to go it a while
on the plain wooden now."
'rhen the landlord turned to fill an order that came from
the other end of the bar.
But he liked to talk with the young prince of the saddle, It
seemed, for he soon come back again.
"You said you were f'ltrangers in these parts, didn't you?" he
remarked.
"Yes; we came over here to stop a few days with Easy Edward, w!lo has a ranch around here somewhere. I believe
Idaho Ike said he worked on his ranch."
"Yes; Ike's sort of foreman for Easy Edward. He got ther
job in a peculiar way, too. Easy Edward is a very soon man
with a gun or a horse, but Idaho Ike come along an' downed
him at both games. Then he said be guessed he'd better hire
Ike to help him on tiler ranch, an' Ike, bein' without a job
jest then, was glad to take it."
"So he beat Easy Edward at shooting and riding, did he?"
"Yes."

·

"Well, I happen to know that Easy Edward is a pretty good
one, so Idaho Ike must be a real wonder.''
The landlord grinned.
"I guess you don't think so, do you?" he said. "He wasn't
anything in your hands."
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1iVi1d, smiling in his usual manner of ease and coolness. "You
have made a bet without consulting me at a ll. Suppose I don't
agree to undertake to put you out, Idaho Ike?"
"Then it will be a draw bet. and ther money will be taken
WILD AND CHARLIE l\IAKE FUN FOR TilE CROWD
baek,!' was the reply, w'.lile a smile of satisfaction played about
While Young Wild West was talking with th e landlord a the man's mouth.
Evidently he thought Young Wild West was not going to
man entered the door and walked quickly toward him, his
tackle him.
face wreathed in smiles.
But he made a big mistake.
It was Easy Edward, the owner of Prospect Ranch.
Nothing pleased Young Wild West better than to show the
"Hello, Young ·wild vVest!" he cried, in a familiar tone.
"I've been ex pectin' you to come over for ther last two days. men who styled themselves "bad" that they were only big
I'm awful glrrct you ve got here. Hello Charlie! How are you, bluffers.
"'Well," he observed, quietly, "since it is an -0ld friend of
Jim? I'm sorry to see that you've lost one of your pins, Jack.
mine who has made the bet, I'll undertake to put you out, my
How a::-e you gitting along, Lively?"
This was all said in a breath, and the way the man shook friend. Just take off your belt." ·
He unbuckled his own as he said this.
hands with the five expressed quite plainly how glad he really
"I can't take off' my belt, 'cause it holds my corduroys up,"
was to see them all.
retor ted Ike. "But l'll leave my knife an' shooters on ther
Easy Edward was an old friend of Wild and his partners.
He was a reckless sort of a man, who had made and lost bar."
"That will do. Now, then, I want to tell y-0u that you had
two or three fortunes.
His weakuess was too much whisky and the gaming table. not better try to hurt me, for if you do you will be apt to get
But he had struck it rich at the h!lls a few months before, hurt you rself."
and instc> ad of spending all his money foolishly, he had pur"You're goin' to try to put me out of ther door, ain't yor?"
"Yes; that is what I am going to try to do. But I would
chased Prospect Ranch, wlli.ch was situated near the Blacklike to know before I begin whether it is going to be done in
foot ran ~e, and not far from the eastern border of Idaho.
"Here's ther . bos:,. Now I reckon we'll all git another drink," a good-natured way, or if you are going to get mad."
spoke up Idaho Ike, walking up to where Easy Edward was
"I won 't git mad."
Wild was watching his eye, and he knew that the fellow
talking with his old-time friends from the Black Hills .
"This is my foreman, gents," said Easy, turning to the bad was just itching to get hold of him, so he could give him someman. "llrn, this is Young Wild West and his crowd what has thing to pay up for the way he had been treated a short
come over to 1rnlp root out ther ranch raiders. You kin bet time before.
But he never once thought that Idaho Ike's desire would be
your boots that things will begin to hustle around these dig•
gin's now. Young Wild West ain't one that's to be fooled with, gratified.
you know.,.
He had met too many such ungainly fellows to be alarmed
"Yes; I know that, boss," and the fellow shrugged his at this one.
shoulders, while a suppressed titter went up from the crowd.
The big man now walked out to the center of the room and
"You know it, bey? You ain't buckecl agin him, have you?" the crowd drew bacl{ so as to give them plenty of room.
"011, we had a little time a While ago."
"Now, Young Wild West, I reckon you kin go ahead an' put
"An' you got ther worst of it, I'll bet."
me out," he said, as ho rolled up his sleeves and shifted the
"Ee sorter got ther drop on me, I guess. But I was only quid of tobacco he had in his mouth.
foolin' whe'! I begun to shoot at ther feller's wooden leg. I
"All right. Are you ready?"
wa3 about half drunJc, and ther wooden leg struck me as bcin'
"Yes."
sorter com iral like. I got lo shoo tin' at it afore I kn owed it,
"Look out for yourself, then!"
hardly. 'l'liere wasn't no harm done, an' we're friends, all
As ho said this Wild made a leap for him, but instead of
West?"
Mr.
we,
right, a in't
grabbing hold of him, as Ike expectrd ho would do, he swung
"Ob, yes," answered our h ero, quickly, though he knew the off to the left, and then with a quick move, caught him about
fellow really hated him worse than poison at that very mo- the neck with his right arm and bent his body over his knee
ment.
with such force that there were those present who declared
'· Well, I'd ought to have been here to s1:e ther fun. Jest put that they heard the cracking of bones.
front
in
it
of
none
set
don't
But
Lenney.
bug-juice,
ther
out
Over went the king-pin, and flat on his back he landed withof Young Wild West, ·cause he don't drink it. I've seen him in a couple of feet of the door.
his
over
pounds
hundred
two
more'n
weighed
chuck men as
Before he could even raise his head the active young deadhead jist because they was tryin' to make him drink ther stuff. shot had hold of him, and with a quick jerk he pulled him
I've
treat.
stand
I
when
likes
he
what
Every man kin take
out on the stoop.
learned from Yonng Wild West that it ain't right to insist on
"There you are, Mr. Idaho Ike," he exclaimrd, as he brushed
drink."
to
want
a feller drinkin' what he don't
dust from his clothes. "You lose your bet, I guess."
the
two
more·n
weighed
what
men
"You've seen ther boy throw
ha, ha!" laughed Easy Edward. "What did I tell you,
"Ha,
Ike
Idaho
asked
boss?"
hunrlrecl over his head, did you say,
you foolish galoot? Why, that was done a good deal easier
in surprise.
I thought it would be done. Young Wild West kin handle
"Yes; ther last time I seen him do it was in Deadwood. athan
sich fellers as you are, an' I know it."
dozen
but
said,
they
town,
ther
in
'l.'her feller was thcr toughest man
hit the floor pretty hard when he went down, and
bad
Ike
Young
.
with
three
he soon round out that he wasn't one, two,
he had not yet collected his scattered senses.
Wild West!"
He got into a sitting posture and looked around him like
"Well, I did allow that he was about as soon with a shoo ter one who had just been awakened from a sound slumber.
at
much
was
he
as any one I've ever seen, but I didn't think
"How did yer do it?" ho managed to gasp, and then he got
roughin' it with tber hands an' feet. Why, boss, he ain't nothin' upon his feet.
more than a boy."
Everybody was laughing now, and when the bad man saw
"That's right, Ike; but he's ther soonest boy you ever sot
eyes on, I reckon. Why, he could put you out of this barroom this he broke into a rage.
"You fellers are mighty smart, ain't yer?" he cried. I'll
in no time."
"I don't believe that; not if he didn't use a gun to do it make some of yer feel sick afore this is over. Any one what
laughs at Idaho Ike has got to have good caus·e for it."
with."
"I reckon they've had cause enough to laugh, you measly
"'Well, I believe it."
"See here, boss, it's my day off, an' I reckon I've got a right coyote," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie. "Now, don't you go to
to talk to you jest ther same as though I wasn't workin' for lookin' for any trouble witb any one, 'cause if yer do you'll
yer. I'll jest bet you twenty dollars that Young Wild West git somethin' t11at you're deservin' of. "
"Mebbe you think you could handle me, like Young Wild
can·t put me out of this place, unless he uses a shooter to do
West did?" was the angry retort.
it with.•·
"I reckon I kin," and the scout stepped forward and prompt"Ike, I'll take your bet."
ly buckled into him.
"Put your money in Bill Lenney's hands, then."
Charlie was not ne1r as quick as Wild was, but he bad
Easy Edward had never been known to back down in a bet,
great strength, and lrnew something about wrestling.
and be had the twenty out in no time.
They scuflled around the floor for a few seconds and then
Then 11:e put up his, it taking about all the money he had
Ike's feet left the floor and his body began to sl!p up ornr
to do it.
"That is a rather peculiar bet, it seems to me," observed Charlie's shoulder.
CHAPTER II.
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"I'm goin' to let you drop on your head and break yer neck!"
said the scout.
But instead of doing so he made a bolt for the door and got
outside before the bad man thought of grabbing the door
frame.
"Whoopee!" he yelled. "Here goes ther worst coyote of a
bad man I've run agin in a long while. He needs a wash, boys,
an' he's goin' to git it right now!"
There was a tub that stood near the old-fashioned pump
that was in front of the place, and before the words were
out of Cheyenne Charlie's lips, he let Ike drop into it.
He went head first, too, but managed to break his fall by
putting out his hands.
However, his face went under the water, and then he rolled
over with the tub on top of him.
The roug!i men gathered about the saloon just roared with
laughter at this.
It was the most comical thing that had occurred there in
a long time.
Idaho Ike got upon his feet with amazing quickness this
time.
He sprang forward and jerked a knife from the belt of the
nearest man and then darted upon Cheyenne Charlie, bent on
carving him.
But the scout was ready for him.
He stepped nimbly aside, and with a well-directed blow
knocked him down.
"I reckon you ain't satisfied, so I'll jest give you a wallopin'
that you'll remember," he said.
Then he kicked the knife which Ike still clutched and sent
it flying a dozen feet away.
"Git up!" he roared, for Charlie was now thoroughly
0
ar~~=e~a~~d a:h!~te1:p~ io t~t~;,a{ute u';!t1: f:nc~e~-i~~
self, the scout pitched into him, and catching his neck with his
left arm, he proceeded to pummel his face into a jelly.
Spat! Spat!
The blows fell thick and fast.
Ike did his best to ward off the blows and hit back once in
a while, but he was a mere child in the hands of old Cheyenne,
as his old friends sometimes called him.
In just ten seconds the man had had enough of it.
"I cave! " he cried. "Don't hit me any more. I'll be good."
"All right, then, you measly coyote. Now turn that tub
up right an' pump some water in it an' take a good wash;
you'll feel better then, I reckon."
That ended the fun.
There was no more fight in Idaho Ike now than there was
in a newly hatched chicken.
It had been the greatest come-down of his life, and he was
not the sort to take it quietly.
He would try hard to be revenged upon Young Wild West
and Cheyenne Charlie.
Bnt he was not going to make an open fight of it.

1:1:~

CHAPTER III.
THE ISLAND IN THE SWAMP

Idaho Ike did not linger Jong at the Broncho Buster saloon
after the handling he had received at the hands of Young Wild
West and Cheyenne Charlie.
He had lost considerable prestige with the men who hung
around the place, and he knew it.
Consequently, he felt like getting out as soon as possible,
a!ld this he did as soon as he could get his horse from the
shed at ihe ~!de of the building, where he had tied it.
When he mounted and rode away the derisive cheers of some
of the cowboys he had hitherto domineered over rang in his
ears, making very unpleasant music for him.
"This has been one of ther ,vorst days of my whole life," he
muttered, as he rode of!' in a southerly direction over the rough
trail r.hat led over the rolling prairie. "I never was in such
a streak of bad luck afore. An' it is all on account of that boy,
who, Easy .Edward says, has come to help clean out the ranch
raiders. Well, I reckon Young ·wild West will never clean
cut any ranr,h raiders, or any other kind of raiders, for he's
got to go under, an' .that inside of forty-e ight hours. Jest wait
till I tell ther gang about him! That'll be enough, I rather
think. Confound him, anyhow! What sort of stuff is he made
of, I wonder? He handled me as though I wasn't nothin' at
all, an' that f~Jler they call Cheyenne Charlie is about ther
stronges~ chap I ever run foul of. He"s got to go under, too,
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an' so has ther rest of ther gang what's with this Young Wild
West, an', by ther livin' jingo! Easy Edward has got to go,
too."
Having expressed himself thus, the villain felt a little better,
and as he got further away from the little prairie town he
urged his horse into a faster gait. .
When he had covered about three miles he came to a cross
trail, and, without the least hesitation, he chose the way to
the left.
He was now riding for a clump of timber that appeared to be
very dense.
It was about seven miles off, but could be seen in the distance, as it was a very bright day.
It was a good road, and the man did not spare the big bay
he was astride of.
The miles were s0011 covered, and presently he was at the
edge of the timber, which the trail ran close to , and switched
off to the southwest to another town about twenty miles distant.
Before entering the woods Idaho Ike looked up and down
the trail in a careful manner, as though he did not care for
anybody to note his movements.
Becoming satisfied that there was no one in sight, he turned
the horse to a patch of hard and stony ground and then rode
into the thicket that was at the edge of the dense growth of
trees.
It was with no little difficulty that he picked his way through
the tangled maze, and at length when he emerged into a comparatively open spot both he and the horse were smarting
from several scratches.
"I come through at ther wrong place," he exclaimed in disgust. "I ain't been here long enough to get on ther hang of
git tin' in right. I wonder where ther path is, anyhow?"
He brought his steed to a halt and then looked carefully
around.
It was now pretty close to sunset and there was a chill in
the September air that made him feel like moving.
In about half a minute he gave a nod of satisfaction and
then turned the horse to the right.
Then he suddenly came upon a narrow path that showed
signs of having but recently been made.
Once on the path he allowed the animal to walk forward.
The branches were too thick overhead to go any faster than
a walk, and he was compelled to lie close to the neck of the
horse to keep from being bothered by the limbs.
This island was very densely wooded and looked lonely
enough in the dark woods.
Idaho Ike paused at the edge of the marshy ground and
gave a low whistle.
In a second or two the whistle was answered.
Then he repeated the signal twice in succession.
A man emerged into view from the dense growth on the
little island, and seeing Ike, gave a nod of satis faction.
"Hello, cap!" he called out. "So it is you, is it?"
"Yes, Tom, it's me, or what's left of me, anyhow. Just come
over here and show me ther way to git over, an' be a little
quick about it."
··what's tber matter?" queried the man, looking surprised,
as he quickly picked his way over a path that ran across the
marsh. "Ain't anything wrong, is there?"
"Well, there ain't anything wrong as far as our gang is concerned, but there 's been somethin' wrong with m e personally
this afternoon."
"What was it, cap? But wait! I'll lead yer hc1·s e safe over
to ther island for yer. 'Tain't everybody that could git over
there, ! calculate."
Idaho Ike did not say a word till he was safely on the solid
ground that composed the island.
Then with a s igh of relief he dismounted.
"This is a funny place you picked out for th€!· gang to hold
forth, Tom.'" he remarked.
"I know it, cap,·• was the retort. "But it is a place that no
one couJd git to iu case we got into trouble with a vigilance
committee. or anythin g like that. I found this place while
follerin' a bear over two mon ths ago."
" Yes; 1 know you did. How many of the.- gang are in
camp?"'
"Only four. 'l'her rest are workin'."
"Did th er fellers what's workin' en Prospect Ranch say they
was goin" to raid ther herd what's in the rnst pasture
grounds ?"
"Yes; it was all understood when they went out this mornin".
That'll be a good haul, too, cii,p, au' no on<, will ever believe
that any of ther men i·o charge of th er cattle had anything to
do with it."
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"No; I reckon they won't," chuckled Idaho Ike. "I reckon
I've got head enough on me to fix things up to fool all ther
Easy Edwards an' Young Wild Wests in ther country."
"Young Wild West, did you say?" cried Tom, in surprise.
"Yes. ,vhat do you know about him?"
"Nothin' much . But I've heard a lot about him."
"Yer have, hey?"
"Yes. I heard about him when he was down in Cheyenne.
They do say that he's about ther soonest feller with a gun an'
boss that ever smelled the fresh air of the prairies!"
"Well, I reckon he does know somethin' about workin' a
gun quick. I had a little trouble with him this afternoon."
"With Young Wild West?"
'·Yes."
"You hadn't oughter, cap. If that boy takes a notion he'll
ru n yer down, as sure as your name's Idaho Ike! He's a reg'lar
te:·ror when he gits started. I've heard enough about him from
blamed good authority to make me believe that he ain't got
a match in the West. It's jest his hobby to put down outlaw gangs an' hunt out road agents an' sich like. S'pose he
should take a notion to give us a turn."
"That's jest what he's come out here to do."
'·What!" and Tom looked the picture of amazement.
"That's jest what he's come out here to do," repeated Ike.
"It 'pears that Easy Edward an' Young Wild West was old
friends. Easy an' ther rest have been losin' so much cattle
an' other tl1ing-s lately that they've come to the conclusion
that thcr ranch raiders, as they call 'em, must be put out of
business. So Easy, he sends over to ther Black Hills for
Young Wild West an' some of his gang to come out an' give
'em a lift. Well, Young Wild West got here in Bunkum this
afternoon with four of his chums, which is all dead-shots and
Yet'.)' ~onn with their hands an' feet, too, I reckon, though one
of ·em has got a wooden leg."
"A wooden leg, hey?"
"Yes; that's ther blamed old thing that got me in trouble
with Young Wild West. You see, I started to shoot at ther
wooden leg, an· ther boy interfered. He got ther drop on me
in no time, an' then he took my horse by ther head and led
him outer ther barroom with me sittin' on his back, afraid to
wink an eye. Young Wild West had me scared, an' I ain't
afraid to admit it. When that eye of his looks at yer it looks
as though he don't mean nothin' else but business all ther
time."
"That's what I've heard."
"Well, after that part of it was settled an' I tied my horse
under thtr shed outside an' went in ag'in, who should come
along but Easy Edward, my boss at ther ranch. One word
brought on another, an' he allowed that Young Wild West
could throw me out of tiler barroom."
"Did he do it, cap?" and Tom showed the greatest of interest in the recital.
"Di:1. he? Well, I thought you said you heard what Young
Wild West cou ld do?"
"But did he throw yo u out, cap?"
"Yes. He had me out of the place before 1 could say Jack
Robinson. An' it was all done after I told him I was ready,
too."
"Thunder! Cap, that was rather remarkable, wasn't it?"
"Yes. But that ain't all of it. Then I got mad an' one of
thcr boy's pards, what they call Cheyenne Charlie, fired me
out ag'in an' dumped me inter ther tub ther horses drink out
of."
"Well, I'll be blamed!" ejaculated the raider. "Cap, it are
too bad that you ever bucked up agin that Young Wild West.
He'll have it in [or you now, and you'll have to look out. I
wouldn't be surprised if he finds out who ther raiders are.
an' tJ1e11 1 gue~s times will lie hol!"
"He won't find out nothin'; how kin he? Ain't we got
things fixed so's no one kin tell anything about how it was
clone? Why, when some one accidentally finds ther fellow we
thought we couldn't trust dead an' four of ther men tied up
an' ther cattle gone, what'll they think? They'll have ter
think jest what ther four men tells 'em, won't they?"
"Well, I reckon they will. But suppose Young Wild West
finds out that ther four men are lyin', an' that they helped
ther game of gittin' ther cattle off, what then?"
"He ain't gain' to find it out. I reckon there ain't a man
what we can't trust, outside of ther one what's got to go under
to-night. Let's git into camp now. I guess I'll stay here till
to-rnorrer mornin' ."
Tom led the way, and they soon emerged into a little clearing that was in the very center of the island and high and dry
from the treacherous mire that surrounded it.
A very rude habitation that was , composed partly of logs
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and partly of canvas stood in the clearing, and before it were
four men gathered around a brightly burning fire, watching a
big pot that was boiling a way with a merry tune.
They promptly arose when Idaho Ike appeared on the scene
and saluted him in a real hearty fashion .
"I thought I'd come over an' spend ther nigh t with yer,
boys," be said. "I sorter wanted to git used to ther place,
anyhow, 'cause ther time may come when I'll have to stay
here awhile, you know. "
"That's so, cap. _ But I reckon it won't come so very soon.
This is a dandy bang-out, an' it's safe from all ther deputy!
she1iffs or vigilance committees in creati(lu. It was a very
lucky find for Tom when he struck this island in ther swamp
an' ther way to git to it without gittin' swallered up in ther
mud of ther swamp.''.
"Yes; it were a lucky find," Idaho !lee acknowledged. "What
are yer cookin' for supper, boys?"
"A good big pot of beef stew. We're tryin' to eat the critter we killed tber day before yesterday as quick as we kin.
We've salted some of it down, too."
·
"Well, I reckon we kin git a critter whenever we want one,
but what we're lookin' for most is money. We've got ter
make a raid on some rancbman's cash before long, 'cause I'm
pretty nigh brolre."
The supper was soon cooked to the satisfaction of the men,
and then all hands sat down and ate.
After the meal was over, Idaho Ike told them all about his
experience of the afternoon, and wound up by declaring that
Young Wild West must be brought to the swamp in some manner and smothered to death in its depths.

CHAPTER IV.
EASY EDWARD'S FOREMAN QUITS HIS JOB.

Young Wild West and his friends did not remain long at
the Broncho Buster saloon after the bad man had taken his
departure.
Our hero thought Easy Edward might take a notion to go
on a spree if they hung around there, so he suggested that
they ride over to the ranch.
"I'm ready, an' only too glad to taJ!e yer there, my boy!"
exclaimed Easy. "You an' your friends have done me a big
favor by comin' way out here to give me a lift."
"You saved ther lives of four of us once," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie. "Why shouldn't we come out here in Idaho to
do you a little favor? You are all right, Easy, an' no one
knows it better than we do."
"I'm mighty glad to hear you talk that way, Charlie," was
the retort. "I'll try an' give you all a good time out here, anyhow. I've got a little of everything on my ranch, an' if you
don't enjoy yourselves it won't be my fault."
Easy Edward was unmarried, but a negress acted as cook
and housekeeper on the ranch, while her husband took charge
of the milch cows and did chores about the place.
When they arrived at the place Wild saw that it was very
well appointed, and he figured that Easy ought to make money
from his venture.
But whether he would make it fast enough to suit him or
not was another thing.
He was a man who believed in getting rich quick, and then
getting poor again just as soon as he could.
"Easy," observed our hero, as they were beini?; shown
through the big, one-story house after their arrival, "do you
know the best thing you can do?"
"No. I always believe what you say is right, so tell me
what's ther best thing I can do."
"Find a good womau and get married. You are young yet,
and I rather think if you were to tie up with the right sort
of a woman you would be all right."
""Well, Wild," was the laughing r ejoinder, "if you find ther
gal for me I'm blowed if 1 don't double up. Ther.e! How does
that strike you?"
"It strikes me fine, if you mean what you say.··
'' I do mean it. You find ther woman you think would make
ther right kind of a wife for me an' we'll hunt up a parson
jest as soon as she says ther word."
"All right. I'll see what I can do for you."
The negro woman was a good cook, as our friends found
out when they sat down to supper that night.
They were all fond of ranch life, and they found that Easy
Edward was about as nicely situated as one could wish to be
in his line of business.
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It reminded them somewhat of Roaring Ranch over in the when they heard about the herd being stolen by the raiders
eastern par:: of Wyoming, a place that was paying Young Wild they were very much surprised.
"We will try and find the cattle before the day is over," said
W est handsomely.
Charlie, Jack and Rick played cards with Easy till a late Wild in his quiet way.
After breakfast all hands went out.
hour that night, while Wild and Jim went to their rest a little
They got their horses, and mounting, rode off in the direcearly.
They were the first to get up the next morning, too, and tion the men had been wben the raid had taken place.
They had not gone far when they saw the wagon coming.
when they went out of the door they found that there was a
There was a man driving it and riding along by the outfit
promise of a beautiful day before them.
Wh'ile they stood there enjoying the fresh air of the early were four horsemen.
'·There are five of them coming. The cowboy who brought
morning a C'owboy came galloping up to the door of the house.
in the n ews said there were only four of them," remarked
"Is ther boss up?'' he asked in an excited manner.
"Not yet," answered Wild. "What is the matter-anything Dart.
"One of ther other boys has run across •em, I s'pose," said
,vrang'? "
"Yes; there's a whole lot wrong. Over four hundred cattle Easy.
have been stolen by the ranch raiders."
Wh en they got a little nearer Wild saw that one of the
"When did this occur?" our hero questioned, eyeing the man horsemen was no other than Idaho Ike.
sharply.
"What sort of a fellow is that man, anyhow?" asked our
"Last night, I reckon. There was five men lookin' after ther hero, when all had seen and recognized the bad man.
herd with a wagon that had their grub au' things. One of 'em
"He's been a mighty good man to work on ther ranch, as
was shot, an' ther other four tied to ther wheels of ther wagon far as I kin see," retorted Easy Edward. "He's got awful pewh en I rode down that way at daylight. Ther four are comin' culiar ways about him, as you seen yisterday. He beat me at
along with ther wagon now, 'an they will be able to tell all shootin', too, an' that horse he's got is ther fastest I ever seen,
abou t it. All they said to me was that a gang of raiders had 'cept!n' your sorrel. Wild, I reckon Idaho Ike can't hold a
fix ed 'em, an' Lhat they had drove off ther cattle."
candle to you when it. comes to hancllin' shooters an' sich, but
Young Wild West listened carefully to what the cowboy said, he'd make your horse git on a lively move to catch that bay
and he soon made up bis mind that the fellow was not tell- of his in a race, I reckon."
ing all h e knew about the case.
"You think so, eh? Well, perhaps we'll have a chance to
He had a way of reading a fellow pretty good, and it struck try a race before long. In my opinion, Idaho Ike is not only
him right there that the cowboy was tricky and not at all a big blusterer, but a villain, as well. You may have an idea
hon est.
that he is doing the right thing by you, but if he is I miss my
"I'll go and call the boss at once," he said, and at once went guess. I never saw a man I would pick out for a sly scoundrel
into the house, followed by Jim.
any qui cker than I would him. But don't any of you say a
In a minute or two he had aroused Easy Edward, who came thing. I'll take him in tow when he comes up."
out half dressed and wondering what the trouble was.
A coupje of minutes later the horsemen and the wagon came
"One of the men wants to see you, Easy,'' Wild told him. up.
"He says the raiders have been at work again."
Idaho Ike appeared a little bit uneasy when he saw Young
"What!" cried the ranchman. "What is it this time, I won- Wild West and his partners in the company of his boss.
der?"
''Vi'hat's ther trouble, boys?" asked Easy, bringing his horse
"A bout four hundred cattle gone, I guess."
to a halt.
'"I'hunderation! How is a man expected .to git along in
"We was tackled last night jest after dark," answered the
these confounded digg!n's if he's goin' to have all his cattle man driving the team. "There was about fifteen in ther gang
right
that
an'
did,
be
to
got
Somethin's
him?
stole from
what come for us, an' they shot Dan Mundy an' made us prisoners. If we hadn 't give in to 'em they'd dropped U3 in short
away."
"Wa came out h ere to help you do that something, did we order. We have got Mundy's body in ther wagon here."
"An' they drove off ther cattle?"
not?"
"Yes; after they had tied ther four of us to ther wheels of
"I reckon you did, my boy. Je st wait till I see th er man
ther wagon. They was an awful ugly lot, an' they had enough
an' hear what he's got to say about it."
He ran outside and bad a talk with the cowboy who was guns an' pistols with 'em Lo fit out a re giment. We was tied
to ther wagon wheels all night, an' when Brum Lucas hapwaiting for him.
But h<' did not learn anything further than what the fel- pened along at daylight this mornin' h e cut us loose au' then
rode over to ther house to tell you about it."
low had told Wild a nd Jim.
Easy Edward was very much excited.
"That's right," spoke up Idaho Ike. "That's ther same story
"Take it easy, " said our hero. "After breakfast we will Investi gate and find out just how It all happened. The wagon they told me when I came upon 'em a few moments ago. I
with the four men will be here by that time. Those fellows think l'Ye got tiler trail of ther gang "\\·bat clone this, !JoPH."
must be questioned, and questioned sharply. It seems rather " ·:Suppose you take us out and show us," suggested v:'ild.
strange that so many raids have been ·made in Lhis part of We _want to find ?ut who to~k _Lhe ca~tle as soon as possible,
we can strike the t rail 1t won t take us long to find
the cot\ntry of late without any one being suspected of being . and
th em.
connected with them. What Is the name of the fellow who
·'If th er boss says so, I'll take you there," was the retort in
just brought in the news?"
"That's Brum Luras. He was workin' on ther ranch when a rather insolent tone.
"Sle here, Ike. Young "\Vild "'est i. · goin' to be ther boss or
I bought it. so I kept him, along with a whole Jot more."
my ranch for a few days, and what he says all hands have got
"Is he a o-ood man ?" .
to do. He's goin' to help me rout out this gang of raiders."
"As far ~s I know he ls. Why do you ask that?"
"He Is, bey?"
"Well, to be frank ~th you, I don't like the fellow's looks.
"Yes; I told you that yisterday afternoon over in Bunkum.
I am of the opinion that be knows more about the theft of
Don't you remember?"
the cattle than he bas told."
"I don't remember, boss. But I'll tell y ou right here that
"You think so?'' and Easy Edward gave a start.
if that boy is goin' to be a boss over me I'll quit right now!"
"Yes; I do."
"Well, Ike, you kin quit, Lhen."
·'And so do I , " spoke up Dart, who had learned pretty
"Do you mean that, En, y Ed ward?"
well to r?nd character.
"Yes; I reckon I know my business. You've been 'tendin'
"Well, I never had any idea that anybody what. was workln'
to it putty good, I re ck on, but if you're goin' to object 'cause
for me might know somethin' about it."
"When you have a whole lot of them, like you have, you I've got Young Wild West to come over here an' try an' save
can't tell what they all are, you know. There is just as apt me my cattle, why, you an~ welcome to git out."
"All right, boss. I'll b et you'll be sorry for this," and the
to bf' blnC'k shrep among them as not."
"Well, I'll leave ther whole thing to you, Wild. That's what villain showed that he was really crc3tfallen.
"I don't think he will be sorry," said Wild, riding up close
I got you to come out here an' see me for."
"All right. Don't say a word to any one of what I ha.ve said, to the man. 'Tu like to ask yon rr question or two."
"You kin ask as many as you wanter, but I won't answer
then. H you are going to leave It all to me, you must do about
'em,"
as I tell you to ."
"Oh, yes, you will. You will answer any question I ask Ytn1,
"An' you kin jest bet your life that I will, too."
though you might lie when you do answer. I ha,e a way of
The ranchman was now pretty well calmed down.
Charlie, Jack and Lively came out a few minutes later and making folks of your stamp talk whether Lhey want to or not.
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Now, then, where did you go after you left the saloon in Bunkum yesterdn ~· aftrrnoon? ,.
Wild sat calmly in the saddle with both hands holding the
bridle rein as he spoke.
There was nothing to indicate that he meant to draw a revolver on the man.
"I don't know as I've got to tell my private business to
everybody," 11,e 11ns1vered after a short panse. "S'pose I went
to s:ce my girl-have I got to tell you about it?"
"Well, we won't suppose that you went to see your girl, so
just tell us where you did go."
"I won't."
"You won't, eh?"
"No."
'"I'hen you are afraid to let us know where you went."
''No; I ain't., I never does anything I'm afraid of."
"You know where the trail is that the raiders took the cattle
over, I believe you said?"
"I said I thought I knowed where it was ..,
"But you really know, don't you?"
Instead of answering "\Vild, Ike turned to Easy Edward and
said:
"Jest give me what wages that's comin' to me; I'm goin' to
quit right away."
"Pay ilim," and our hero nodded for Easy to comply with
the demand.
'l'he ranchman did so, as they had no difficulty in agreeing
on the amount.
"Now, you are going to quit, are you?" observed Wild, calmly, placing his hand on Ike's arm as he spoke.
"Yes; an' you'd better be careful how you fool with me,
too," was the reply.
"I know that. You are a dangerous man-a very dangerous
man, as I learned yesterday. You will begin to eat me up directly, I suppose. Now, then, Idaho Ike, I have about sized
you up to my full satisfaction. You are no longer working for
E:i::;y Edward. llnt you are goiug to work for me a while.
Just lead us to the trail the cattle were driven over by the
raiders."
"I "von't! ''
"If you don't I'll begin to cut the hair off the top of your
head with my shooter. I'll make six different parts in your
hair before you know what struck you . You just take us to
that trail you spoke about, and if it is not the right one, you
had better look out for yours elf in the future."
The face of Idaho Ike was a study.
He had never been placed in such a position before, and
he knew not which way to turn.
If he attempted to draw a shooter on the boy he would go
un der, he figured; and i[ he started to ride away he might
get a bullet.
He thought the thing over very quickly for one of his brains,
and he came to the conclusion that he would make a bolt to
ride away.
He claimed that he had the fastest horse around, and giving the animal the spurs, away he went at a gallop over the
level strPtch of prairie.
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed Wild. "So that is your game, is it,
Mr. Idaho Ike? Now I will show you that I have a sorrel
here that' can outrun Hlat bay of yours. Let yourself go, now!"
W:ien the villain had· a start of about two hundred feet
Young Wild West set mt after him.
His partners and Easy Edward followed .

CHAPTER V.
A LIVELY RACE

As in any thing he attempted, Young Wild West was confident of catching Idaho Ike.
While he felt that he really had no right to harass the man,
he was pretty sure that he knew all about the theft of the
four hundred cattle.
·
And if there was any way possible, he was going to make
the villain acknowledge that he knew something about it.
He simply allowed his faithful horse, Spitfire, to have free
rein.
The steed had been in many a chase before, and when he
let himself out it seemed that he was delighted at the chance
oi a good run.
It did not take our hero more than a minute to see that the
bay horse was one not to be sneered at.
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But as Spitfire had defeated everything he had ever come in
contact with, he did not fear as to the outcome of the chase.
But Wild had to keep his eyes open, too, as he did not know
at whP.t moment Ike might turn and fire at him.
The rascally ranch raider was heading for the woods where
tho camp on the island in the swamp was situated.
It was some miles distant, but his fear of Young Wiold ·west
led him to make for the spot that he thought was the safest
for him.
When he looked behind him after be ·had been riding hard
for the space of a couple of minutes. be saw that he had not
gained a particle on the sorrel horse.
Behind Wild Cheyenne Charlie and the rest were coming,
while the · scoundrels who had assisted in the theft of the
cattle were making for the ranch slowly.
But they, too, were interested in the chase, for they were
of the opinion that Idaho Ike had the best horse in that vicin~
ity.
Still, when they looked at the ease and grace ,vit11 which the
dashing young dead-shot was riding they concluded that there
was just the shadow of a doubt about the bay getting away.
With Easy Edward and Wild's four partners it was entirely
different.
Neither .of them doubted for a moment as to the outcome
of the race.
They knew Spitfire's wonderful ability to beat any horse he
came in contact with.
On went the sorrel, gaining slowly but surely on the bay.
When a mile had been covered, Wild figured that he had
gained a trifle over fifty feet.
. He was about a hundred and fifty feet behind Ike.
He knew he could catch him inside of two minutes if he
was to let his steed make a spurt.
He wanted to make a good run of it and worry the villain
so that he would possibly let something out when he caught
him.
When another mile was covered Wild was something less
than a hundred feet behind him, and the bay was breathing
hard from doing his very best.
"I'll have you pretty soon!·• called out Wild. "Don't imagine
that your bay can get away from my horse, Idaho Ike, for the
horse was never foaled that can run as fast as Spitfire. I'll
have you before you cover another mile, so make up your
mind to that."
Ike made no answer to this, but began to grow more nervous every second.
It was a desperate attempt he was making to get away from
a mere boy-and all for nothing, too.
When he thought of it he was half inclined to stop.
But there had been something in the eye of Young Wild
West when he was asking him questions that tolcl the villai'Il
that he would be safer out of his reach, so he kept on.
When _about half a mile further on Wild suddenly leaned
low over Spitfire's neck and called on him to do his best.
Then the noble animal, that seemed to lle tireless, leaped
forward and began to close the gap between them as if by
magic.
Our hero now had a revolver in his hand, and he was watching Idaho Ike as a cat watches a mouse.
And the villain, feeling that it would soon be over, urged his
steed all he knew how.
But it was a lost race for the bay, though tho horse was
one of the finest Wild had ever seen.
Like a whirlwind Wild forged to the front, and half a minute later Idaho Ike turned his head and found himself staring
into the muzzle of a revolver that was in the hand of Young
Wild West.
"Slow down," said the boy, as clamly as though there never
had been such a thing as an exciting race between them. "Slow
down! I want to talk to you. There is no use in being obstinate, my friend. When I undertake to do a thing I generally succeed in doing tit."
The villain made no reply.
His face was nearly the color of ashes as he obeyed the
command, and a few minutes later, when he had brought his
horse down to a walk, he looked about the same as a man
who was going to be executed might.
"That is a fine horse you have," observed Wild. "As fine
a runner as I ever saw outside of my own. Now, Mr. Idaho
Ike, I want you to tell me all you know about the raids that
have been made on the ranches around here lately. 1 have
an idea that you could tell a whole lot i[ you had a mind to."
"J don't know no more about ·em than you do," was the
reply. "What makes you think that I know anything about
ther raide;·c;?"
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The other, whom he promptly recognized as Idaho Ike,
"Your looks suggested it to me. You are just such a lookin~ ;nai1, to my idea, as woulcl be a sort of a leader of a quickly leaped Into the saddle and made for the woods again.
"Ab," thought Wild, "now the same C1lcl race is to be run
band of raiders, like they say this one is."
"Say!" exclaimed the villain, hoarsely. "You ain't a for- over a~ain, is it? Spitfire. old boy, let's see how quickly we
c:an OYerhaul that bay now."
tune tell r, are you?"
'l'hougl1 both horses were a little tired from the high speed
An exultant feeling came over Young Wild West just then.
they had been running at, they both went like the wind.
Now he was eertain he had hit t:ie mark.
Cheyenne Charlie and the rest came on behind as fast as
But he did not betray his feelings by word or look.
"No; I am not a fortune teller, but I have a way of finding they could. ·
They had seen Wild clean out three of the villains, and
out a few things," he answered, calmly. "Now, then, just tell
they were anxious that the other one should be caught.
m e where the herd of cattle went to last night."
Easy Edward was wondering why he bad been such a fool
"I don't know. I don't know anything about ther cattle,
or ther raiders, eitber. "
as to not suspect Idaho Ike of being in league with the raiders.
He fairly shrieked the words, so excited was he.
"I might have known he was, when I come to think of
The two had halted close to the edge of a timber strip that what's happened at different times," he said.
extended for perhaps a hundred yards over the prairie, and as
"You kin bet he's one of 'em," retorted Charlie. "Wild
the villain uttered the cry the report of a rifle rang out from never makes a mistake when he picks out a man for a vilsomewhere among the trees and a bullet whizzed past the lain."
head of Young Wild West.
. "You kin bet your life he don't!" added Robedee, as he
The boy was taken completely by surprise, for he had not pressed his wooden leg hard into the stirrup to keep his balanticipated that there were any of Tdaho Ike's friends around. ance in the saddle. "That feller gittin' away there is Idaho
The echoes of the shot had scarcely died away when the vil- Ike himself. It was his friends what went down before Wild's
lain t urned his horse into the timber strip and was off in the fire. It's a pity he hadn't dropped, too. I wonder why Wild
don't give him one?"
direction the shot had come from.
·' He wants to take him alive," spoke up Jim. "1Vild won't
Wild did not have his rifle with· him, but he at once disshoot him unless he is compelled to. He wouldn't have
charged his revolver at the retreating horseman
The bullet would surely have found a lodgment in some dropped the others if they had not made it so warm for him."
"He kin drop 'em jest as he wants to," said Lively Rick. "I
part of Ike's body had not an intervening limb turned it aside.
never seen a feller that could shoot as good as Wild."
Wild shifted his position just as another shot rang out.
"Nor I, either," added Easy Edward. "He kin beat ther
It was getting pretty warm there, so he turned to meet his
world with a gun or a horse."
friends, who were now within a hundred yards of him.
Meanwhile our hero was gaining upon the fugitive.
Lively Rick had brought his rifle with him, and he began
But he soon saw that he would not overtake him before he
firing into the woods, regardless of what he might hit.
Two more shots were fired from the cover of the trees, one reached the woods.
He was determin ed to capture him now, so he kept right on,
of which came very close to Cheyenne Charlie, and the other
letting his horse choose his own gait.
going wild.
He knew the animal was becoming winded, so he was going
"Get around to the other side of the timber!" cried our
hero, who was just as full of fight as though he had possessed to let him have his own way, depending on him to beat the
bay, anyhow.
a rifle.
There was only two hundred yards between pursued and
They did rid e around as soon as they could, but were too
late. for they saw four horsemen riding off more than a quar- pursuer when the bay and its rider plunged through a thick
wall of undergrowth and was lost to view. Wild rode right up
ter of a mile ahead.
"Give me your rifle, Rick!" called out Wild. "I am going to the spot,' and just as he got th ere a lariat fell over his head
after those fellows. They are some of the raiders, just as sure and he was jerked heavily to the ground.
as two and two are four ."
The weapon was promptly handed over to him, and then
he set out in another chase.
CHAPTER VI.
He knew his horse was more fresh than the bay ridden by
Idaho Ike, and that made him think that there was a pretty
YOuNG WILD WEST'S GREAT PERIL.
good chance to catch them.
He rapidly forged ahead, his companions not deeming it
When the lariat dropped over the head of Wild it was so
wise to get too close just then, since they had nothing but re- sudden that he could not help himself from being caught.
volvers to use against the rifles which three of the men had.
He had been in the act of bringing his horse to a halt to
Wild saw that the villains were heading straight for a dense locate the trail Idaho Ike had made in going through the unwoods that loomed up about four miles away.
dergrowth, and with both hands pulling on the bridle-rein he
He did net want them to get there before he overtook them, was caught and jerked from the saddle to the ground.
for he was confident that in capturing them he would have
And he had no sooner struck, it seemed, than a man sprang
solved the problem as to who the ranch riders were.
upon him.
When h e had got a quarter of a mile out on the prairie the
It was Ike who did this.
three who had r ifles began firing at him, turning in the saddle
"I reckon you wasn't smart enough, after all, Young Wild
while their steeds were going full speed to do it.
West,'' he remarked with a fiendish grin. "We'll see who'll
Some of the shots came dangerously close. and realizing come out at ther top of ther heap now. My! but this is ther
that they were trying hard to take his life, Wild raised the best thing I've seen happen in many a day! "
rifle Rick had given him and fired a shot.
While he was saying all this the villain was busy winding
That he was a much better marksman than they was plainly the lariat about the body of the confused boy, pinioning his
evident. for cne of them threw up his hands and tumbled from arms to his sides and rendering him absolutely helpless.
the saddle.
The fir t thing Wild did on recovering from the effects of
"That's number one!'' muttered the daring boy. "If you his sudden fall was to call out loudly for his companions.
you
as
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But only once did he do this, for Ike pressed a revolver
go."
against his head and commanded him to shut up.
The loss of tlie man made the othe»s desperate, it seemed,
Young Wild West obeyed instantly.
for t he.1· prompt1_1· rein eel in their horse,; :incl. di~mounting,
He knew that it was more than probable that the man
be:;an to firn rapidly at the· advancing young deadshot.
would kill him if he did call out again, and it was his motto
Young Wild W c,;t adopted the tactics of tlie Indian then, that while there was life there was hope.
and bega n ridin g in a circle.
If he ,::ould not get away from his captor now, he might
He saw that there was only one thing to do now.
have a chance later on.
That was to drop them.
Idaho Ike was a pretty powerful man, as has been stated
He fired again, and another went down to rise no more.
before.
But the other two kept right on slinging lead his way,
As soon as be had rendered the boy powerless he picked him
thou~h he hacl not been bit as .1·et.
up bodily, and, c-arrying him back into the bushes a few feet,
Once more his rifle went to his shoulder while be was riding threw him across the back of his horse as though he had heen
at full sperd.
a sack of grain.
Cracl,! .
vVild's horse, in the meantime, had galloped back on the
• prairie.
As t!J.c report ra1, 6 o:it the third rr.an went tlown
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Ono of tho things the boy had taught the intelligent steed I Tom took hold of the collar of Wild's coat and helped him
to his feet.
was to keep out of the hands of strangers.
But the rope had been wound about his legs, as well as his
And it was very seldom that Spitfire got caught.
If his master fell into the hands of enemies and he got away, body, and he could not walk very well.
"I guess I'll have to drag yer, as cap says,•· the fellow rehe would hang around pretty close to the spot till help came,
marked, and he proceeded to do so.
and then his instinct would lead him to where Wild was.
He got him there right behind Ike.
Idaho Ike had performed a really shrewd trick in dismountThere were only two men in the camp besides them.
ing as soon as he reached the cover of the woods and then
The others had gone off with the cattle they had stolen the
lassoing his pursuer.
Few of those who were acquainted with him would have night before.
Wild was deposited upon the ground in a rather unceremogiven him credit for such a thing.
But he had been wrought up to a state of desperation and nious manner.
"If he was loose he couldn't git off their island without
madness which seemed to clear rather than to thicken his
head, and he thought out the plan while he was trying to sinkin' in ther swamp," said Tom, with a grin. "A feller has
got to know tiler marks well to git on an' off this island."
reach the woods ahead of his relentless pursuer.
"That's right," nodded Ike. "I wouldn't want to try it alone,
The villain knew that if he was going to get his prisoner
to the little island in the swamp he would have to get away as much as I've passed along ther path. If you didn't git
covered with ther mud every time you lift a foot it would be
from there quickly.
Young Wild West's companions were not very far off, and all right."
"I could come or go in ther dark. I've got it clown fine, I
when they saw his horse come out of the woods i.-..ey would
have."
hurry all the faster.
"Boys, this is Young Wild West, the feller I was tellin' you
"Young Wild West," he hissed, "I'm goin' to take you alive
he
to our camp in ther woods, unless you make me kill you a[ore about last night," observed the captain of the raiders, asover
I git there. You kin take your choice of gain' there alive an' kicked Wild with his foot rather sharply. "He's come
havin' a chance to see some of ther ranch raiders, or dyin' her·e to let you all see him, an' then take a dive in ther quicksands."
without seein' them."
The men looked at the boy as though he was a great curl'·I guess I'd rather see them before I die," retorted Wild,
with such a degree of coolness that his captor looked at him osity.
Evidently they could not understand how it was that a mere
in amazement.
"All right," he said, after a pause of an instant, and then boy could do so much.
And from what they had heard of him he was a match for
he got upon the back of his steed, and holding the boy on before him, started the horse to the path that led to the swamp. any two men.
"You are all a nice lot, I must say," remarked our hero,
He found it quiC'kly enough, and then, bending down low
to escape the limbs, and holding tightly to Wild at the same after the two men had stared him almost out of countenance.
"You seem to take it easy," ventured one of them.
time, he allow ed the horse to pick his way along at a slow
"Of course. There is no need of making a big time of it.
canter.
Our hero was very hopeful when he found they were not A fellow can't die but once, you know."
"No; but if I was as near death as you are this minute I'd
covering the ground very fast, for he thought his friends
be sayin' my prayers, or somethin' else."
would soon overtake them.
"Do you think it would do any good for such as you to
But he did not know how difficult it was to find that path.
And when five minutes had passed and he heard no signs say your prayers?" asked Wild, looking at him contemptuously.
of pursuit . he began to grow decidedly uneasy.
"I don't know; but I'd be apt to try it an' see," and the
He had seen enough of Idaho Ike by this time to know that
villain grinned as though he had said something real smart.
be need expect no mercy at his hands.
"He dropped Pete, an' Luke an' Bob-what do you think
The villain certainly hated him for what he had done to him
the day before, and as he had just rid the world of three of of that, boys?" spoke up Ike, his eyes flashing dangerously.
Then all four of t~e raiders glared at the boy like enraged
his comrades, he was bound to stand little show of living long
bulls.
after he got to the camp.
"He's got to suffer for doin' it, you kin bet," went on the
That was, of course, if his friends did not get there in time
captain. "He's got to smother to death with mud."
to save him.
Wild did not let the expression of his face change a particle
Ike kept the horse going right on, he gloating over the
when he heard this, though he was getting more uneasy every
important capture he had made meanwhile.
Pretty soon the swamp came in sight, and as the villain minute.
How it was that his companions had not followed the trail
looked up and saw the little island ahead of him he gave the
whistle that was the signal for one of the men to come and to the swamp he could not understand.
The only conclusion that he could come to was that they
conduct him across the dangerous quagmire.
The fellow called Tom c:ame in sight, as he bad done the bad done so, but had kept quiet, so Idaho Ike would not know
day before, and when he saw that his captain had a bound of their presence.
And in that case they were close at hand at that very mofo1·m on his horse his eyes opened wide.
·
ment.
"Who've you got there, cap?" he asked.
One thing, Wild did not lose any of bis nerve.
"Young Wild West," was the triumphant reply. "He shot
Looking at the man Torn, he said:
Pete, Luke an' Bob, an' then I managed to trick him an' git
"You say there is only one way to get on or off the island.
hold of him. I thought I'd bring him here an' let you an'
ther rest see him, an' then we kin plant him in ther quick- Why don't you suggest that I be allowed to walk about and
sands. That will be just ther death to put hilll to, won't It?" I take a look at things? It is not likely that I will plunge into
"I reckon it will. Well. you're in luck, I must say, cap, to [ that ooze and be sucked down to death, is it?"
"I don't think you are one of ther sort to commit suicide,"
git hold of Young Wild West. I thought he was one of ther
kind what never allowed himself to git tricked. Wait, now, was the reply. "But it might be that you'd have luck enough
an' I'll git you across. I don't s'pose it would make much dif- to git away, in spite of ther swamp or anything we could do
ference if th er boy was to drop off head first into ther mud." to stop yer."
"You have a pretty good opinion of me, I see."
"Not yet! I want all ther boys to see him first. He·s ther
"No; it ain't a good opinion I've got of yer; it's a bad one."
feller what come out here to break up ther gang of ranch
"Ah! I see."
raider!l. I want 'em all to see him, for he's a great curiosity,
"Cut ther young whelp loose, anyhow, an' see what he does,"
he is."
"He is, for a fact. But it is too bad that he downed three said one of them.
'·Not much," exclaimed Idaho Ike. "Jest wait till ther gang
of our men, though."
"Well, when he begins to choke to death from tber mud an' gits back; then we'll let him loose. We'll level our shooters
ooze he'll wish he had never come out here to interfere with at him an' tell him to git off ther island as quick as he kin.
It will be a case of run or drop, an' I reckon he'll take ther
us, that's all."
Tom took the tired horse by the head and led him safely chances an' run. Then we kin watch him as he's sucked down
across the crooked path to the solid ground on the little into ther mud with ther Old Boy a-tuggin' at his heels."
"See here," spoke up Young Wild West, as coolly as though
island.
Then Ike allowed Wild to' drop in a heap to the ground, he was talking to a lot of men he was on good terms withsee here! I can't stay here very long, you know. When do
after which he dismounted himself.
;,au expect the rest of your gang back?"
"Drag him to ther camp, Tom," he said.
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"Not afore to-morrer," answered Ike, with a chuckle.
"Well, I can't wait that lorn;."
"Ycu think you can't, hey?"
"I know I can't."
''Well, well!" and then all fo ur of the men roared with
laughter.
It was awful funny to hear the boy talk that way, they
thought.
"You talk as though you had all to say about lt," said one,
when he h?.d :recovered from his fit of merriment.
·' Maybe I have," answered Wild, looking hard at the fellow.
But this sort of talk was not doing our hero any good, as he
found out a moment later.
Idaho Ike must have come to the conclusion that it would
be best not to wait till the gang came back, but to finish the
captive at once, and make sure of it.
"I'll tell yer what we'll do, boys," he said; "we won't wait,
but will finish him right now."
This was satisfactory to all hands, so two minutes later
thev seized Wild and dragged him to the edge of the treacherous marsh.
CHAPTER VII.
WILD IS RE SCUED.

When Cheyenne Charlie and the rest of Young Wild West's
friends saw the sorrel come darting from the edge of the woods
without his rider they were very much astonished.
They were too far off to hear anything outside of a shot,
and as they were quite sure that none had been fired, they
were at a Joss to make out what had happened.
"He's been trapped, that's what's tller matter!" declared
the sc:out.
"Or he might have been knocked from the saddle by the
limb of a tr~e," suggested Jim.
"Well, we'll soon find out, anyhow," and Charlie urged his
horse forward at the top of its speed.
Probably the one who was worried most of all was Easy
Edward.
If Young Wild West had been killed by some trick of Idaho
Ike's, he felt that he was to blame for it.
But he said nothing, riding hard and hoping for the best.
The five were not long in reaching the edge of the woods.
But as is very often the case in judging places from a distance, they made a mistake in the spot where they had seen
Wlld ride into the undergrowth.
It was only a few yards that they missed it by, to be sure,
but, as has been stated before, it was a peculiar sort of spot
just there.
The maze of shrubs and vines grew in such countless numbers, and the saplings that intermingled with them were so
pliable that when stepped upon or pushetl aside they would
spring 1,ack into place immediately,
Nothing but a practised eye would be able to find the trail
of en!n a horse.
Bul all fi,e were experienced in that sort of business, more
es1wci,1lly \\"iltl"s partners and Lively Hick.
Charlie ,1·a s the first to diRmount.
A~ he (!id so Spitfire crune rnnniug up to llim.
"\\"here's your master, old feller?" he askC'd, patting the
anim:11 on the nose.
'l'hc hor;;c gave a whinny, bnt that was all.
Charli,• 1li1l not tie him, knowing that Wild never did when
he Jcf't lii'.ll for a time.
Ile wp11t right on looking for the spot where the young·
prinl'c of thc saddle had disappeared.
A,1d t.h c (,tilers quickly followed his example.
It took tlll'lll fnlly five minutes hefore they found it.
But when tllcy did. c:ome to the little open spot the trail
wn s los t nµ:nin.

"Tl!cy went this way, that is certain," said Jim. ".See!
l.Jerc' nrc, hoofprints."
"Th.Li's right. Jest keep your eyes peeled now, an' we'll
soon Jin<l t lwr trail," answered the scout. "Somelhin' has
happrnetl to 1\'i!(l , as sure as you are alive'. H e would not
ha Yr rlif'mot:nted to cln•.se Iclaho Ike through here.''
"1'~ot mnch he wouldn"t, as lo ng as Ike was ridin' a horse,"
Jac-1, noliedre averred.
"Tktt makrs it look as though ther bad man knocked him
off his IJor.,e. then." Li,ely Rick said.
'· IIe mnst ha,<' laicl for him an' took him by surprise,"
o.drlerl Easy EL1 ,Y:1nl, shrugging bis shoulders uneasily.

"But if hr dicl that wo 1ldn't it lie likely thnt he stuck a
knife In him?" asked Jim. "He surely wantC'd to put an end
to him, yon know."
"You can't tell what's happened.' Charlie exclaimed. "We've
got to find out, an' that in a hurry, or we may be too late
to do Wi!c1 any good."
A.s he uttered the words tile scout's sharp eyes suddenly
caught sight of the narrow path that had been taken by Idaho
Ike aa he rode away with the captive.
"Where are we?" he cried. "By jingo! but it's mighty funny
we didn't see this path before."
"Tbere ain't anything so very funny about It, either," Jack
answered. "I rau't see anything that looks like a path from
here. If you hadn't got right over that bush you wouldn't
have seen it, either."
"Well, that's so, I guess. But come on! 'l'her only thing
I kin think now is that Idaho Ike got hold of Wild in some
way. an' he's takin' him off into tber woods."
"He might ha,e killed him an· left him layiu' around here
some,Ybcre," suggested Easy.
""\Veil, l s'pose we'd better look to make sure."
They r<pent a good ten minutes In making a thorough search
of the vicinity, but, of course, could find no signs of Young
Wild West.
Then Chai'lie declnrecl that the only thing left for them to
do wrts to follow the path.
The anxious expression on the faces of them all showed
bow worried they were over tbc strange disappearance of the
boy.
When they started along the pa th the riderless sorrel followed on at a dlslanre of about trn yarcls b ehind them.
"We want to keep as quiet ;is possihlC'." wllisvere<l the
seont. "If we kin eatch up to •11:tho Ik<> without him hcarin'
us UJI we git pretty close to him, it will he all tber l> Pttl'r,
you know. Ther ground is so soft here that if it wasn't for
ther rattlin' of tl1er busbes we won!dn't make much noise."
On they went through the dense woods.
'!'here was no mistaking the path, for it showed signs of
having been much traYelecl in re ce nt. dnys.
But th<'Y were forced to procr•rcl rven slower tban Idnho
Ike bad done, as they did not know the ,va.v ::i.:; well as he
did. and were krpt dodging the bigrrnRt part o.C the time.
After what seemed to be a Jong while to them. thong-h
renlly it was but a short time, tbc:r suddenly heard the sonuds
of yoires ahead of them.
Instantly Cheyenne Chnrlie threw up his hands ant.I. tl~ey
came to an abrupt halt.
Then thC'y listened.
At that very moment a bur. t of Jaug-hter went up from
seYer:1! men .
"I hear Idaho lke'R laugh,., whi!'lpered Easy Edward, his
face lighting. "I reckon w<''ll f\oon hnvr him 110w."
"You fellers s tay right here," answered th e scout, sliding
from bis horse to the ground. "l '11 go an' see what that
laugh in' menus."
Leaving his brh1Je-rein in thr hancls of Jim Dart, he stnrtetl
like a i:;hadow through the mnzrs of the wood.
Charlie had nut gone morr than twenty paees when he
snd1lenly came to the C'clg-e of th e swnmp.
'l'hen as he peerPd tlll'ough the thiek foliage lie saw the
island ahrad of him.
It wns jm;t at that Yery moment that the four villains
drag-gNl Young \Vile! We><t to the C'dge of the slimy ooz<' to
toss him to a horrible cleath.
The scout was appalled when be saw what the men ,,ere
up to.
Though he w as n ot sure that it was a qukksand, it sei-mctl
horrible, for nll that.
":'low. Yonng- \Yilcl " 'est." lie heard Idaho Ike say in a
tone of brutal tri umph. "you kin say your prayrrs, for in
Jess than Ji1·c minute;:; after we <"irnc:k yon out there you'll be
out of sight forever ."
,
"Don't be too sure about that," answered the braye hoy,
detiantlr.
"I r Pckon. no thin' kin bC' auy surer." was the ret ort. "Boy~,
wlwt rlo ~·on say if we chuck him in feet iirst au' let liim
go duwn out o( sig-ht gradually"/"
"Good!" crietl the man 'l'om, while the others nutltled their
a pprornl.
A sudden idea came into the head of Cheyenne C'harlir.
Lil:e a eat he ran back to whe re he harl Jpft his friends.
Qufrkly taking- the lnriat .from thP pommel of the fla11(11e,
he tnrnecl to tl1C'm :1nt1 whispered:
"Collie on! I've round Wil!l! De ready to ,;boat, too!"
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That was enough.
They all dropped to the groun<1. including Robedee,
forgot all about his wooden leg just then.
Charlie flitted back to the edge of the swamp and
just in tflne to see the four v1llains getting ready to
Wild Into the ooze.
"When I say three, let him go," said Ike, a ferocious
on his fncc. "One!"
The four gave the form of the helpless boy a swing.
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The three surviving villains ou the island kept as quiet as
who mice.
On the way back Wild told them just how Idaho Ike bad
was managed to get the best of him.
There was nothing so· strange about it when they heard
fling
just bow It was done.
"I wouldn't have giYen him credit for beln' smart enough
grin
for to lay for you like that," said Easy Edward.
T!Je party lost no time in getting back to the ranch.

"T,Yo!"

Another swing.
"Three!" shouted the learler of the ranch raiders.
Out OYer the ooze flew the bound form of Young Wild
West, anrl thrn ,\'Ith a swash his feet struck.
Instantly he began to go down, while his body sagged forward.
Swl.h!
Something ·whirled through the air, and then a noose settled about l!h; body and was pulled taut In a twinkling.
Cheyenne Charlie had thrown his Jasso, and he had not
made a miss of It.
'l'he nrxt instant five revolvers began cracking, and completely surprised, the four vlllalns took to their heels and
fled for the rover of the trees on the little Island.
Charlie, who had fired one of the shots, let another go,
and hacl the satisfaction of seeing one of the Y!llalns fall.
Bnt the <listaaC'e to the island was a little too far to shoot
anything llke accurately with a pistol, and the remaining
raid ers got to coyer.
Then Jim anc1 Rick lent the scout a hand and Wild was
pulled safely out of the mire.
'l'llat the th ree men on the little island were but rank cowanls '1".'US eYiclcnt, for they did not show themselves, or even
fire a shot in return.
Possibly tllcy were hoping that the attacking party would
try to re:tch them.
In that case they would be perfectly safe, for they would
most surnly g-et stuck In the quicksands.
"Thank he:i.ven!" Young Wild West exclnimed, fervently,
when he was dragged out. "Boys, you were ln time, after
all."
"Yes.'' answered the scout. "We got here. But we bad a
job to find ther 1mth. Your time hadn't come, that's all."
EaFy l!'Jclward erierl tears of joy as he took our hero by
the hancl after bis honds were cut.
"l'rl have never got over it if they'd k1lled you, Young
Wild West.·• he declared. "I'd always held myself responsible
for it. I got ~·on to come out here an' help clean out ther
ranch raid ers, but not to come here an' git wlped out by
Idaho Ike an' bis gang. Ain't it a wonder that I never tumblecl that that man was a scoundrel afore? Now, let's git
lmc·k to ther ranch! ·we've bad enough of it for one day, I
rec:kou."
"\Ve mn~1n't go back till we clean them fellers out!" ex·
clnimc(l Chnrlic, whose bloorl wns now up. "\Vlld bas been
snyc cl, hut that clon't say t!Jat them fellers haven't got to be
fix0cl. 'l'hey·ve either got to f;Urrender or go down!"
"\Ye can't get them, Charlie," spoke up our hero, as he
took tltt' rcYolYer Robedee tendered to him. "There is only
one "·ay to get on that island, and it Is a dangerous one.
"'e would µ:ct stuck in the mire and be sucked out of sight,
the sum(' ns I would have been, If we were to try It. I think
1Y<' can fix them if we leave them alone until to-morrow. The
rest of llie gang will be back then, and we will have a chance
to c·oJTal them all."
"\vhat Wile! says goes," and Charlie nodded.
That setlled it.
They 1Yent bilck to where the horses were and w!Jen they
got there they found Spitfire waiting with the rest.
The sorrel ga,e a whinny of delight when he saw bis
maf<ter.
\Vild was pretty well eoverNl with the mud of the swamp.
hut that tllcl not keep the intelligent horse from recognizing
him.

"You thi nk we had better go right back to tber ranch,
th en?" queried Easy Edward.
"Yes."

"""ell. come on, then.·•
They nll mounted ancl allowed their horses to walk along
the narrow path through tbe dense 'YOOds.
Cheyenne Charlie brought up the rear, and he kept looking OYer hi;; ,;houldrr. only wiRbiuµ; that the raiders would
attempt to pm<;11e th em.
.llut no such thing havpeueu.

CHAPTER VIII.
IDAHO IKE DOES SOME LOVEl!AKIXG.

Idaho Ike '\'.\-as In anything but au ensy frame of mind when
be was forced to take to the cover of the trees.
Ile had not expected the friends of Young Wild West
would find the swamp so soon.
\Vben the bul!ets began to wbi~tle nround him he took to
hls heels along with the rest.
He beanl a groan and the thud as the man shot by Charlie
fell, but be dlcl not turn around to see which of them it was.
Rlgbt into the rude shelter t!Jat had been erected by the
raiclcrs he dashed, and after them came Tom and the other
two.
"It didn"t pan out right, did it, cap?" Tom panted, as he
wiped the blood from a flesh wou ld be bad reeei,ed in the
arm. "That was .done so quickly that I couldn't think of
anything but to run."
"It WU!'! ther only thing to do," retorted Ike. "Ther most
of them fellers are dead-shots, an' there was no use in our
stayin' there to be shot down from behind tiler trees."
"But we lost another man, for all that," ventured one of
the others. "Poor Al! He was shot right through tber
neck au' he dropped right in front of me, so I bad to jump
over him to git here."
"An' Young Wild West got away without so much as losln'
a hair," ventured the other fellow, wbose face was the color
of ashes from genuine fear.
"Yes, he got away," nodded Ike. "But jest wait! I won't
bother to make a captlYe of him tber next time I git a chance
at him. I'll riddle him with bullets, which is what I oughter
done after I got him of!' his horse."
. "That's what you oughter done, cap," said Tom, shaking
his beacl sadly.
"\Yell, it's too late now," growled the leader.
'.rhe villains talked in whispers, for they were certainly a
badly frightened trio.
They were hoping that their enemies would go awa;r, for
somehow they feared that Young Wild West would have just
luck enough to find a way to get across to the island, and
then they knew it would either be a case of die or surrender.
But wh~n the minutes flitted by till fifteen had passed
they grew boldC'r. and one of them ventured to get up and
take a peep between the trees.
There was no sign of any one being where he had last
seen Young -wild West being hauled out of the mire.
"I reckon they've gone," he said, when be came back.
"If tney have they'll be back again." Tom asserted.
"That are most likely," the leader admitted. "I wish ther
gang would hurry up an' git back."
"They might git here to-night, cap. If they struck tber
people from Danby's Ranch, wllo was to take tiler :stolen cattle off their bands, they' 11 git back to-night, sure."
"Well, they must have struck 'cm, then, for I made ther
deal, an' them people never went back on their word afore."
""Tell," and Tom rubbed bis hands ·111 a satisfied way, "if
they do git back afore Young Wild "'est an' his friends comes
foolin' around here there'll be some fun, I reckon."
"We'll clean tber '\'\"bole business of 'em out an' chuck 'em in
tb er swamp," added the other.
Idaho Ike's face began to beam when he heard this kind
of talk.
"Let's have a little bug-juice, boys," he said, and he felt
under a board in the rude shanty of Jogs and canvas and
produced a demijohn.
It was more than half full of liquor, and when the thn:o
hatl taken a few swallows apiece 'they felt better.
They got up ancl 'l'l"alkecl around the camp more at their
CaSC'.
But there was something else on tile mind of Idaho Iko,
besides Young Wild \\'est uml hi8 friends .
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He bad bargainecl with the spokesman of the crowd who
bad a"tTed to take tile stolen cattle off their hands for sometbi;10- else.
Tl~ere was a young widow at Danby's Ranch who had declined an offer of marriage from him.
Her name was Ella :Maclison. and she was a sister to the
wife of Danby.
Danby was as honest ~s the day was long, but like Easy
Edward, he hatl scoundrels in his employ.
And one of them was the fellow with whom Ike had made
a peculiar bargain.
The bargain was that if the man sent the widow back to
him with his meu, he was to keep Ike's share of the profits
from the sale of the cattle.
This man, while he worked for Danby, bad a way of disposing of cattle "IYithout the knowledge of bis boss.
He bought up as many as Ile could from the raiders and
sold them to the different dealers in that section of the co untry.
Tllat was why the thieves had never been discovered.
Tbere "IYas 110 ranchman who would dream. of such a thing
as their cattle being driven to D::mby's Ranch.
And he, himself, was complaining as much as th ey about
his losses.
When Iclaho lkc got to thinking about bis bargain with
the villains he became very uneasy.
He hop ed that tlle widow would not be brought over, now
that there hnd been so much trouble.
But his fears became allayed as the hours went by, and
after a "\\·bile he suggested that they bury the man who had
been sllot.
So they went out, and after taking care of what money
the fellow bad possessed a nd bis weapons, th ey flung him
into the quagmire.
Inside of ten minutes the body had entirely disappeared
from sight.
·
"I'd g-ive all I'm worth if tllat was Young Wild West instead of who it is,·· remarked •rom, as he turned from th e
spot.
"So wouhl I. " replied Ike. "But jest wait! His turn will
surely ·come afore long."
"It can't come too quick to suit me, after what"s happened,"
said the other man.
"\Vllen nig-llt came the villains were afraid to start a fire,
lest !he blaze woulcl IE?t their E?nemies know where they were
situated, in case they lrnppenecl to be in the woods looking
for them.
'
Th ey made a rural of what they had cooked, which was not
much. ancl tllen filled up on whisky ancl turned in.
It must have been well on toward morning when Tom,
who was the most alert of the three, was awakened by the
1,ignal the rai clers had agreed upon as the best to use for
their purpose.
He at oner ,;cramhlcd to his feet and ran toward the eclge
of th e isl:111d .
The sig-nal came ag-ain.
"Hello!" called out a voice, Yl'llich be readily rer.:ognizcd as
beloui;ing to one of the gang.
"Hello!" be answered.
"IR that you , 'l'om? "
"Ycs; have J·on got back all right?"
"Oh. ~-e,. We always get back an right. don't we?"
"Well, I reckon you have since I've known yer."
"YVc nin't goin' to run tiler risk of comin' over till dayJigllt." " ·eut on the speaker.
'"Yo u'd better come on over. 'cause you run more risk in
stayin' there," answered Tom.
"\\.hv. h ow is that?"
"The·~··rc after ns. They've found out who tiler ranch
millers nre."
·'\\'l1at <lo you mean"/"
".Test wlint I say. A feller called Young 'Wild West has
rnncl e t11ings putty lively for us ·au day. He's been here
righ t on tiler island, an' we expect him back with a crowd
at- auy minute."
"Urcat Jupiter! Is that right?"
"Ye,.··
"1YhNe\ ther captain?"
"He's asleep."
""\Yell, j •·s( ,Yake him up, then. I want to see him right
awny."
"All right."

IedgeA couple
of minutes
of the swamp.

later Idaho Ike came down to the

"So you',e got back, bey, :!oe?" h~ called out.
"Yes; an' '"e've got ther wielder with us," came tber quick
reJ)ly.
"fa that so?"
, .
"Yes. .Jest let 'l'om tie a couple of lariats together an t!c
one eud to a tree over there. Then be kin fetch ther other
end over llere an' we kin all git across without sinkin' in to
our necks in ther mud."
"That's a good idea! " exclaimed Tom, who beard the remark. "I'll be right there."
In a few minutes he hacl the lariats, and then tying one
encl to· a tree where tbe mud-covered path ended, he started
boldly across, holding a lantern in his hand to light the
way.
He ,mt safely across, and then tying the other encl of the
rope, after first drawing it taut, to :rnotller tree, he told those
in waiting to go ahead. The man ca lled .Joe, who ,;aid he
bad the widow with him, went first, and when be crossed over
he carried the muffled form of a female in his arms.
Then Tom stood in the center of the dang-erous crossing,
bolcling the lantern, and the men rode over in single file.
All got over in safety except the last one, who rode a rather
fractious horse.
The stercl became frightened at something and made a bolt
off to tLie left.
Down went the horse and rider, the latter pitching headforemost from the saddle.
Though the men clid their best to save both horse nnd rider,
they were too late, and both sank beneath the slimy ooze,
the neigh of tlle horse ringing through the woods as it disappeared.
The accident dampened the spirits of the gang some'l\·hat.
and it 'l\·as several minutes before any of them had much to
say.
Meanwhile Joe hacl deposited the female form in the roug-h
sllanty in cha rge of the captain.
The lantem had to be lig·llted ;;o the mrn could lie .~ ot
across to the little island, an cl now that they hnd gone t·llcrP.
Ike became bolder than he !Jacl heretofore lJecn and couelurled
to ke2p it bnming.
He tumed to the form of the ft>nrnle. and uncovering the
blanket, disclosed the pale and tear-stained fa.cc of a g·oocllooking young woman of tllirty.
She 'l\·as bonnrl and gagged ancl eYirlently in a state of
great fright.
"Hello, Ella," snid the villain, putting on the most kinrlly
Yoice he could commancl. "No one ain't goin' to hurt rrr. ,.
'!.'hen he took the handkerchief that acted as a g:1p; J'r1 •21
her mouth.
"All's fair in love an' war," he went on. "I wns 110111111
to have ycr, an ' when yer conHi (·o think ahon( it you'll see
how strong my love i for yrr."
"Don't talk lo me." she :J nswered, in a frantic- tonr. "T:1 kc
me back home, I r.:ommand you."
"Not right away, my dear. \"\'c' ll git maniNl. an· (hrn snme
day when everytbing's lovely we'll go OYer an· ser• tltN folkR.
But not right awny, my clear. .Test make ther 1:est Gf it 110,.-.
an' in a day or so I'll find a domince or a jnHtil'C' th,1t'll many
us. I was bound to llaYe yer, so there's no use in )'Our objectin·, 'cause it can·t do no good now."
The you111s· woman looked nt the hrnt·e nppeali ugly for a
moment aucl tlJen burst into a flood of tears.
"You clare not keep me here, Idaho Ike!" she cried. "You
will suffer for it if you do."
"Not half so much as I have from the 1Ynntln' of you, my
darlin' ! Jest think bow I must love yer to do anytb ing like
this."
Some of the men who hea rd this sn ickerecl.
He kept it up in this strain for ov0r half 1111 hour, nlld
then, finding that he coulcl not gain th e least lleachrn:r, ~et
about to pilin' up some logs to partition ul'f a sort of prison
for his fair captil'e.
Some of the villains belpecl him in this, nntl at the enrl of
nn hour they had rigged quite a comfortable place for the
"widcler," as they called IJC'r.
By this time it was p;ctliug rlayligllt, and tbr majoritv of
the raid e rs being hungry, they set about prepn riu,g brcr·kfast.
'l'om hacl told the new arriv::ils all tllat hacl hnvv<>necl that
day. and there were those among them who felt nnything but
safe, even on the island in th e center of the quicksands.
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CHAPTER IX.
WILD WRESTLES A COWBOY.

When our friends got back to the ranch Easy Edward soon
fouud a suit of clothes that would do for Wild to wear while
his regular hunting costume was being cleaned by the old
colored woman.
Our hero tossed her a silver dollar and told her to make a
good job of it, and she thanked him and said she would do
her best.
And she did, too. for shortly after dinner s!Je came to him
with the rig, and he admitted to his comt anions that it looked
as good as ne,v.
It was about th1·ee o'clo..:k in the afternoon when Wild,
Charlie and Easy Edward mounted their horses to take a
ride uround the property and interview some of the men.
Wild wanted to have a talk with the fellow called Brum
Lucas, :rncl also the fom who had been tied by the raiders
to the w!Jec ls of the wagon, as they declared they had.
They found tile Yery five they were looldng for in a gang
of a dozen who were taking care of a herd of cattle that
easily numbered eight hundred.
.
They w ere about three miles from the ranch buildings on
the open prairie ancl bad their supply wagon right with them.
Luca1, and the other four were about the only ones who
did not seem pleased at the coming of the boss and his guests.
'l'hey acted rather que er, though they had not heard what
had taken place that morning.
"How are you, boys?" called out Easy Edward, in bis goodnatured way. '"l'her cattle ain't giYin' you much trouble, I
see."

"No; W(' 'Ye hacl good luck, bo1,s," answered the man in
charge of the gang, who wa. an honest fellow and working
hanl in the inlercst of bis employer.
"Bett er luck tlrnp these fellows had, I guess," ancl Young
-''ilcl ,vc,t nocl lled in the direetion of the four men who had
come i 11 aftrr thr rn icl hacl been maclc on them.
"Yes; there ain't been any cattle lo ·t what Pve been In
charge of'."
"I ,,;nppose you have heard that we have found out who
the rai(lers are?.,
As our hel'o made this remark lie watched the fiv e 'he was
suspicious of c-arefully.
They gaYe Yiolent st:uts ancl immedin tely looked at one another.
"'Yby. no: we ain't heard anything," and the hear! man
showC'd signs of great surprise.
"W'ho (lo you suppose the leader of the gang is?" spoke up
Easy Rclwarcl.
,
"l couldn't say. boss."
"'Ve il, I'll tell yon, then. He workPcl for me till this mornin'. His name i,; l(]aho lke. •·
"\Yhat ! " chonrned the men in astoni~hment.
"That's a fact. rre· s bidin' on an island in a ,nvamp in
tiler w oo<ls a few miles from l1crc. Young 1Vild ·west shot
three of the!' gang tbi,,; mornin', au· Cheyenue Charlie dropped
another one a little later on. ,ve·re goln' to round up ther
whole- lot of 'cm to-moner."
"Idaho Ike, hey?" ancl the man scratc-hecl his head thoughtfully. "Well, I can't i-ny I ever did like him for a foreman,
bos,;, hnt he }ct me alone, so I hadn't any chance to object to
him much."
"Do any of you know where this island in the swamp is'/"
asked Wild, casting a swift glance at the cowboys.
None of them did, so they declared.
"How about you?" and the young prince of the saddle fixed
bis. gaze on the face of Brum Lucas. "Can't you think of
snch a place as a little island in the center of a swamp that
is composed of quicksan(ls, and where a man can sink out
of sight in no time if he don't use the right 11ath to get to
tbe island?"
"I never knowed of sicb a place," he answered.
"You don't think you will try to find such a place between
now and to-morrow morning, then?"
"Nope; I ain't goin' to leave ther ranch, sir."
"And you · fellows. who got handle(] so roughly by the
raider,; last night-you don't intend to leave>, either, do you?"
"::S-o," t11ey an:wered.
"Vc-ry well, then. You see. we thought you might be such
good friend,; of Idaho Ike that yon would t·ake it in your
heads to (]llit yo11r job IH?c-a nsc he ha · left. I think you
had better ride back to the house with us ancl have a good
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talk about the raid on the cattle. It may do you a whole lot
of good. you know."
The five men looked at one another in si!Pnce.
"You kin clo as you like about it, boys," spoke up Easy Edward, "but there's a little suspicion p'intin' to you fellers, an'
if you are all right it would be better to prove yourselYes
clear. "
After a little more talk with all bands our friends started
to return to the house.
"Say!" called out the leader of the cowboys, "Young Wild
W€'st, won't you show us a little somethin' that we don't
know? ,vc've beard that your equal can't be found in ther
whole West."
"Sometimes you hear things tbat are not true," retorted
Wild, with a laugh.
"Well, I reckon you're a reg'lar sun-downer. from all accounts. Now, here's Loppy Biggs, '\\'ho thinks he's ther best
wrastler this side of Jericho. He says as how you must
have been putty smart to throw Idaho Ike out of ther barroom over in Bunkum. He allows that you couldn't do it to
him."

"Don't you mind what he's sayin', young fe:Ier," spoke up
a big, broad-shouldered, good-natmed-looking fe llow.
He was red in the face as he spoke, and Wild knew he had
been saying what was reported of him.
"You nppear to be a very good-natured fellow," our hero
remarl,ed.
"It does take an awful lot to git me macl," he admitted.
"And you are pretty strong, I should say?"
"Yep," and he cl rew his powerful form up to its fuil height.
"And you know how to wrestle?"
"A little bit."
"Well, if you will promise not to get mad if I throw you
over my head, I'll give you a bout, just to !hen things up
a bit.
Loppy Biggs, as he was called, looked at his boss.
"Go ahead, Loppy," nodded Easy Edward, "an' git foo led,
like a good many have before yer."
"'iVcII, I never met a man what could chucl, me at catcbas-catch kin."
"\Vell, if you've neYer met a man that could do it, you've
mPt a boy now, which is worse yet."
"Don't he too sure about that, Easy." Wild remarked as
be clismo11ntecl. "l am going to :;!ive this man a chance at
me because I re-ally think he would appreciate it to wrestle
with me. whether \Je suc·ceeds in throwing me or uot."
,
"That's it!" exclaimed Loppy. "I wouldn't think none thcr
less of ycr if you was to break my arm, Young Wild West.
I ain't thcr sort to do that. Only," and a grin came over
his rngged face, "I can't see how a youngster like you could
possib ly chuck a feller of my size, especially when he knows
ho"' to wrestle, like I do."
·
"1Vell, I will do my best to show you how it can be don e.
Now. you said you wanted to run in ancl get your hold, didn't
you?''
"Yes; that's fair, ain't it?"
"Oh. certainly."
"An' if I should throw you I won't crow 0Ycr it, 'cause I'm
a good deal bigger than you are."
"Oh, I won't crow if I throw you. I neYer clo. •·
"flaYe you ever been throwed?" asked Loppy, as be took
the " ·ea pons from his belt and tightened it up a notch. ,
"Xot at wrestling."
"I ain't, either."
"-''ell, then the chances are that t\Jerc's got to be a first
time for one of us right now."
"That's it."
Wild passed his shooters and knife over to Easy Edward
and then stepped back a few paces.
His supple moYements caused a murmur of admiration to
go up from the cowboys.
There was so much difference between bis tread and the
lumbering walk of the big man.
"Tell me when you're both ready," said Easy Edward, "an'
I'll fire a shot for you to sail in."
"Ready!"
"Heady!''
Crack!
As the revolYer wa's discharged they darted for each other,
each with a look of confidence on his face .
Young- VVil(l "'est knew that it would never do for him
to Jet thP big- frllow g-et hold of him.
He had to depend on his remarkable agility.
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When they were within six feet of each other Loppy threw
out bis arms to grab the airlle boy.
Rut all he clutched was the empty air. for Wild dropped
as quick as a flasb, and catching him about the legs, turned
him over on his back with the greatest of ease.
"Ila, ha, ha!" laughed the delighted cowboys, who had
never seen anythiu:; done so qui ckly.
"You ain't one, two, three. Loppy!" exclaimed the head
man, with a look tl..tat told how pleased he was at seeing the
big man go clown.
"You made a mistake, jest as I snid you would." remarked
Easy Edward. "But you ain't thcr fin;t to git fooled, Loppy."
"Say, how in thunder did you do that?" asked the cowboy.
as he got upon his feet. "I never had anytbin;.; like that
happen to me in a wrastlin' g-nme. "
"I am afraid if I told you. just how I did it you would
want .me to try it over, and then you would be on the lookout and keep me from doing it," answered ·wnd.
"Do yon think you could clo it ag'in ?" and Loppy looked
as though he thought it might ha ,·e been au accident, after
all.
"Yes, " :rnswered our hero, who had now sized him up and
was confldent that he was about as 0asy as any big fellow
he hnd c,er tackled.
"Tllcr same way?" and the cowboy began to roll up his
sleeYes.
·
'rherc was a worried look upon his face, but nothlug that
would suggest thnt he was at all mad.
"Yes; I have an l<lea thnt I rould clo it the Rame way, if
I tried real hard. but I will do it another way this time. Get
ready. I am going to please you all I can, but look out you
don't fall pretty bard this time.'"
"I'll look out," ancl th grin that accompanied the remark
showecl that he bnd no idea of going down this time.
The two srepoecl baek as before.
"Are you rcaay'!" called out .l!Jasy Edward, raising his revolver.
'.rhcy answered in the affirmative, and then the weapon
cracked again.
'I'bis time the big- man was more cautious.
H e did not come with surh a rush.
,Vild. too, walked forward slowly, as though looking !or a
chance.
But suddenly he made a jump thnt looked as though it
~·as strnight for his opponent; but he shot off to the left, just
as Loppy grabbed for him.
Of coursP the cowboy mi~~c(l. and then before he could reco,cr from the effects of the effort Wild ca ugbt him and
swung him over his hip.
Loppy·s heels flew up in the air and then he came down
with a thud thnt jarred the gronucl.
It was an awful heav.v fnll, for the man weighed nearly
two hunrlred ponncls. and the breath w ns knocked out of him ,
while hiR teeth fairly rattlPcl whrn hp strnck.
"Ooph ! ·• he g-runtecl, :rnd then lay perfectly Mill.
"Diel I hurt yon?" asked our hero. as he bent over him.
"I didn't m ean to throw :,ou so llar<l as that.,.
"It knoc-kcd ther wincl ont of me. but I r0c· Irnn I ain't hurt
a g-r, ar lleal." was the gn,:1)ing- reply. "Youn:s 1''ild 1''cst,
~·on kin throw m e, I'm ,villin' to admit that. I ain't no hog.
an· I know when I've 11:ot enough. I wnnt to Rllake hanas
~·i ll! yon when I get up. •·
" _\II right. I guei;;s :,ou can .e:et np now," ancl catehing
hol il of hi,; :irms. v'i'ikl ;i;,sisted !Jim to rise.
Lnppy simply shook his bead when the cowhoys laughed
at him.
"You (('!lers are wel come to laugh all yon want to," h e
sai rl. '' 'ra11:,e you'Ye got sometj1ing to laugh al, I made a
fo ol of m~·sC'lf. an' I know it. B1:t it is th e r first time I
PYPr mn<1 c n fool of my~elf nt wrnsllin'. Therc·s one conRola1 ion for m e, an' that is that I kin chuck anv of :rou fellers."
·
•
Tlii~ must ha,e been the truth, for not one of them dispt:t<'<l the nsserti on.
Younr.: ,Yild "'eflt now put out his lrnnd and the two ;;book
in n heart:, manner.
" -r n :ire flhont the fit·~t mnn I e,<'r met who clid not get
m:1il whPn T thre"· him ... our hero sairl.
"''i't•ll, I tolil ron I wo111fln't git mad. tli<ln't J?··
"y,,~; !mt I hnn' lieeu lol1l that lots of time;;. There arc
,er~· few pl'o}lh' in this worlcl who C'an holrl tlwir temper as
w<'ll ns yon can."
"\\'<,Jl. l' rn gln11 tn hMl' ~-on ;;n_,. t h :1t. for it sllows tliat you
think th ·.e i.-; one guotl qu:1lity al,out me.·•
0
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"Oh, I guess there are lots of good things about you. If
I were Easy Edward I would make n couple of promotions
right away. I would promote your bead man here to the
pl:1ce that is left vacant by the retiring of Idaho Ike, and
put yon in his place."
"By jingo!" exclaimed the ranchman, "I'll do it!"
The only ones who clid not seem to enjoy It all were the
five that were under sm;piclon.
They were very unen.s.v; and when our friends once more
se t out to ride b1;tck to the house one of them stepped forward.
"I re ckon I'll ride down to thcr house with yer, boss, an'
have a talk with yer."
"All rip-ht," retorted Ea$y Erlwrird . "I'm mi;:::hty glad to
hear you talk like that, for I don't think you are sich a very
bad feller, after all."
"I reckon I'll go. too,'' spoke np Brnm LucaR.
Then the other three fell into line and saicl they would do
the same.
The result was that they rode along with Yonng -n'ild West
and his two companions to the house.
Easy Edward a"ke<l them insirlP , anrl, after he hat! treated
them to a drink from a hlack hot!Ir. told them lo go ahead
and sny what they hacl on their minrls.
Then one of th em proceeded to make a sta trmcnt to the
effect that they were all mcmh C' r" of Idah o Ike's band of
ranch raiders, and that they we re >,OITS thn.t they were.
,Vild f[Uestioncd them anrl found out whc-re the cattle had
been taken to right along; and the~· maclc a clean lJreast of
the whole thing.
"I guess it won't tn.ke very long- to -eorrn I these fellows
now," he said, turning to tlw ran chmnn. "I hurl an idea that
it won](lu't take a great while when I ma1le up my mincl to
come out here."
"It woul rl hn.,e taken me all my life, I calculnte," retorted
Easy Edward, shaking his hear!.
"'Veil, there is onl.v one way to do a lhlnf!:. and that is to
begin at tlle root. -n·hcn I made up my minrl thnt Idnho
Ike was not what you thought him to Ile I hit the whole
thing at one crack. Now, j ust wait till to-motTow ancl the
great round-up will take place."

C~\PTEil X.
TTIE !iOUNO-UP HEGINS .

That evening-, after supper. whr11 thrre WNC ;1 nt:mher of
the cowboys gathered aronnrl the ma in huilcling of the ra:1ch,
Young "Wild West gaYe them an cxhillition of some fancy
and reckless riding.
Ile dirl thi" at the re11ncst of Ens:, Edwara, who wa" Yery
anxious to show the men that they had a whole lot to learn
in th 11t line.
The rough hnt honcHt rnnc-hNs W<•rr amn½e<l at some or
the things th ~ boy did. awl th<'r applnrnlc!l romH11)·.
Ile taught some of thr mo rP apt on('-; a few thing-;; they
hacl neYet' dreamed of attempting hefnre, flll(l from that time
out the name of Young '"'.ild WcRt ,Yas very popular at Prospect 11:inch.
The next morning- thP~' hn.d 'nn (•n.rly hrPnkfa~t. nnd when
it waR thropg-b with Ea,.r E<lwarrl ask0rl ,Yilcl what he proposed to clo in ref!:ll!'d to the rnnc·ll rn.iiler:-l.
"I think we hnd !JettN se>le1·t six mcn nncl go to h11nt out
thE' raiders," was the rPply. "Fiix 11101·e will nrnke twelve of
ns. anti that will be snffir·ipnt to eorr:11 th em,. I think. "
"All right. I'll let you ,10 thC' Rrle1·ti11'. my bo:-."
"I g-11es8 yo11 had !Jrttc1; clo that. Yon know them llette r
thnn I clo. Yon might tnkr the forrrnn.n anrl LOflJJ.,·. though."
"I'll pi r·k them sure. H<nv about taki:1° Brum Lucas with
us? Ile RaJ·s he wants to get eYcn "·ith Idaho Ike for lead i n'
him off.•·
"All right. Fiuit :,ourself."
Eas.r was not long in pi<·kln!s thC' ~ix men, and among tllam
were the three _inst mrntioued.
HP h::cl decided to keep tile five nnLl give them a (·h:rnce to
refo:·m.
It wn,; about RC'Yen o'clock when tht' twPlv0. "·,•re rea<h to
st:nr. and IYh en he h:t<l <"uefu!I,;· '.,!zr:1 them 111, . ,.,-u,1 ('illl1<'
to the <·111cl t',inn th·1t t'wy wn 1l1l :!ii ~tirl:. "·it11 thl' 1)<1,s:l.'.e
exrrp: ion of P.rnm LtHn~.
8,:11, 11 ,, th o1i;rht the fcllo"· lll l':'ut well- ·for the time, ::in.rway.
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P.nt tbC'l'e was no telling llow soon he mi ght change bis of Indian braves. and it wa,; ce rta in that th ey meant to figh~
minrJ.
it out to a finish.
If it came to a pitched battle and the tide turned :1galnst
The only thing our friends could tl epend upon was their
th em, he might go over to his old a ssociates.
superior marksmanship, but a s the villainR kept low down beOur hero dpcicled to keep a watch on the fellow.
hind their horses' necks, it was difficult to hit them at that
Riding at the head of the column on bis handsome sorrel, distance.
Young Wild '.V st made a dashing appearance as he set out
Three of them had gone down, though, and that le sened
to round up the ranch raid ers.
their numb er to fift een against the twelYe our hero's party
They all looked determined, and .Tack Robedee looked even was composed of.
more than that with his wooden leg jammed tightly in the
Nearly all the firing was clone by the raid ers, and the shots
stirrup.
were simply wasted.
.
Across the prairie in the direction of the woods they rode,
But they now started in a circle, and as they came around
every man feeling ready for anything, almost.
this time Wild noticed that they were coming much nearer
Wbeu about half-way to the edge of the timber, where for the purpose of getting a good chance to pick them off.
Wild had been so neatly trapped by Idaho Ike the day be"KeE'p on the move, boys! Give tllem as good as they
for e, they sudr1 enly observed a number of horsemen emerging send!" he cried. "I am going to round up those fcllo"·s, or
from the iden lical spot.
know the reason ·why."
"That's it!" ech oed Cheyenne Charlie, and then be very
"Th a t looks like busin ess," remarked our hero. "If I am
cleverly sent a shot that knocked the hat off one of the foreno t mist aken, those are the ranch raidC'l's."
"Com in' to meet us !'' gasped Easy Edward, scarcely be- most villains and caused him to clap his hand' to bis head
and utter a cry that could be beard plainly.
liC'vin' l!is own eyes.
But lt bad t!Je effect of angering the villains, for it was
"It looks tha t way."
Tom who had lost bis hat, and th ey suddenly turned straight
"There's a whole lot of 'em, too."
"There's ei ghteen of them." spoke up Jim, who had suc- for our fri ends and came clashing forward, shooting as they
came.
ceeded In counting them in slJort order.
"Halt!" cri E>d Young Wild West to his men. "Dismount!"
As soon as the her emcn snw our friends approaching they
The order was obeyed almost instantly.
came to a bait. a s tbon~h undecided how to act.
"Stretch out in a line nnd make your horses lie clown."
That showed that they had not really expected to meet
He caused Spitfire to drop to the ground and roll over on
them so soon.
But they r emained at a st:rndstill only a minute, and then his side as he spoke.
'rhen all bands followed suit.
they came galloping s traight toward them.
All the horses wer(' train ed to that sort of th ing, so there
·wild was sme he could sec tile form of Idaho Ike riding
In the lead, and when they got a little closer be became cer- wa s little trouble in getting them down.
But when they had done this Wild saw one of his men lytain of• it.
"It's the raiders, sure enough, boys !" be exc-Jaimed. "They ing dead on the ground, and Jacl, Robed eo bleeding from a
have conclude,l that It i better to fight it out on the open wound in the wrist where a bullet had hit him.
It was one of Easy's cowboys who had fallen, and just
prairie than to let us pen them up on the island in the
th en another one fell badly wound ed.
swamp."
Wild tore his handkerchief in two and passed lt to RobeA couple of minutes later nnd they were near enough together for Wild to recognize tho fellow called Tom and the dee.
"Ilere they come!" c1ied Jack, as he tied the bandage about
other man who had survived when be made bis escape from
his wounded wrist. "They mean business this time !"
the island .
"Give them a nother volley, boys, and make every shot tell!"
The r est of th e crowd he had not: seen, but he was satisfi ed th at thr y we re a desp erate lot , by their looks, and it was said Young Wild West.
A. deatlly fire was poured into the ranks of tho raiders.•
more than likely that they would put up a determined fight.
And every shot did tell, it seemed, for two seconds later,
They were now within easy rifl e shot and suddenly the
when the villainous band split and galloped off to the right
raiders came to a h alt.
there were easily half a dozen riderless horses runThen one of them ca m l'iclin~ at a sharp trot toward our and left,
wildly over the prairie.
fri end:-; with a white handkerchief flying from the muzzle of ning
Crack-crack-cr ack!
bis rifl e.
Both
were firing so rapidly that a heavy smoke began
"Tbl'y want peace, I reckon," remarked Easy, with a nod to settlesides
over them.
of sa ti: faction.
But just as long as they could see the foe Young Wild West
" ·wait :rnd see," answered Wild, and then be gave the order and bis companions
kept on shooting.
to h.alt.
'rbey kept it up till their shots were no longer answered,
'l'hc man rodl' up to within fifty feet of them, and then and then our hero paused
to take note of their casualties.
rein ed in hi« l1 orne and culled out:
Brum Lucas, one
the ex-raiders, was dead, and so was
"Idal10 Ike has sent me to tell you that if you fellers will one of the cowboys ; ofanother
l<>t dt·op what has happC'necl none of you won' t be l.Jotberod that there was li ttl e hope for of them was so badly wounded
ag-'in. H e's willin' to do ther right thing, an' will git out wound on his wrist, and Easyhim; Jack Robedee had a flesh
Edward had lost a portion of
of thc,e v :1 rt s in:icle of twenty-four hours. What do you his right ear.
sa v to tha t?"
That was all; but it was enough.
'' Yo u t Pll I<labo Ike that he has either got to stll'render to
Too much for the villainous band to accomplish, in fact.
n-; or g-o un<ler," retorted Young Wild West, coolly. "He bas
But they had suffered far worse t han our friends had.
rn a <l E' his nes t. nnd now be has got to lie in it."
Of the eighteen that rode out of the woods there were only
"All ri ght. But mebl)c you'll be sorry, for ·Ike means busi- seven left to ride back.
ness. ei t hC' r way you put it."
And among that seven were Idaho Ike, who seemed to 6ear
"f-u do WC' mean bu ~ine:-;s. It is a ca:e of :surrender or die a charmed li fe, as be had been
one of the foremost and most
witl1 you fell ers."
reckless ones of the gang, and his man Tom.
The m Pss<>n i:;e t' said no more, but tumcd his horse and rode
Wild quickly made up his mind what to do, and he gave
ba<·k to hi s wa iting companions.
the order for Charlie, Jim, Rick and Loppy to mount an d
H e h::u1 ;c;cnrcel y got th ere when a rifle cracked and a bul- follow him.
lC't whi;:ze<1 oYer our hero's head.
The foreman was left to look after the dead and wounded.
'I'J 1n t wa,.; the signal for the hall to open.
The four responded quickly enough, and then away they
");ow, boys. I want you t o make every shot t ell!" Wild went after the fleeing raiders.
callet1 out. "TllNe i no use in wasting powder and lead;
Straight for the woods the scoundrels were making, and
aim strai ght ancl then pull th e trlgger! Let them have a Wild was sure tha t they were heading for the island in the
voll ey."
swamp.
The cra cking of a dozen r ifles sounded the next instant, and
But under the cover of the smoke Idaho Ike had got a good
thoug.h tile dist ance was great, three saddles were emptied start on them, and he reached the edge of the woods nearly.
among tll e raiders.
a mile in advance of them.
Then v\iild led his men off In an angle and made a clrcle,
But, nothing daunted, our hero kept on .
" ·hil e tu , ra itl ers kept ri.e;ht on firin g.
H e was going straight to the swamp now, but meant to I.Je
The vi1J,1ius were ridi ng l.Jack autl forth , after ti.Jc manner on lhe watch for an ambush.
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However, he knew the nature of Idaho Ike pretty well by
this time. aud he was pretty sure that he would not undertake
CHAPTER XI.
to put up a fight till he got to his headquarters on the little
island.
TRE ROUND-UP IS FINISHED .
They found the path easily enough this time, as the raiders
Young Wild West and his companions soon reached the
·were anything but careful in getting to it, and the bushes were 0amp.
trampled in every llirection.
They came to a halt, and at a word from our hero disYoung Wild West took the lead, of course, and in single file mounted.
the five hurried along the path as fast as they could,
They could hear the faint hum of voices in the distance.
"Boys," said Wild, "the finale of the round-up is close at
"They are on the island," wild whispered. "Now, the thing
hand. I feel it in my bones."
is to get at them."
"That's what's ther matter!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie,
"There ought to be a way to get there without running into
a grim smile playing on his handsome features.
the danger of being sucked out of sight in the quicksands,"
"It is too bad Jack got hit on the right wrist," observed said Dart. "Let's take a scout around the little island, Wild,
Jim. "He would no doubt have liked to have been at the and see if we can't find a way to get on it."
finish."
"A good idea," Wild answered. "The rest of you stay right
"We kin consider ourselves lucky that we didn't git hit," here till we come back."
·
said Lively Rick. "Ther firin' was, at one time, about as
"All right," replied Cheyenne Charlie, answering for the
fierce as anything I ever saw before. Ther lead pills was jest rest.
rainin' around us."
Keeping well under the cover of the thicket that lined the
"Idaho Ike is a putty bad man, an' he's got some desperate treacherous marsh, the two boys set out to make a circle
fellers with him," remarked the man Wild had given a lesson around it.
in the art of wrestling. "I never was so surprised in my life
It was not more than two acres in extent.
as when I heerd that he was ther leader of ther ranch raiders."
They went around to the right, pausing every now and then
"Well, he ha s either got to die from a bullet, or be taken to listen and take an observation.
to Bunkum and be hanged," said our hero.
When they had covered about a hundred feet Wild suddenly
''He might commit suicide by jumpin' into ther swamp pointed· to the tall stump of an oak that had been struck by
where they chucked you," added the scout.
lightning.
"He wouldn't kill his own self," retorted Loppy. "I don't
It ran up about twenty feet, and was on the solid ground of
think he's got ther sand to do it."
the island.
While our friends were carrying on this ·conversation in low
"How far is that stump from here, Jim?" Wild asked in a
tones th ey were keeping a sharp lookout.
whisper.
They did not know what the villains might do.
"Not more than forty feet, r should judge," was the quick
But they really had done just what Wild had expected they reply.
would do.
"And this tree here has a limb that runs out almost lialf that
They had made for the little island as fast as they could get distance, hasn't it?"
there.
.
.
"Yes, I guess it has;" and Jim looked at him expectantly.
'l'he fearful slaughter m their ranks had taken the starch
"Well, I arn go ing to run the risk of climbing the tree."
out of them , so to speak.
"And then--"
Five of them had been almost willing to quit, and it was only
"I am going to try and throw my lariat over the stump."
from the efforts of the other two that they were made to re"But you will run the risk of being seen by some one over
treat and make a stand on the island.
·
1 there." ·
The two who were still anxious to fight were Ike and his
"I know I will. But the chances are that they will not be .
man Tom.
1 k'
· th· d'
ti n "
They thought their position on the island was an invincible 00 mg lll
is irec O •
.
"That's so."
one, and, i:ega~dless of w~at img~t happen_ afterward, t~ey
"You stay here and keep an eye on things, while r go back
meant to kill o.f You:1g"' Wild ~est s party, either by shootmg and get my lariat and tell the boys what I am going to do."
them, or by smo th erm th em m th e q~icksa nd s.
w·1d star·ed back for the place where he had left Charlie
The seven reached their headquarters m safety.
i
"
One man had been left behind to guard the captive, and he anHd th e 0th erts.th
th
m
om
ba
k
·n
such
a
e
soon
go
ere.
.
d
h
h
was grea tl Y s t irre w en e saw
e c e
c i
"I
hurry.
. think I have found a way to get to the island , boys , " he
sa~,tou have ?" asked Charlie, in surprise.
'.',W'.iere's ther r~s.! 0 ,~ th er gang?" he ~sked.
"Out o,:;, the prai11e, answered Ike, with an oath.
"Yes," and he told them of the plan · he had decided upon.
"~ea_d ·
.. , ,,
"You want to be mighty careful," spoke up Lively Rick.
-Y cs , dead or dyw ·
.
"A tree is a mi o-hty bad place to be in when there's bullets
"Yer met them fellers whats after us, then?"
flyin' around." 0
0

•

"Yes.''

"An' they whipped yer?"
"Sorter that way."
"Yer made some of 'em go under, though?"
"1 re ckon we did," spoke up Tom. "Now, then, you fellers
what's been touched by bullets, hurry up an' git ready for
business. Young Wild West an' his gang will be here in no
tim e, an' then will come our turn to git square on 'em. There
mustn't one of 'em live to git away from th is swamp-do
yer hear that?"
"That's tiler way to talk!" exclaimed Ike. "Tom, you're
worth a dozen orGinary men, an' when we git through with
this business I a!Il going to tal;:c you over to be married and,
get awt\Y from this crooked !:>usiness entirely.''
"A:1' w,··rc nil go in' witli yer, ain't we?" queried the fellow
wllo had l,eH, lc~t on guard.
"Sur,i ::c:· l\!·c! .All that's left of yer kin go. It's too bad ,
boys, th:it ~o many went under, but it can't be helped. Jest
rco t.0 ir, t!1,1t tht,y :-ire ::wongcd when yer git ther chance a.t
Yuung iVllcl ,,·est an' his crowd."
'l'h'! capUre young womau in the shanty could hear this,
ccnYorentlea pla!niy.
\',' lio:i sl:., !:eard that the villainous band had suffered defont in a il;;ht w!th honest me1! s!Je became hopeful of a quick
r .. 1ca.se.
Th,,y w,irc p;,irsulng the villnins, and tp.at meant that
a.uother ngilt would ta.kc place.

"I know that, Rick. Suppose you come along with me?
Then Jim can get up another tree to keep a watch that no
one picks me off, while you take charge of things below.
Charlie and Loppy can stay here, so they can keep any one
from leaving the place by the regular way they have of getting acrnss tile mire."
"Go ahead," answered the scout. "We'll take care of this
end of it.,,
Our hero now went back to the spot where Jim was waiting,
Lively Rick following him.
Wild so-0n whispered to Jim what he wanted him to do,
and then they both went at it.
Slinging the lariat over his shoulders, the young deadshot
began to cautiously climb the tree he had picked out for the
purpose.
Jim went up a neighboring tree, his rifle slung over his arm,
so he would be able to pick any olie off who might show themselves and interfere with the operations of his chum.
Wild knew he could depend upon Jim, so with as little noise
as possible he got to the limb he wanted, and then began
working his way out over the treacherous marsh.
Steadily he worked his way out to a fork, where he could
get a good hold and brace himself, and once there, he prepared
to throw the noose over the stricken tree.
Ho was now within twenty feet of the stump and about
six feet above its level.
That would give him a good chance to lasso it.
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Then he went to the next, and so on, tossing th e weapons on
the ground. at Jim's feet as fast as he took th em.
It w.as' just at this moment that the voice of a female came
from the shanty.
"Get me out of here, if you are friends,·• the voice said. "I
am held a prisoner here by Idaho Ike!."
"All right," r etorted Young Wild West. "We are friends.
Just wait a few minutes, and we will let ydu out."
He was surprised to learn that the villains had a captive,
"It is all right," he muttered. "Half a ton weight would. but it did not take him long to find words to make a reply.
Just then, without the least noise, Lively Ri ck appeared on
not pull the tree over . . Now to make it fast to this limb."
He went back far enough to hitch the lariat around the the scene.
limb below one of the projecting branches, so it would have
There was a grin of satisfaction as he surveyed the disno chance to slip, and when he had securely knotted it he comfited raiders.
looked over to where Jim was resting in the fork of a neigh"You are corr a led, I see," he observed. "vVell, it takes
boring tree.
Young Wild West to do it, don't it?"
Jim was watching him and saw his glance.
There was no reply, so Rick turned to .o ur hero and said:
Then Wild nodded in the direction of the island, signifying
"Don't you think it would be a good idea to tie 'em all tothat he was going over there.
gether, an' then r un 'em into ther marsh an' let 'em go down?"
Seizing the rope firm ly, he let himself slide from the limb,
The faces of the scoundrels turned deathly pale at this.
and then he hung in plain view of any one who might be
"You can tie them together," said Wild. "We will decide
looking that way from the island.
what is to be done with them after that is done."
But no one happened to be looking, and hand-over-hand he
There were plenty of lariats in the camp, and Rick, who ·
went across the stretch.
was great at making hard knots, set to work.
.
In less than a minute he was on the other side and in the
While Wild and Jim kept the eight raiders covered with
act of descending the dead tree.
their revolvers, he tied their hands behind them and fas ten ed
He had no sooner got there than Jim Dart slid to the ground them in a long string.
and went up the tree the rope was tied to.
It did not take him mor e than ten minutes to complete the
Wild had given him the signal to fo llow.
job to his entire satisfaction, and then he gave a whoop of
As Wild's feet touched the gr ound he puckered up his lips: delight.
and gave the exact call of a quail twice in succession.
"We've got ther whole bunch of 'em, Charlie!" he bawled
The call was promptly answered by Cheyenne Charlie.
out. ''Whoopee ! I'm Lively Rick from Devil Creek, an' I'm
Wild waited where he had come down till Jim came over. i happy to say that I'm one of 'em what helped Young Wild
Then, after a word or two of conversation in very low whis- West to make his great round-up! Whoopee! Whoopee!" ,
pers, the two boys began to crawl toward the center of the
"'Whoopee!" came the answer in Cheyenne Charlie's voice.
little island that the raiders deemed invincible of access by "Jest bring ther gang over here an' let us have a look at 'em,
their enemies.
won't yer?"
They were not long in reaching a point where they could
·' We'll be thar in a minule."
see the men huddled about in front of the shanty they had
Young Wild West was paying no attention to what was
built there.
being said.
Idaho Ike was in the center of them, laying the law down
He had walked into the shanty and was tearing away the
to them, it seemed.
logs where the captive was concealed.
"I tell yer," he was saying, "if we git out of here we'll be
Jim assisted him, and in a minute or two they had her
caught in no time. Ther only thing for us to do is to stay out.
ri ght here till we've settled tiler hash of Young Wild West an'
Tears of joy shone in the widow's eyes when she saw the
ther rest. Then we kin strike out for other parts."
faces of the two boys.
"An' if a whole gang git's here after us they'll soon find
"I am so glad," she cried. "I don't know how many times
a way to git over here, an' then we'll be caught like rats in a I have' fainted with fright since I have been here."
trap," spoke up a third.
"Well, you rest easy now, for you are in safe hands," re~
J ust then a desperate resolve came into the head of Young plied Wild. "We will take you to your horn,e as soon as posWild West.
sible."
He decided to capture the whole gang right then and there.
"I live at Danby's ranch, " she said.
"I guess we can fix them, eh, Jim?" he whispered.
"Well, we don't know· where that is, but we will soon find
"Sure!" was the confident reply.
out, for we will take you to Prospect Ranch, if you know
"Come on, then!"
where that is, first."
Rising to their feet, they sprang out into view with re"Oh, I know where Prospect Ranch is," she declared. "It is
volvers leveled at the astonished raiders.
owned by a gentleman they call Easy Edward-a very fine
"Hands up!" cried the prince of the saddle. "The first one gentleman he is, I believe."
who disobeys will die. We have got you corraled, you rasA sudden thought struck Wild just then.
cally hounds, so you may as well give in!"
"Are you the wife of the ranchman over at Danby's?" he
"Come on, boys!" called out Jim, as though there were sev- asked.
eral more right behind them.
"No; I am his sister-in-law. I am a widow."
"Now, then," said Wild, ·"I am going to disarm you all. Be
That was all our hero said just then, but he was thinking
of how he had told Easy Edward that he would try and find
careful that yo u don't try anything funny!"
Thrusting the revolver he had in his left hand- back into a wife for him.
It occurred to him that this widow would be just the woman
his belt, he quickly relieved the man Tom, who was nearest to
-tor him.
him. of his nbootcrs and lrnifc.
He got the coil a ll ready, and making sun' that the slip
was properly arranged in the noose, he carefully measured
the distance and let it go.
A look of satisfaction shone from his eyes as the noose settled about the top of the stump, and with a sudden jerk he
brough t it taut.
This done, he paused long enough to make a survey of his
surroundings, and then he tested the strength of the tall
stump.
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He led the widow out, and as she looked at Idaho Ike a
Ho had promised to marry the young woman Young Wild
shudder passed over her.
West picked out for him, providing she was willing.
"That wretch had me brought here!" she cried. "He was
A couple of minutes later Wild rode up and came to a halt.
going to force me to marry him."
Easy Edward ran forward to meet him, his face still as red
"Well, I should say that you were entitled to a great deal as a beet.
better than he is for a husband," answered Wild. "The only
"Wild, you ain't brought her here for me to marry, have
bride Idaho Ike will get now will be a rope, and he will do yer?" and he looked at the widow apprehensively.
all the dancing when the wedding takes place."
Our hero gave a start and burst into a laugh.
He saw that Easy had allowed his thoughts to drift the
same way as he had done.
He decided to see what could be done in the matter.
CHAPTER XII.
From his conversation with Ella Madison he was pretty
sure that she was not averse to getting married again, and
CONCLUSION.
also that she thought pretty well of Easy Ed ward.
He rode over to the widow.
"I want to speak with you a moment, Mrs. Madison," he
As Wild said this Idaho Ike turned deathly pale.
"Can't yer have a little mercy on me, Young Wild West?" said.
h e cried, in a trembling voice.
"What is it?" she asked, guiding her horse over to him.
"You had a lot of mercy on me when you tossed me into
"I have a way of doing queer things sometimes," he went
the quicksands yesterday, didn't you?"
on.
1 She looked puzzled.
"But you didn't die-you got out all right."
"Yes; but no thanks to you or your gang. Just keep quiet,
"I told Easy Edward yesterday that he ought to get married
now. You have got to go with a rope around your neck, to a good woman, who could help him run this ranch of his
so you may as well nerve yourself for it. Now, Mr. Tom, I in a proper manner. He said he thought so, too, so I agreed
believe you are the man who can pick the way across the to get him a wife. I really think it would be the best thing
marsh without sinlting into it; go ahead and lead us."
that could happen to him, for it would tame him down and
With a very pale face, Tom, who was at one end of the line, make him let whisky alone. Do you know where there is a
s tarted. forward.
nice young widow who would be willing to marry him?"
"How about our horses?" .he asked.
"Oh! Oh!" and she blushed a rosy red. "This is altogether
"That's so," exclaimed our hero. "We will need them, I too sudden, and, besides, he hasn't asked me yet."
guess, to get you fellows over to Prospect Ranch. Rick, just
Young Wild West waited to hear no more.
cut this fellow loose and let him get the horses over."
Taking off his hat, he turned to the crowd and exclaimed:
The man from Devil Creek quickly obeyed, and then, with"Boys, I promised Elasy Edward to hunt up a wife for him.
out a11y hesitation, Tom did as he was directed.
I have kept my promise, for here she is. Come here, Easy!
H e took all the horses over, one by one, and Charlie and I guess you know enough of the Widow Madison to be satisLoppy, on the ha.rd ground on the other side, took charge fled that she will fill the bill."
of t hem.
"Well," stammered Easy, "you've stuck to your end of ther
The two enjoyed doing this very much, and a few minutes agreement, so I'll stick to mine."
later, when the line of prisoners came across as though they
He walked over, and giving his hand to the blushing woman,
wer e walking on eggs, they burst into a taunting laugh.
assisted her to dismount.
Wild was the last to leave the place.
Bl,\t she would not stay there before that crowd, and at once
But he made Tom go right ahead of him at the point of a ran away from him into the house.
r evolver.
Nothing daunted, the ranchman followed.
T hough it took them some time to do it, the raiders were
When he came out a few minutes later he looked very happy.
ea.ch placed on a horse and firmly tied, so there was no pas"It's all right, boys," he said. "'We've knowed each other
sible chance to escape.
for a couple of months, an' I guess we've liked each other
T hen, with our hero in lead of the strange cavalcade, they right along, too. I've promised her I'd give up drinkin'
set out over the narrow path through the woods.
whisky after we're married. Ilut now I'm gain' to take a. ride
On the way the man Tom told everything, so it would be over to ther town au' see that these fellers git ropes around
an easy matter to locate the stolen cattle and get them back.
their necks, an' then we'll have our last drink together.
Young Wild West declared that he was going to see the Whoopee!"
thing through, so they would ride over that afternoon and have
He was overflowing with joy ..
m atters settled up.
Thero is little more to add to tlle story of Young Wild
It was about eleven o'clock when the party reached Prospect West's Great Round-up.
Ranch.
The raiders were all punished according to the custom of
Easy Edward and Jack Robedee were seated on the stoop,
the West in those days.
and when they saw our friends coming with the prisoners they
And those who had been receiving the cattle were served
arose to their feet and let out a cheer.
the same as the rest.
But when they noticed that there was a woman with them
Easy Edward had a big wedding at his ranch, and Young
t hey did not know what to make of it.
Wild West and his partners enjoyed themselves at it in true
Easy turned very red in the face.
Western style.
"Jack," said he, looking very sheepish.
"What?" answered Robedee.
Next week's issue will contain . "YOUNG WILD WEST'S
"Wild said he was going to git me a wife, didn't he?"
RIFLE RANGERS; OR, TRAILING A BANDIT KING."
"I reckon he did say so, come to think of it."
"Well, I wonder if he has gone an' done it?"
The nearer the party got to the house the more uneasy the
ranchman became.
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.NT NEWS

A dog tLat anticipates tlie wishes of its master is boasted I is described by an English newspaper man who had the
of by A . lVI. Paulsoll, or St. Paul, Minn. The latest opportunity to visit the great French aviation camp near
arhir.vement of the animal was brought about 1d1en °M:rR. Paris. Another new French model aircraft is the "dePauLon wa' recovering the pantry shehes with ncwspa- siroyer," a biplane, with a wing spread of only twenty-one
prrs . The dog watched while papers were cut and fittecl fret ancl measuring but seven feet from the ground to the
to the shelves. Suddenly it marlc a dash out of the kitchen tip of the upper plane. Driven by a single motor at
door and over the fence. In about five minutes it r cturner1 100 miles an hour, this agile machine can climb 3,000 feet
in forty secondR, and by its smallness and flexibility of
with a newspaper in ils mouth.
flight is competent to outmaneuver the larger and more
The pineapple production o[ the Ila\\·aiian Islands for cmnhersome types. It is alsG> equipped with a machine
191-i will approximalc 2,:rno,000 ca~es of canned product, gun, which is operated by the driver.
so experts report. Y cars ago Urn pineapple canneries
For thirty-five years J. M. Haigler, of Carlton, Okla.,
threw away the cores, parings and trimminrs as refuse.
Kowaclavs tl•e one-time refuse is com·crtcr1 into a mash has gone un shod the year round, and now at seventy-five
from which pincnpplc juice js e~:tradco, the corrs nre cut he is deYoid of aches or pains of any sort. He is a man
into rubes ano usccl in the rnanufaciure oI ,,lace fruit, ancl of cxtraorrlinary physique, standing six feet tall and weighiug 3% pounds, and is as prankish as a boy of seventeen.
no pnrt of the pin8applc is lost
"I don ·t remember of ever being ill," he says, "and I have
C. B. Snnders, n nrgro cotton picker who lives 11car the' always eaten with the relish of a hungry man what has
litllc town of Empire. Ga ., 1roke up at midnight with a been set before me. I have lived outdoors as much as pos~·121.l io !ind that his warm bed was occupied by a large, fat siblc and have always been active, both mentally and.
po sum. Ocorge wag badly scared, not knowing at first physically. ::\Iaybe that has helpecl to keep me young."
that it warn't a ratUcs1rnkc or a willowampus. When he 'rhere is nothing eccentric about Haigler. He is the father
got n match :rnd lig-htccl th kerosene lamp he bchclcl Bror' of five som, al l husky men, owners of large h erds of cattle,
J>osrnm curlc,1 up in his h]ankct. "I reckon clc Lord ]ms horses and dogs and thousands of acres of land.
sent you , an' here yon'~c gwinc Jcr stay," he remarked as
he !'cizccl ::\fr. I'osRum b_v 1hc tail. ~Text day George arnl
Alaska citizens, from K ome to Ketchikan, are raising a
his fa111ily had a fca,t of baked possum.
[und for· a unique wedding present to President Wilson
and his bride. It is to be a reading-lamp stand of small
nuggets, oJ' both the nori:l1ern and the Fairbanks vagold
As is well known, U1c Unitccl States is the lnrfc~t sina-lc
L. A. Newton, golc1smith of Juneau, will do the
riety.
o~cappna~J]ing
times
at
impot·ls
cons11mcr of coffee, itR
haH of the total worlcl proclnetion; but a new imp0rtancc work:. The nnggets will be nrranged on an upright stanatiac-l1ccl to its haclc in thr la •t Federal fiscal ycnr, as in clnrcl modeled after the Alaskan fir tree. The first spreadthnt period the United States (:md particularly the port ing of tlic limbs will contain the wires for tiny electric
o[ Xrw York) brcamc a. clearing-house for coffer cargoes. lights. The nuggets will be arranged on the tree trunk
1'1 'hC're,rn jn the fi~ca l _ven.r 19] 3 re-exports of cofrce from ~o that the light and dark colored will make the bark.
t11c lTnitccl ~Hates totnled 3,961,13!) pounds and in 1914 The nuggets wi!l cost $300. Mrs. Swineford, postmistress
!J.57 !, ~nG poun,ls, in 1!)1.3 GG,071,501 poueds wrre re- at Ketchikan, originated the idea and started the subscripshipped to other eounlrics, ancl o[ thi quantity Gl,-i.91,903 tion paper. Nearly eYery village and town has added to it.
po1p,,ls clcarec1 ll1rol1gh Kew York.
Thomas A. Rd i~on expresses the opinion that there is
to be a great deal more war, and it is going to be
going
monnfittinga
haYing
01
smr
Bcc:rn~c lie wantcrl to be
mcnt after de::ith . .Tolin Die~mo0r, a retirecl oil operator of more destructiYe cYcry ~-car. "Science," !:'ays M:r. Edison,
1Yilliam~town, W. Ya .. ha hacl a ir1,000 tomh~tone crcctecl "is goin g to make war a terrible thing-too terrible to
in 1.hr Oak -G rnvc Cemetery, l\L rictta, Ohio. 'l'hc mom1- contemplate. Pretty soon we can be mowing men clown
ment, which is one of the lnrgc:-:t in Ohio, is a marble slrnft by tl1c thournncls-or even millions-almost by pressing
toppNl "·ith a lifc-Rize ~tah1e of Dinsmoor, his arm rest- a button. The slaughter will be so terrible that the mai11,,. on the chiseled reprc 0 rntnl ion of an oil flcrrick. Be- chincl'_I' itself will ,irtually have to do the fighting . I
neat 11 the sta1 nc is n ~ym bol of 1he Rlks' lodge, and under d01d look for electricity to play such an important part
this is the cpilaph dc,ised lw Dini::moor, wl10 has pa~se(l in this newer slnughter. It's going to be a struggle of exthe thrcc-~core-a w1 -Jl,11-w:n w:ll'k: ,.."C"nclr Jo!rn . Hi~ plo.· iyeo . Thnt will be the all-important element. As to
s011l wns like a ~tar a11 1l rl.rl'lt :1p,11t."' The tlate o[ death the que~tion of Americ:1' preparedness for war, no man
c•nn -;n1· when "·ar will be J'oreecl upon us. So we must be
is ilic only thing 1ieLclt' rl to c·omplPte the monmncnt.
, p,·ep,irNl-in --t the 2ame as a man insures hi home against
,
The JW\i" Frc1wh "drra1lnoug!il" aeroplane. with n wing fire. ..\mnmnition is our one great need." The roster of
,prr:1cl nf ,nrn11· f,rl, n ,1pcl''I of ei!.:hty miie~ nn hour. I the :umie,; DO\r in the iielcl woulfl indicate that men maY,
a crew o.f si..\. 1 wn aml an annarncut of four 3, mm . guns, 1 he 1wcJcJ in wal' as well as explosives.
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THE BOY WHO OWNED THE RANGE
By "PAWN,EE JACK"
. (A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER II (continued)
"The lake ha9 busied at last!" cried Di smal Dick. "I
"Dunno," was the reply. "All day, sure; don't look 'always said so ! I knowed it would come."
foT no fall before night."
"That puts the kybosh on 1.he bridge!" shouted Boss
"The bridge will hardly hold, think?"
:Michaels. " Like as n ot the station will go, too."
"Can't tell. It's well built. Them stone piers ought to
" 1\'lrnt about u ?" cried L ong Tom. "The corral hain't
l1old. But say, Dick, here comes the train."
·so safe!"
"I know it. Going over to meet the new boss?"
"Hats! The water will never reach thi. h igh !" declared
"T o the deuce with the new boss! I don't wish him any the hoss.
harm _, but if the bridge should happen to go while he wa·s · "Thar come" Uncle Joe! llc"s got Ca rri e! "' cried Di comin' across-waal, I won't .say what-but thar wouldn't mal Dick.
be no tears shed on my part."
From ihc base of the butte lo the Nnakc Hi.ver was a
"Thar goes Uncle Joe Pike to meet Carrie Clermont,"' mile or more, hnt at the rate whi cb t he wai.er was now
said Dick. "Gee ! The water is up to the broncho's fct- pouring down tl1c s icle of lli e mountain there f'ould be but
Jock . He don't seem to be afraid of the brid ge none. a ~hort inicrval oi time before the flood must be immenseThar he goes across!"
ly inc-rcased .
A roughly-drcssr.d man, mounted on a dun bro-1.lcho,
With one accord the co wboys went <lashing clown the hill
with a Jen. horse behind, was dashing over 1.hc bridge.
lo !he rnacl lNtd in g 11p to !lie brid ge, inward 1vhich t bc old
Boss Mi cha els rai1-ed a big fi eld glass to ltiR eyes a11cl hrmwnwu :rnd hi r, pretty nic('e were llOW ri ding.
snrvevcn. the f'Cene in silenrc as t he train came ·rns!ti11o" Hcv ! Hello! IIcv, young 1rnF ove r iliar ! Git hack !
0
up to" the station.
Uil back! 'L'he lake · is bm=lcd ! Yon'J] all be clrownecl !"
"The block's ~gin it," he i;aid. "Say, Di ck. up beyo11 cl IBo;::-, :!\'fich:1c]~<; yelled, whil e l1ong 'l'om was making frantic
tbar the wate1· 1s all over th e tracks. It's my opinion, gc•tn1't'R in l ·nc:lc ,Joe P1 k lo hnrry on ornr 1.he bndge.
thar's been a washout further on, and they ha\'C lo hol<l
'I'; t' p;i,:;.,C'ngc r;, grn;:pNl (h e ,;illialio11, ancl most of the m
the train."
iook H!n r111 n ncl boarded tl1 c c'axs.
"Plearnnl for the pHssengcn." grnwlcd Pi <'k . ' "Nothfmm ccli:1tPly th e trnin bega n 1·0 hack oul, leav ing no one
in.e: but the static,n aml a WHter-lank. Sol a drink o[ bcliiil(l hnl tlit' station ap:ent and a. wdl-c lrc,secl young
whi sky nor a bite to cat w-iih in tr!l miles."
man \\'ho r·:irried a clrcEs-~nit ca~c, and wl10. after a moTh e unwelcome news of lhe clct nlion was soon con - mcnt"s lil'siL1lio11, :-,tai-tcd for lh l' i mpC'1.-ilccl bridge on the
veyed to the paPccngcrs, and they came flock ing out 11pon rnn.
the low emh:mkmcnt, which alone proicclc<l the tracks
Br fliis ( ime ( lie rn sli i11g ,rater ha<l ri ~cn higher than
from the rising wafer .
llH' noor of" the Ii ridge, and I hat with out being in any
There were some thirty or forty of them, aml i.hey wnr ~wollen hy the brralrngc at l{ound L ake.
pushed about in rvcry clireciion.
. 'oborly clonliiccl 1.hat rnclc Joe and hi ~ niece would be
The puffing o [ t!10 e11g inc brought Long Tom Lca(hers, abl e to ('ross in safety, ,,·hen all in an instant the bridge
Sandy Spence and others of the cowboys out oI the l1ut.
\\'as ;,wept from its foundations and went swirling down
All agreed that the train was li.kel y to be delayed for the stream.
hours, and the talk ran that if Uncle ,Toe "·as going to
The cowhoyR Rlood aghast .
get hi s niece over the bridge the sooner he cbl ii the helThey cnulcl llOt ha VC done anytb ing even i r they had all
lil'cn the heRt of swimm ers or crack oarsmen.
ter.
Long Tom was making i::omc remarks 1.o th at effert when
X o swimmer coula" have stood against. that current, and
suddenly a distanf- sound Ji.kc the roar of artil lery atiract- except an olcl dugout on the other side of the river which
had been cl raw11 11p alongside the station platform when
ed i.he attention oE all.
" Look! Look! L ook at the bult.c !'' bawled Hoss l11e water bc,gan to rise, there was no boat within fifty
Michaels.
miles.
All eyes were turnecl in the clired ion of the round
''(ireat gnn, ! Carrie and Uncle Joe a.re goners!"
mountain behind the corral.
gasped Lon!! 'l'om Leathers as the calamity occurrecl, and
Huge masses of rock were falling down its side, followed the sentiment 11':!8 rchoecl b.)' a11.
The young man on the other side, who had been just
bJ; a torrent of water.
0
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about to step on the bridge when it was swept away,
shared the cxcitemeut of the cowboys, of course.
For an instant he stood as if paralyzed, realizing his
fortunate escape, and then, turning, he dashed back to the
station.
"Danged little dude ! Scart to death, I reckon," muttered Rd 'rhompFon, t!te station agent. "We'll both be
goners if we don't li ght out of this."
1'he young man flung his dres -suit case on the station
platform , and bis li ght overcoat and undercoat after it.
"T\7 ere is the parlrlle for this boat?" he shouted, pointing to !:he dugout . "Quick ! '],hat girl must be saved!"
"~avcd nothing! Who can Ra Ye her, or Uncle Joe,
eith er?" retorted E rl. " L ooker hyar, yonng feller, in just
about ten ininutes the water is going to be up around the
station, and owr it, mcbbc. Run for your lifo back on
the plain. I'll fol.low as oon as I get the cash-box out
of the afe."
"You go your way, I go mine!'' was the reply. "Don't
you see they have landed on the island? The paddle. man,
if you've got one. l £ not, I must make one . H can be
done, and I'm going to do it. Do you hear?''
It was ns he said.
Bln ck I land, 3; large mnss of volcanic rnck which nine
mon th,; out of i.wehc wa. not within twenty rocls of tlrn
,rater, iia<l proYed 1he temporary nlYation of Uncle Joe
and !ti s nicr·e, for thr bridge, which hacl held · 1.ogetli er,
hflcl now loclgecl. nguinst it.
Hcn]i 7,i n p.· tlrnt ii was their only hope. U11cle Joe ancl
rarri c hastily di ,, mountcd, a 11d s1.eppcc1 out upon lhe
rock.
Th ere ,m s n oJ roorn ror i he ltor~cs, 1ior w,1s there ! imc
to harn go t (h em over on i.h e slippcev rock if there had
been, for i.he pair hnd sc:a rccly planted their feel upon it
wh en the bridge sw un g a round ancl hrnkc into n hunclrell
pie<'c~. the' doom ed hronl'hos Rw imming with the wreck
do1rn the stream.
Anrl 1.h rr 8loorl the old sto rekerpcr, witl1 his proleding
arm flung about lhr trembling girl, his eyes being fixcrl
upon th e Ya Rt loncnt fl owing cl ow 11 th e side o [ Black
B11 tte
J[p knew wlrni io cxped .
]( was onlv a riu c,,t i(") n o f n fr w minutes before Bla ck
lslanrl mu sl I.Jr s uhm c rgcrl.
"rl'lw pnclcl le is i11 lh c frr ig liih 011. e."' ,-aid !Bel 'l'h ompson.
"Bui, ~uy, you never can .' '
"1 rag the d11go11t to lhr edge of lhe water if you waut
to help," " ·as th<' only rcp l:v, and, sprin g ing upon thr platform, the boy nishecl into the frcighthouse, instnntly reappenring with the paddle ancl a coil of rope.
'
Ed m ean while h ad dragged ! he boat clown to the water's

canoe into the water and, springing in, calmly seated himself a the cheers of the cowboys rang out on the other
side of the rushing stream.

CHAPTER III.
THE RESCUE.

It needed but one glance ,a t the way the boy whom Ed
Thompson had called a dude handled himself in the dugout
to show that he knew his business.
As he coolly picked up the paddle, the cowboys on the
opposite bank watched him with breathless interest.
Eel Thompson would have watched him, too, but there
was no time.
In the agent's opinion even the station itself could not
hope to stand up against the torrent.
He flew back to secure his cash box and make his escape.
The "dude" meanwhile made no other use of his paddle
than to steady the dugout in its onward rush.
Ile was surely a boy who knew his business, ancl he bad
carefully studied the situation in spite of the quickness of
his movements.
Tn this stream, as in all others of its class, there were
currents ancl eddies.
'l.'hc strong current followed the natural bed of Snake
River, nnd there was a lesser cu1Tent on the other side of
l31ac·k Island.
Somewhat below the island the strongest of all the
eddies set in, and npon this the boy counted.
Skilfully guiding his frail craft, he allowed it to drop
down below the island.
As he priF~ea' it he shouted something to Uncle Joe,
which the watchers on the bank could not catch.
"Re ran't never clo it; no, not none!" growled Dismal
l)iek. "I wouldn't give shucks for his life."
" H e's a brave one, all right," replied Long Tom
Leathers. "He deserves to succeed."
''\\'ho in Unmdcr can he be ?" questioned Sandy Spence.
" Home drummer," an swered Boss Michaels. "Yes, he's
lmne. He rlitln't skip out like the rest. He's a dead
one, though, just the same."
Hy this time the dugout had almost reached the eddy,
and surlr!enly the boy began working his paddle for all
hr wa s worth.
"I ·m onto his cun·es now!" cried Dismal Dick, "but he
won't nrver succeed."
H e did, though .
In a few seconds the boy was in the eddy an.cl shooting
bnck toward the island.
"C'an·t hokl th e boat agin the rock long enough for
edge.
ju~t suiciclr," he sn ic1 , "Ind il' blam ed brarn of tlirm to get i11, even iE he hits it," growled Dick.
Suddenly the boy rose in the clugout, balancing himself
you, n.11 1.he Fame. You clord und erstand?"
skilfnllv.
"Don't ,mrl cr stnnr1 wlrnl ?" demanded the boy coolly, as
Ffo l;clrl the coil of rope in his hand, and, swinging it
he Uuew lhc rope into ihe boat.
nrounc1 his hearl with all the skill of a practised cowboy
Er1 pointed lo Blac-k Butte.
'' In a 1ni nutc thal water is goinp: lo join will! thi ;' he thro1ring thr lariat, he let it fly.
"Bully for th e t ender.foot!" bawled Tom Leathers. "Unsairl "1,hen wher will yo u be?"
,
clc
.T oc hM got the rope !"
"On th0 othe r side," was the Trpl_y.
0
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Throwing the paddle after the rope, the boy shoved the

('l'o be continued)
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
MAUSOLEUM FOR SALE.
Noah Razor, a farme r living near Syrae~se, Ind., when
stricken with illness was told he could live only a short
time, and in making preparations for his early death he
erected a fine mausoleum in the cemetery at Milford. Believing the climate of California would benefit his health,
he made a trip to that State. He has regained his health
and now is advertising the vault for sale, explaining he
will remain in California for the remainder of bis life.
BLIND COUPLE MARRIED.
Without even having seen each other, love came to Ella
Reeves of Lafayette and Frank J. Wagner of Terre Haute,
and ~till without ever looking into each other's e~'eS they
were quietly married at Lafayette, Ind., recently by Thos.
Bridges, justice of the peace.
Both are blind, and have been so from birth. \Yagnet
is a piano-tuner. He came to Lafayette on a visit, met
11:i ss .Reeves and fell in love with her voice. IT e made the
t rip for his marriage without assistar.re, and the blind
husband and wife, after a short stay in Lafayette, will
journey alone to Terre Haute for residence.
JAP ANESE TOYS ARRIVE.
Several large warehouses and the public docks of Seattle,
Wash., are filled with Japanese to_vs and Clu-i. tmas !!.oods.
Every steamship from the Orient brings thousands of
cases. The toys are being distributed through local jobbers
to all parts of the countr?.
Cities of the Micldlc States 1.hat usually do nol cfoplay
many Japanese toys will this year l1a,e a large assortment.
T he Japanese people have been -very busy since the war
started making all sorts of han<li work in their homes,
shops and factories . 1'he system of inclu try in Japan
keeps every member of the family at work. To)·makcrs inherit the art, and the porcelain ware is made renturv a Etcr
century by tl1e descendants of the same fomi lies. Agents
go from house to house getting data as to the output of
each family and then report to a jobber, who conlracts "·ith
the exporter. The toy distribution this fa11 will be thr
biggest in the history of the Seattle port.

NO LACK OF IIONEST BOYS.
A L os Angeles ev·ening paper prints the account of the
:return to the owner of a $5 gold piece paid by arcident to a
newsboy. It seems to regard the inri<lent as Tcmarkable,
and one phase of it was, but the paper oYcrlooked this.
There are many honest boys. The i11 stincts of youth are
predatory only in a mischievous fashion. In a real test,
the ~verage boy would come out with color8 flying . The
industrious lac1 who wonlcl Rteal is an exception. Xo normal hov accustomed to dca1ing- in pennie could see an accident~] gold coin in his da>'\ collection without the immediate imp11lse to place it in the hands of 1.he owner.
The remarkable phase of the inriclent was tbat the
owner, upon receiviug his coill, rewarded the boy witl1 50

cents. Doubtless Lhe newsie felt more jubilation in possession of this honest piece of silver than in the larger
pir,ce that could have been retained only by a process virtually pilfering. Ordinarily the person who loses money
aod recovers it is remarkably stingy in the matter of reward. A nickel hanclecl oYcr in exchange for a fat purse
rescued from the street is about the rule. Sometimes there
is no profl'cr, but looks of dark suspicion.
It would be wi se to have statulory regulation of the
wbo]e matter. A reward o.f 10 per cent. would not be out
of reason. H a poor person happen s upon a vagrant roll
of money, it is but natural that he becomes conscious of
temptation. He has reason to thi11k the owner will pay
little or nothing, ar:rl he more apt to cli:;play toward him
a sort of rc~cntment 1.han gratilude. lf he knew that under tlic law he was entitled to a fair commission, the
temptation would vanish, the finrlcr be satisfied, and the
owner restrained from assuming the too frequent role of
mi ser.
JHLLIOXS IN CHBESE.
There are millions in American cheese. Time was when
we exported as much as 150,000,000 pounds of cheese in a
year, but now it has fallen off to about 20,000,000 pounds,
so great is the c1cm:rnc1 for the procluct right at home.
Herc in the Unitccl State~ we make about 330,000,000
pounds of chcc c every year, worth about $14,000,000. We
import aiiout G-1,000,000 pounds more in times of peace,
worth about $11,000,000.
Our ron~umption of d1rcFc is almost £our pounds per
prr.<cn. Wi ~rousin i. the great cheese ~Hale, producing
l ,Hl,_000,000 pounds lust year. New York comes second,
with 96,000,000 pounds. :;\Iichigan, Pennsylvania and
Ohio produce from J 2,000,000 to 1-.1:,000,000 pounds annual I?, and sevf>JJ other States prorlucc from 1,000,000 to
,3,000,000 pomH1s a year.
ltal? ancl Rwitzcrlaml arc the kacling s-0nrces of ou r
irnpor!rrl cheese, ha.Ying Rupplierl ln~t year i6,500,000 and
2\Z,!500,000 pound~, respcct i,ely, a,; against nearly 5,500,000 from France. :1,G/l(i,G67 from the N ctherlancls, 3,250,000 from Ureece, 1,000.000 from Canada, and smaller
ainoun1.s from -orway, Germany, gnglancl ancl ) .. mtriaTJ.11 ngnry.
The most popular varieties imporlccl, according to special reports made by colleclors of customs in connection
with an invcstig-ation b_y the Department of Agriculture
::is to 1.lie poBsibility of manufacture in 1.l1e United States,
are: From Italy, the Gorgonzola, made from the unskimmecl milk of the cow; Parmesan, or Rcggiano, a cow·smilk cheern popularly usecl for grating into macaroni or
S'lUJJ: Romano, or Pecorino, from she~p ·s milk; C;aciocavalli. said to be thus clr. ignatcrl bc('ause it originally bore
the impri11t of a horse ·~ head as a trade-mark, and Pro\'0loni, a hard rennet cheese from the milk of the cow or
buffalo, and from Switzerland 1he Schweitzer, a rennet
cheese, anrl tho Emmentha l, similar to the Scbwcii.zcr, but
harder and of richer milk.
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THE GHOSTS OF GROGGY HARBOR
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
OHAP'l'ER IV (continued)
At the same time Rip caught sight of the man in the
oil!,kins running toward him also.
''We are not quite through with you yet, Rip!" he
shouted. "Guard him, Hero! Guard him, boy !"
The mastiff croucl1cd at Rip's feet, ready for a spring.
Of course Hip did not dare to moYe .
"Oh, if I had only been a millute quicker. Wbat in the
world is coming now?"
"Hip," saicl the man in the oilskins, as he earne ur,
"did you hear that gun?"
"Yes, sir." /
''It means a ship in distress out on the bay; missecl their
way, most likely."
"Yes, sir."
"You know the bay in every part, I b lieve ?"
"I won't say that. I am prci.ty well posted, though.
Whv do you ask me?"
"J3ecau·se, Rip, I am no oarsman, and I mrnt you to row
me out on the bay in your boat. I am a philanthropist. I
want to tell the captain or that ship which way to steer."
"I wish you were an oarEman, then," said Rip . "I don't
want to go out on tl1c bay to-night"
"l suppose not. r shonld not ask you except that the
man I expcded-I mean the man who is with me lterc,
and who docs know how to row- is sir·k, anc1 can't go .' '
"I think the captain will get along all right," said Hip.
"It is not so clark but what he rnn sec the li gl1t on Crow
P oint. If he know~ hi~ lrnsinc;;~ that ought to be enough
for him."
.
"But vou don't know vour brn;iness ; if You cli.J, you
would n;t start in to tell. me mine. Uet i~to th.it b~aL
H ero, in with ~-ou, boy'.''
rrhe dog knew his busi ueeR, aJl rig]1t.
He made one b01111d down on th e oltl pier, and jumpccl
into the boat.
Arnl Hip round him:,eH looking at the mu,1zlc of a
cockcrl rcvohcr.
"Would yo u shoo t n,c ~·, he gasped .
"You are going to g~·t in, I/ip," said tl1c man in the oilski ns, "ancl you arc going to get in right now; :rncl fl Her
you get in I am going to follow you and you arc going to
row me out on the bay."

Rip was in his boat, working the oars for llli he was
worth.
The masked man in the oilskins sat astern with the big
mastiff crouching at his feet, between himself and :Rip.
And the boat was pulled out into the darkness and
storm .
Rip conld not help himself.
With the revolver pointed at his head, what else was
there for the boy to do but to obey?
Then , after he got into the boat, the man said-he
had cnt a hole m the cloth now over the mouth, and spoke
more plainly-"Now, Tiip, if you know when you are well
ofl', you will do just as you are told to-night. I had some
notion of shooting you in case you didn' t, but I have
changed my mind, and don't think I will. Instead of
that, I shall simply issue my orders to Hero and he will
clo the rest. What he leaves of you the fishes will eat. I
a<hise you to stick pretty close to business, Rip."
"I've got to do as you say," said Rip. "This is your
business, not mine. If any trouble comes out of it I shan't
be responsible."
"What do you mean by that, boy?" demanded the mask,
fiercely.
"J nst that this boat will probably be upset and both of
us drowned."
"Ro you th ink thnt ?"
"You cnn see for youri=:clf how hard it i. blowing. It
is Lardly the sort of night to put out on the Great South
Day in a sk if!'. like tltis on a pleasure trip."
"Co 011,'' said tlte mask. "I'm taking the chances."
"Ye~," per~istecl Rip. "Most likely you have something
big at dake, and tlrnt is wby you are taking the chances.
But what have I got at stake except my life?"
"\Yell, what docs that amount to? You are only a
foundling pidrnd up by Dau Riordan on the beach. Nobocl,v won[d miss you if you should happen to be drowned
to-n i:;ht."
"Yon i'-crm to know a whole lot about me, all right.
Bnl 1 wnnt you to understand that life is just as sweet
to me as it is to you, mister."
",\!.tend to your rowing," said the mask, gruffly. ''You
talk too much with your mouth. Take me safely out to
tlrnt ship and bring me back again, and I'll give you a
CfLi\. l'TEH V .
hunched dollars for the job."
01'.I,' '£0 'L'Irn SHIP.
rrhis was something like encouragement.
"Xo"·, then, Master Hip of the Rip-Hap~. around the
'\ .'ith the fifty dollars from Arthur Haring, that would
poillt of the island and bcac1 out on the kq."
ll.1akc $1 vO cash in one night.
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"By Jove, the Black Hand meant bu incss," muttered
Somebody had recommended 'l'urkjsh baths for old Dan
the ma "k. "Pull ! Pull fa tcr, Hip!"
Riordan's rheumatism.
"I'm doing the best I (;an, sir."
With this money be and Dan could go to New York
"FaRter, boy. Faster! l 'll donblc the rewarcl if this
and live a month, and Dan could take the baths, and pernight'. work is successfull_v pnt through."
haps he would get well.
Two hundred and fifty dollars!
It was a great scheme.
If there was any virtue in 'l'urkish baths for rheumatism,
Rip resolved to do his best, and be deaf and blind to
old Dan Riordan was as good as cured.
then
everything.
The wind had increased to a gale by the time Rip came
The masked man seemed to read something of this deup alongside a large square-rigged ship, which J,e at once
termination in the way he handled his oars.
"'I'hat's the talk," he said. ''You'll get there, Rip. By saw lay in a most dangerous situation in reference to the
thunder, I wish I always had a fellow like you for this bar.
"Ahoy!" shoutec1 the ma ,_ k. "On board there!"'
job."
A big man, well wrapped up against the torm, apRip did not have to reply, for just then a gun was heard
at the rail, and looked down at the boat.
peared
seaward again, and once more the light was flashed tocould be seen m ving about the deck, but lhey
Others
ward Ingal's Island through the storm.
pay no attention lo wlwt was going on.
to
appeared
"Confound those fellows!" cried the mask. "Do they
"Hello, tlic boat!" called the big man . "What's lhe
want to wake up the whole coast? I suppose I shall have
word?"
to answer them, though, or there will be another shot in a
"Groggy Ilarbor !" replied the mask, turning liii; face up
minute or two."
the man on deck.
toward
He felt under .his oilskin, and produced a long tin whisword is right. w·hat's the number?"
"The
tle, with a curious bell-shaped attachment on the end.
"No. 3."
This he blew three times.
"And what about the boy? What is he doing here?"
It sounded much like a foghorn, but was shriller and
"No. 8 is sick, and couldn't come. I had to take the
more penetrating.
boy on a pinch, cap."
After the third blow the light vanished, and the gun
The captain ·swore.
.
was not heard again.
"Sick? Drmik, more likely!" he roared. "That's what
''That's better," said the man, putting up the whistle. will clo us up in the end ."
"Pull, boy; pull !"
.t . I do
· ] c::!p, " sa1. d N o. 3 . "I an 't lie Ip 1
" J ever mmc,
"Th ,
"How can I tell where to go?" asked Rip.
ere 8 no I my best at all ti.mes. Ha,-e you got it?"
light now."
"Yes, but the boy?"
''You got your bearings before it went out, didn't you?"
"Blame the boy. I'll manage him. Let her come and
"Yes."
be spry about it . I'm going to tell you something you
"Then pull straight ahead. You'll see the light again don't know. Wc got the black hand from old Venable toin a minute. I can call it up any time."
·
night."
Rip pulled steadily.
'I'hc captain threw up his hand8 with a sharp exclamaIt was hard work, for the wind was rapidly rising to a tion.
gale, and the snow, although not so very thick, put every" Ts that so?" he cried, appar211!ly very -much con thing in a false light, and made it very difficult for Rip ccrncc1.
to tell whether he was going straight or not.
"That's wb:1t ! Have you seen the light on your star"I'm getting mixed up, boss," he said, at last. "You boa rel bow?"
had better call up the light again."
"Y cs, o.r c·onrsc. You don't mean to say- - "
"\Ve must be almost there now," said the mask; you are
"Oh, hut l clo !"
'doing fine, my boy. Still, you ~hall have the light. I
"rl'hen, bY i.hc 1narJin-spike 01 :Mo C,,, the sooner we
was just thinking myself that it was about time."
do,Yse our glim ancl get ont of here, the better."
He drew out the whistle and gave another blow.
"Do as you like, but if it was me I'd make no uch
Immediately the light flashed across the bay again.
move," was the reply. "You have been sighted no doubt.
It was as the mask had said. The light was right ahead Best thing is to lie low, stay where you are and know
nothing Let her come."
of them.
Rip could dimly discern the outlines of a ship through
A small hale about two feet square, carefully tied in
gu nny cloth ancl roped around, was dropped clown into the
the storm.
boat then.
"She's right there, boss," he cried.
ml'his is all?" called No. 3.
"I see," said the man, "and I see something else, too .
"That's all," replied the captain.
Rip, what is that other light beyond? I s it the reflection
"Good-night. See you in the city later on."
on tlie snow?"
"Good-night, and I think I shall lake your advice," re"No," said Rip. "It is a boat of some sort out by the
the captain.
plied
bar."
The light was extinguished and the boat shot away.
"I was afraid so. Is it moving?"
"Back to Groggy Harbor. Pull for your life, Rip!"
"Yes. Coming this way."
No. 3 exclaimed.
"It's ,a steamer, all right, then."
(To be continued)
"I think it is, sir."
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TIMELY TOPICS
It has bcc11 c;-;ti11:atcLl that the growth of wood in the
United S1ules is b..: ing removed at the rate of thirty-six
cubic feet per acre c,1cli year, while the natural increase
is ai the rate of twelve cubic feet per acre. In other
words, wood is being used three times as fast as it grows.
The consequence iP.. of course, a continual increase in the
pri ce of raw material and the desirability of finding some
substitute is obvious.

A dispatch from Watertown, Mass., tells us that the
16-inch gun which the United States arsenal bas been
mounting recently, has been transferred on a train of
·pecially constructed cars for the proving ground at Sandy
Hook. Ultimately it will be used in the Panama Canal
fortifications. Orders were issued by railroad officials to
have all lights in the Hoosic Tunnel extinguished while
the train was passing through to prevent the possibility
of causing a short circuit by the presence of such a large
Albert Shadduck, of Groton, S. Dak., seventy-two years amount of steel. The gun was built at the Government
of age, is laid up with a double fracture of the left leg as arsenal at Watervliet, N. Y.
the result of an encounter with a recalcitrant sheep at the
Ac~ording to figures compiled by Capt. Frank E. Evans,
Burnham farm. Mr. Shadduck called at the farm to dispose of some vegetables. The sheep started for him, and of the New York recruiting office of the United States
Mr. "hadduck flecked ils nose with his whip. The result Marine Corps, approximately eiihteen per cent. of all apwas rlynamic. The sheep charged, and before it could be plicants who applied for enlistment at the Twenty-third
street office during the past year were rejected for "pes
drawn off the result occurred.
planus," or fl.at-foot. He puts the blame on cheaply conLocal 1,portsmcn who have failed to land a fine buck structed, poorly made shoes, and on the fact that the maduring the hunting season have been given a lesson in jority of victims claimed they were forced to stand on their
mark~manship by Mrs. William Williams, of the Gales feet for long stretches while at their employment. MotorCreek country, Oregon. Wnile local hunters and men men, conductors, subway guards, policemen, machinists,
from Portland swarmed the hills near her mountain home, waiters and clerks are the principal sufferers from "pes
l\frc::. Williams quietly waited her turn, and a husky old planus," Captain Ev,ans says.
buck made his way to her doorway. She pulled the tru sty
Machine Shop No. 4 of the plant of the Bethlehem
rifle from its moorings above the door and, with one shot,
Steel
Company was destroyed by fire early on the mornbrought down the fine animal.
ing of Nov. 10, with a loss estimated between $1,000,000
and $4,000,000. Some 800 field guns intended for the
'I'he lichee, one of the most widely known fruits through- Allies and in various stages of completion
were destroyed.
out China. is produced in South · China, chiefly in the The most important loss to the plant,
however, was the
provinces of Fukien and Kwangtung, but also in Szech- demolition of 1,000 machines
for cutting and molding
wan. 'l'he fruit of the lichee tree, when plucked, rapidly steel. So far as is known,
the catastrophe was caused
detcriorate8, and can be kept in its original state for only by an electrical short circuit, and the officers
of the comthree daYs at most. A plan ha .been adopted for preserv- pany do not believe that German sympathizers
had anying the fruit hy storing it in bamboo after spri nkling with thing to do with it. Following
the blaze at Bethlehem,
a weak 8alt solution am1 scaling both ends of the bamboo however, another fire swept two
buildings of the Midvale,
with clay. Tn this manner tbe fruit remains fresh for Pa., Steel and Ordnance Company,
where were stored patabout two w0eks. Dried lichccs are popular in foreign terns for the manufacture of
3,000,000 Lee-Enfield rifle(
countries. The fruit is dried in two way -by sun and for the British Government. Fire
destroyed the rope plani
by fire. T'hc Run-clriecl lichee· commands the better price, of the John A. Roebling's
Sons Company at Trenton, N .
it having a finer flavor than the fire-dried fruit.
J., causing a damage of $1,000,000. The Roebling Company wa reported to be making barbed wire for the Allies,
The Providence ,Tournal reports that 200 German offi- but its officers positively denied that it had undertaken
cers, prisoners in the Hussian detention camps in Siberia, any war orders. There was a $50,000 fire in the pattern
have escaped and made their way to New York City and shops of the Baldwin Locomotive Works at Eddystone,
from there to Europe. "These facts," it tells u , "arc Pa., and n blaze caused $30,000 worth of damage to the
known to the British and French authorities, and it is American Synthetic Color Company nt Stamford, Conn.
stated positively that these officers will be arrested the mo- The Baldwin works are under contract to make locomoment the Rotterdam reaches Falmouth. An Au tro-Ger- tives for the Russian Government, while the Color Comman Secret Senice agent in New York Cit_,·, who is known pany was engaged in the manufacture of aniline dyes,
in this country a~ Piorkowski, is constantly in communi- hitherto regarded as a German monopoly. These fires
cation with German aaents in Shanghai in connection with all :iccurring within twenty-four hours, on J ov. 10 and
thi ' traffic, and in some manner he is informed prior to 11, caused much excitement in the daily press, EeYeral
th e niT iYal here of German officers as to the details con- newspapers accepting them as evidence of German activicerning the number expected and the time they will ar- ties in this country intended to hamper supply or materials
rive."'
:for the Allies.
·
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GOOD CURRENT NEWS AUTICL ES

or side-long glance expressive of the keenest interest and
curiosity, ,i·bich is soon translated into a desire to carry it
off to the roost in tho neighboring wood. The Kew Gardolls a<ljoin the Mid-Surrey course, and in the royal preserve there used to be a fairly large colony or crows nesting among the trees. OJ' this colony there was one particular crow who found his grnatest amusement in mingling- among the golfer, 'and in disconcerting their play
by indulging in repeated predatory campaigns against their
goH balls. His policy was to hover in attendance on those
players who used new wli ite balls only. Those on which
the paint had been chipped or which had been used for
several r ounds by an economical pl~y or wcrn always rejected by this particular bird as being beneath his fastidious
attention.

----~--·-- ---

GRIN S ANH CU UCKLES

Six million miles or more on the Atlantic Higr1way
"Ain't I a little bow-legged ?" asked the f1ubious young
without shipwreck is the re·cord of Howard Erne t Ilinslcy, man. "Bow-legged?" said his tailor. "The idea! Your
purser of the American liner St. Louis. Having reached lower limbs, sir, are absolutely without a parallel."
the age of 60, he gave notice, on the last trip of the Yes cl,
of his det ermination to retire from the sea. He claims the
New Cook-I s'posc you're a foine cook, mnm? Young
r ecord of having crossed the Atlantic 2,000 times .
Wife-Oh, dear, no ! I don't know anything about it !
New Cook-'rhiu we'll git on splendidly, mum; I don't,
either!
A deserted baby, three weeks old, with a five-thousandfranc note pinned to its clothing, was found on a country
"Sa?, mister, would you give a nickel to a man what
road near Corbell, Ji-,rance. The two workmen who discovered it saw the occupants of an automobile leaYe it near never told a lie?" "Oh, go 'way! 'i'i'hat are you giving
the r oadside and then ride off. With the bank note wns a me?" "It ain't fer me, mister; it's for me deaf and dum b
letter promising ,a similar amount each year, provided the ~ rot.her."
child was well cared for.
"Wrll, little bov, what's your name?'' "Shadrach Nebuchadnezzar YottR." "\\Tho gaYc you that name?" " I
A Danish engineer named Meardt, after 8Cveral years of
don't know; hut if I find out ,,·hen 1 gets older they'll be
experiment, has evolved an important invention for consorry for it."
cent rating beer in a hard substance, which, dissolved in
water, gives an excellent liquor. One and a ha] r kilos
"Halloa, old man! Have any luck shooting? 1 should
contain 18 liters after dissolution. This beer remains
sound for a peri od of six months. Meardt has succeeded say I did . Shot evcntccn ducks in oue day. "Were they
in producing wit h success different sorts of beer, inclucling wilrl ?" "Well-no-not exactly; but the farmer who
ale and stout. T he highest authorities praise the quality owned them was."
of these liquors.
Daughter-Maw, I want you to stop bossing paw until
after I get married. :0-1other--\l'hy, l should like to know ?
Adair qount y is one of the big goat-producing counties
of Missouri. The goats arc not raised for mutton alone, Da ughtcr-J ust as qnick a ' I get a littl,c bit intimate with
but also for the purpose of clearing up underbrush . They a young mnn, they begin to a~k if I take after you.
will go through a thicket like a rifle bullet, and eat it to
the ground, peeling saplings ,and stumps so that they will
never sprout again. T he goats get as fat as butter balls
on such forage. Then t hey are shipped to market and sold
to city folk for the choicest mutton. Binford Ranch, the
largest stock farm in this country, has produced as mauy
as 500 goats in one year, which were shipped to market
after the shrubs were cleaned_ off the pastures. Several
other ranches in the county have produced nearly as many
goats.
The crow seems t o be attracted to golf balls in a way
wholly peculiar from the rest of the bird species. In parks
where the rook and the crow abound one can notice them
sitting in the trees or hopping about the p utLing greens

"l beg your par don, ma'am, .fer calling yon to the door."
"What's the trouble?" " \Vhy. i.he lacly next door told me
you woulcl buy a jar of our heautifol cream because you
needed it. But I see you r1on't. Good-day, ma'am." "Wait
one moment, please. 1'11 take 0110, anyway.

In a small country school the teacher wn.s about to give
the boys their holidays. She gave each three buttons ancl
named them Life, Liberty and Happiness. When the l1olidays expired the teacher asked one of the boys if lie had
his three hut.tons. "No, teacher,'' was the reply. " I have
only two." "Well, what arc they?" "L ife and Liberty."
"And wbere is Happiness gone?" "Please, teacher, I spent
it during the holidays."
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A WOMAN DETECTIVE.
By Alexander Armstrong

Mary Hardy was impatiently awaiting her husband's
return . It was now nearing the hour of eight, for the
clock had struck the half hour some few minutes since.
She was fully drcsse,l, had on her cloak and hat, and, it
may be as well to add, a frown, for her husband was disappointing her. They were to go to the theater that night,
and in her hand she held the tickets, and the carriage stood
waiting at the door.
"I'll wait until ten minutes of eight, and then. if he isn't
here you must go with me, Joe," she said to her brother,
who had chanced to drop in a few minutes before.
Ten minutes of eight arrived.
James Hardy lia.d not yet come.
"I'll wait no longer," said Mary Hardy in a petulant
tone. "Come, .J oc."
The Hardys lived in Twentieth sheet, near Fifth avenue, up which thoroughfare the carriage went speeding.
In the center of the plaza, formed by the intersection o.l'
Fiftl1 avenue and Broadway, stands a gas-lamp with hal.f
a dozen or more jets, which lights np the street very brilliantly for , ome foet on either side of it.
As Mrs. Hardy's carriage approached this, going uptown, another carriage approached it, going downtown.
The two carriages passed when exactly in front of the
lights.
In the interi or of the latter were a man and a woman.
Something abo11i. the appearance of the former caused
Mrs. Hardy to look more sharply at him.
At best the glallce was but a brief one, so rapidly did
the carriages pass. But it was l011g enough for Mrs. Harcly
to mnke ceri.nin of a distressing fact-th at the man in the
other carriage was her husband.
Sinking back among the cushions, she utterecl a deep
moan of sorrow.
"What's the matter, sis ?" inquired her brother, in an
anxious tone.
"Matter?" and she clutrhed her heart with her hand in
an agonized manner. "Niy lmsliand was in that carriage
which just pa,sed us, anrl he ha.c1 a woman ,vith him. It
is all plain now why he clid not come after me. Ile no
longer loves rne-0]1 ! J ames-.Tames-you have broken
my l1cart !" wailed the po0r wifo.
"Hush! Would you gf'ieve over a man who oan forget
his respectability, his duly to yoursel.f and your children?
It is an insult io you, and as such you should regard and
as such resent it."
In a few minutes her lips were firmly set, and her face
was lrnrd and cold, while her eyes flashed with anger.
Though slie lovecl her husband clearly, she was now in a
rage with him.
At the 1 heater she saw many wh om she knew, and she
smiled, and laughed, nnc1 gayly spoke to them, and not one
guessecl that a volcano of passion was hidden by that £air
exterior.
When it wa. finished the carriage took her home. Her
brother would have entered with her, but she said:
"Yon go home, Joe. I am firm now, and will not be
weak w!1en I meet my husband."

2'7

She entered the house. Her husband had not yet re·turned.
After what she had seen she ha.rdly expectecl. him until
verv late.
'iodge meetings, eh?" as she put on a loose wrapper
and sat down to await his return. "I now know the lodge
meeti1ws he attends."
She planned out what she was to say, and the tone in
which it was to be said, nursing her wrath to keep it
warm.
One! Just one o'clock. He had not yElt returned.
"The villain!" she muttered. "I'll make him rue this
night's work."
Two ! Stili .Tames Hardy was absent. She was boiling
over with rnge now; every nerve was strained and tense;
face ancl neck were scarlet with suppressed passion.
Three! Why did he not come? A lurking fear began
to play hide-and-seek with the anger in her eyes.
Four! Her eyes were moist now.
"How could you do such a thing?" she moaned. "Husband-J ames-wherc are you?"
Six! It was long after daylight now, but not yet had he
returned. HeT tears and prayers had not drawn him to
her side. She was now in an agony of fear.
Eight ! The breakfast-bell rang, and she heard her
children go down to the dining-room. But she could not
eat anything, there was no need of her going down to the
table.
A servant came up, and, forcing herself to be calm,
Mrs. Hardy told her that she would not go down this
mernino. Nor woulr. Mr. Hardy be to breakfast. He had
been detained out overnight, and might not be home fo r
some little time yet.
Night fell again, but without having heard aught of her
husband. Her brother came, and, looking grave when he
hearcl her story, he determined to call in the assistance of
the police. He went to headquarters, and the case was
placed in my hands.
I could not help feeling sorry for the suffering and unstrung lady wben her brother took me to the house.
"You will keep our secret, if it should come out all
right?" she s:iid earnestly, as she laid a hand on my arm,
and fastened her reel-rimmed eyes on my face.
''H is my lluty to do that!"
"And you will :find him for me?"
"I£ it is possible."
"And when you do," she shuddered a little, "I - I don't want to know anything about it if it attaches anything wrong to my husband."
"Would you know this woman if you saw her ?" I inquired.
"Know her?" and I could see her eyes :flash. " I should
know her wherever or whenever I met her."
''I was glad of this, for it might be of assistance, since
I supposed from what she said that the woman was a gay
one, and I knew of none answering her description.
With the data in my possession, which she had furnished, I went to work at once.
_D:1y after day the result was the same, and I harl only
the same report of failure to make when I callee} every
night to see Mrs. Hardy. The lady's grief hac1 assumed
a new phase. Instead of moaning, and sobbing, and cry-
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ing, she was now hard and calm and self-possessed-and,
as I was made aware, decidedly irritable.
"You don't want to find him, perhaps," she sneered. "I
am now going to see what I can do."
''You?" I gasped, in surprise.
"Yes, I," and her eyes glittered so strangely that I
looked at her more closely_than I had before clone.
Instantly I saw what had happened. Although not absolutely crazed. by the loss of her husband, her mind was
so completely upset that the step from her present condition to absolute insanity would have been a very short

fiercely seizC'd the tallest one by the wrivt, and, bending
forward, his ed:
"Yon beautiful demon, where is my hu band? \Yhere
is he, I sfly? Ha! you start, you.grow pale. Demon, you
hare murdered him!"
The woman certainly had grown pale, wa as white as a
corpse.
She suddenly struck Mrs. Hardy a violent blow in the
face, and, breaking loose, broke into a run, luckily coming
in my direction.
\ I caught her, and a policeman who chanced to be in
one.
sight captured the second .female, whom I had recognized
"'A good idea," I presently returned, falling in with her as a hard case.
whim. "You would know this woman if you saw her, ancl
Leaving them at tlte station-house, whither ]Hrs. llardy
by fastening her down we may be able to get at the truth." had followed us, I took four policemen and returuecl to
I left the house in a brown study. It was just as well the hou e. 1 begged Mr . Hardy to remain behind, but
that I should go home and obtain a good night's rest. she would not do so.
After the time that had elapsed it was unlikely that I
Had om C'haracter heen guessed, access to the house
could do James Hardy any good, and after all said and would not liave easily been obtained. As it was, the door
done, the only clew that could be obtained to the truth was opened incautiously, and I took go0d care that it
of his mysterious disappearance would be through the should not be shut in our faces.
woman with whom he had been seen, and whom I had
We rushed in.
vain1y tried to run to earth.
'l'he negro man who opened the door was taken charge
The next morning I was in hiding near the Hardy resi- of at once.
dence.
Dashing inlo the pnrlor, as it wa · opened by some one
About ten o'clock Mrs. Hardy emerged. Without know- anxious to learn what the fus was about, I collare<l. a man
ing it she passed within a very few feet of me, and I sa w whom I recognized at a glance.
that her eyes were very wild-looking. When she had passed
"George Tyner, you are my prisoner!" I stern ly said,
I followed her, and never for one minute lo~t sight of hcr. druwing my reYO]\'er and covering him.
Up and down Broadway she walked, never pausing, a tireH~ was_c-~:nercd, and dared ~ot at_tempt to resist when
less as though every muscle was made 0£ steel. Hour.1 the cbrb1es· were ~lipped on his wn.·ts.
after hour she continued this, and looked as fresh as ever,
Beyond the e two whom we now had in custody, there
while I felt myself to be completely fagged out.
was no one in the house-that is, no other living person,
She still walked on-and on-never pau ing to rest, although there was a dracl one.
nor to obtain food, nor ever desisted until night began to
In the r 1hr ll"e found the dead bocly of James IIarcly,
fall. And during all this time she never passed a woman who hacl bC'en murdered .
into whose face she did not keenly peer, causing many a
.Neither '!1~·ncr no.: hi· wife (the woman was really his
one of them to start back, frightened by the wildness and wife) wonlc1 ever give a word of explanation, although the
piercing expression of her brilliantly sparkling eyes.
circumstantial evidence was strong enough to send bim to
The next day she came forth again, and again I fol- the gallo,rs and her Lo prison for li.fe.
lowed her.
But what seems most probable is that James Hardy had
Up and down, to and fro-to and fro, up and down-I seen thi beautiful fiernl, and had been enticed into peakfollowed at her heels, block after block, hour after l1our.
ing to her some time during the a.fternoon. A visit had
Tired and weary, I plodded after her, wishing she would been paii! to some salcon, wh ere drinks had been taken, and
give up and go home. But she evidently had no inteution she hv.d found :m oppoTlunity to give him some baleful
of doing so. She turned off of Broadway into one of the drug in a glass of wine.
side streets.
Forgetful of his wife, of his engagement to go with her
Again I followed in her wake.
to a theater, he had entered a carriage and been driven
I was disgusted, and little thought at that moment that to her hou~c, where Tyn er was lying in wait, as the spider
in less than ten minutes the mystery would be solved. But in his net waits for the unwary fly.
it was.
Once inside of the house Hardy had been commanded to
Suddenly Mrs. Hardy started, as a bloodhound might at "shell out."
the instant of finding spoor (the scent of _a negro), and,
He had refosed, and d:r:iwn a reYolver-he alway carglancing ahead, I s..'l.w two women, elegantly dressed, just ried one-to protect himself. At once Tyner had ·drawn
leaving a small house.
and shot him down.
Mrs. Hardy h:1d caught sight of them as they emerged
I never told Mrs. Hardy the probable reasons leading to
from the door, and was now hurrying toward them, her her husband's violent death, and she mourns him a one
frame trembling with excitement, her face expressing a who would do no wrong act.
desire to rend one of these women limb from limb.
She has recovered from the partial derangement to
By the time they reached the foot of the steps, Mrs. which I alluded, lives wrapped up in her children, and
Hardy was within a few feet of them.
never on any account alludes to herself as A "\'.'oman DeWith a bound she was in front of them, and then she iectiYe.
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NEWS , OF THE [)AY
A snake with two heads, one head resembling tnat o.f a
The results of the investigation of the world's coal recopperhearl nnd the other like the head of a milksnake, ources, undertaken by the Internationa l Geological Conwas caught alive by Allie ffloycl, and is being exhibited to gress in 191:l, have just been publish ed . They show that
hundreds in Clark:<burg, W. Va.
there is a resen-e of unmined coal estimated at 7,398,561,000,000 tons, of which two-thirds are situated in North '
Several patents for artificial sausage skins have recently Ame1·ica between the Rocky Mountains and the Appalabeen is ued in 'iVashington. One, to a firm in Germany, is chians. As the present annual consumption is about
for a skin mad e o.f the plaited or woven tendons of ani- 1,300,000,00 0 tons, there is enough coal in sight to last
m als . Another, to Wallace Pallen Cohoe, of Toronto, is nearly 6,000 years at the present rate of consumption , and
for a thin-walled tube of dried cel lul ose hydrate coni.ain- it mu t be remembered that South America and Africa
ing an "edible ingredient insoluble in water," fr,-utt making are still largely unexplornd.
the sau:::age-skin waterproof, but presumably c1ige tible.
The announcemen t that the Royal Geographical Society
of
Copenhagen is fitting out an expedition to explore "the
'l'h e (hcrs:cas i'l ews Agency g ives out the :following discountries
around the Persian Gulf" will surprise many
patch from C'onslantinop le : "Report received from Cairo
tate that a great conspiracy bas been discovered there, who imagine that there is little of the earth outside the
headed by pcrRons in the entourage of tlie new Sultan . the polar regions· which now n eeds exploring. As a matter of
conspiralor5 planning to rcmoYe the ruler and his mini - fact, the interior of the great Arabian peninsula is still
ters and libcr:1te .E~gypt from the Brilish yoke. rorty per- waiting to be discovered, and not even the poles offer such
sons from the court were arrcste<l, and t,l'ent:-f1 re l1ave almost insurmounta ble obstacles to those who seek them as
the unknown land lying around the Persian Gulf. Some
already bcC'11 executeJ.
portiorls are donbtless as void of human beings as the
frozen apexes of the earth and will probably always reA Ycrrnont farmer named Turner was driving into Benmain $0, for the heat experienced there is fatal to almost
nington about 8 o·r·loek in the morning, when he h"nrcl a
erery kind of life.
dog running a fox in the woods. What be- clidn't hear,
ho\\"rvcr, was !he fox taking a short cut through the bu:;hes
At the reque~t of the army authorities, a Uovemment
and li·iHing the highway ju ·t in time to leap into the farm - meteorologis t has drawn up a forecast of the weather
for
er'.s leigh and nestle down.in th~ straw and be carried lwo this corning winter, .according to the Paris corresponden
t
mil es along (he ro::icl. By that hme he was restc<l, ancl the of the Pall Mall Gazette, in which he prophesies
that the
do~- 'had _bcell f~?led, ~1,'l lkynarcl lea peel to the ground, 1,:c:1son will be the worst ever known. 'l'he meteorologis
t
looked mound \,1th a 1, 1111 , an<l made off.
vi~itefl tbc Alps and obtajneJ the views oE experienced
mountaineers . The latter told him that the Alpine field
Rix arrests "'('re made rerently of persons ronncctecl mice, instead of burrowing some ten or twelve inches, as
,r i 11l a motio11-11idure corporation, charging cruelty to a 11 sua!. i'n orcler to pass the winter comfortabl:v, have
gone
]101·se whi("h j llmprcl eighty-three feet from a cli Ii' into a clown fu11Y th r ee feet . Trees and plants point to
the same
lake at A11 Sable Cha. m, in the Adironda ·ks, hearing on conclusion, the ash and heather being particularly em
its back Art ,Ja rvis, moYie actor, whose leg was broken . phatic !ll their weather signals. The army authorities
alThe horse wn. llni11jnrccl. Warrants were obtained by the rea ch lrn.Ye ad eel on this ad vice in preparations for clothAmer ican Soc-icly fur i.hc Prcl'cntion of Cruelty lo Ani- ing the troop~ du 1·ing the cold months.
mal s from mi J,};scx C'ounty justice of the peace. Jarvis,
in ~'lower Tici~pibl, i, one of those arreslccl. Members of
'rhe eorrcsponclen t at Rotterdam of Th e Dail.v Telegraph
t he film c·,m_c:ern ~n icl tltat the horse was a trained ilil'ing
cla
im~ to have learned from an abFolutely reliable sourcer
h orse and ,rns unl1urt by i.hc leap.
that in a score or more widely separat ed places in Germany the constn1ction of Zeppelin dirigible balloons is
Alihough th e profltR of th e Krupp WorkR last year. being c·arriecl 011t, and that in no department of construcan19unling to $21,,i0fl.000, would permit of payment of a tional work in Germany is greater activity heing shown.
2+-per cent. clil'irlcnd, the owners will make no extra prof- Dirigibles of all types--Zeppe lin, Parseva l and Schutteits on acc·<Hml of the war. "\.ftcr payment of a (liridcncl of are being turnerl out with feyerish haste, the corresponden
t
12 per re11t.. the amount cl isL 1·ibuted last :vear. a surplus undcr~tands. ~ cw sheds are being buill, not, as formerly,
of nhont ,i;(i,000,000 will he deYOtecl lo eharitY. To the re- of ea~i Ir combn, tible wood, but of iron, including
roofs oi
lief fm:cl for families oE solclicr~ killccl in bf!ttle )l;;i,000,000 the c: amc material, as a protection against aircraft
attacks.
will be ;riren, flml *925,000 will go to the general relief The Krnpps also are said to be engaged in building portafuwl. 'l'lie ;rro. s ~a ming:; of Lhc Krupp \fork. last year ble heels . From all the corresponden t was able to learn,
amounted to ;f;;c8,2,50,000 agRin:t ~;J 3,250,000 for the pre- the idea is to bring the war home to the English
people,
vio11!' YP:'r. The rompany is enlarging its plant to meet who, hitherto, "have not felt its effects, so that they shall
th e dcmawls fer war m:1lerials .
be more anxious for peace."
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
TOSSED T1HCE BY BULL.
Tossed to the rafters of ihe cow stable by an angry bull,
R. 0. Shaffer, aged twenty-six, o.f Zenith, Pa., narrowly
escaped death bcCore being rescued by his father.
When the bull turned on him as he was taking it to a
watering trough he landed on the bull's head, and after
striking the rafters was tossed a secoud time. The father
ihen seized the rope fastened to the bull's no c and snubbed
. the rope around a pole, when it turned on him. Ilis son
has two ribs fractured and suffers contused wounds of
the body.
SQUASHES FROIII ASTIPILE.

As a result of planting four squash seeds in an ash pile early in the summer, H. C. Hoffman gathered more
than sixty large squashes from the vines. The squa~hes
have attracted the attention of half the people of Franklin, Ind., as Mr. Hoffman lives only two squares from the
courthouse.
The seeds, thrown carelessly on the ashpile and receiving
no attention whatever, except an occasional pan of dishwater, grew so rapidly that they soon le.ft his yard, entered the neighbors' yard and then climbed a wire fence
an d covered it, a half block from their planting place.
Mr. Hoffman delivered to all neighbors where his vines
had trespassed a large squash. Most of the squashes were
more than three feet loug ancl of fine quality.
INDIANS '1'0 SEND GIFTS .
No definite news has come to 1Yashington as to the intention of the Black Feet Indians to present handsome
furs to the bride of the President. It is very likely that
the Black Feet and other Indians will pay special attention to the marriage of the descendant of Pocahontn.s ancl
the President of tbe United States. The Indians giye
splendid presents and they are proud of any of their blooc1
who become nationally prominent.
Two United States Senators are of Indian cle~centCurtis of Kansas and Owen of Oklahoma, and there are
m any members of the lower house who boast of Indian
blood. Of the various gifts which President Wilson will
receive it is believed some of the most valuable and unique
will come from the Indians.
News has come that activity in this line has already begun in Montana and Idaho, and that the Five Nations of
Oklahoma at once took up the matter, though whether
they will act conjointly or give a separate gift is not yet
known.

WAR STAMP CRAZE.
The war is provi11g a boon to philatcli.its. Stamps arc
doing practirally as well as the famous "war ' supplics."
T he loral "Stamp Boursc" of Paris, :France, is doing a
r econ1 h..1siness, while the fmancial Bourne is sts.gnn( ing-.
'l'hcrc i~ quite a boom, not only for stamps, but for any
kind of labeis, postal or tclephouic. Anything oLliterated

by French, German, Dritish or oLhcr bcl1igcrenb finds a
ready and good nrnrkct, so long as it indiC'atcs prepayment
or frcc1lom from charge or pay1:1cnt tluc. There is a con~tant arrival or M1v is~ucs.
'!.'he neutrnls a: well as- the belligerents haYe issucrl on
the occa~ion of the war all ki,1cls of new cngrnving~, which
stamp merchants and <kalers arc ca,;erly huying up.
'I'hc rare,;t :rncl mo:rt.-~ought-for spccimcus arc those
·
marked with Rome unwonted oiJ]itcraUon. ·
France lms granted full franking privilege :for all correspondence to and from ihc front.
?ne 10 centimes stamp wl;id1 recently fetched a high
pnce bo1·e witness to il!c stnpit1ity of some po~tmen; a
snpcrflnous ornament on a IL-tier for the front hears a maO'0
nificent- "F. :i\1." (military frank) ill handwriting.
The letters written from the front famish some very
curious specimens, as the company c:onnnamler6 who frank
their ffil'n's correspondence do not alwaw use rubber
stampe, but as oft.ell tylos and pen('i]s or' very cliffcrc1~t
coloro. A complete collection for the whole of the French
army bc•(·omcs a stupendous undertaking.
nca Cro!<S stamp,; are pl011tiful. In Prance there arc
two issues of these to be :founcl, am1 all the "French colonies ha,e follo11eel suit, that of tbe Somalilan<l Coa.-t Territory singling i(::;el.i'. out by rc::son o.f the finenc'><& of its
11graYing.
'l'he B< !gi::rns have been compelled by unforltrnatc w:ents
to make numr.rou: is~ucs .fol lowing the tribulation8 of their
GoYcrnmcnt.
At ,\ntwcrp 1!1c_y made two issues: One with ihc cffiQ'\'
of King .Albert, the other with that of the )fonmncnt ~-E
D~·fense. 'I'hcsc were used on French soil subsequently,
wtih the Hane obliteration a.nd have become Yery rare
and expensive.
A priier1 rnriety i ihe Belgian ~tamp as uscc1 by the
Germans; it bears in Gothic diaractero the \\'Orel "Belgicn,''
an<l in Frcncl1 the price.
'I'hc Briii~h have neither changed nor added to tl:eir
prc-Pxi. ting stamps, except where they bave captured some
German colony, as in East and West Africa and 8amoa.
There i~, howcl'cr, a special series of sf.amps for the Indian
Exprditiouary Corps ./lgl1ting in France, bearing the effigy
of George V., Emperor of India, and overladen with I. E.
F. (Indian Expeditionary Force).
The Italian army, which in peace time has a special
sfamp for every one of its 4.00 regiments, has since the war
issued one for each of its services, making twelve differently colored stamps.
As in Belgium, the Germans employ in France and in
Polaud their own stamps, across which is inscribed in
Gothic characters "Frankreich" or "Bussische Poland."
The mu~t Yalued of all German stamps, however, are
t1,c mic·i"osc·oric German stamps sold to the :Fre:rrch, Russian or British prisoners. These arc black, green, red or
blue, arcording to their price, 2, 5, 10 or 20 pfennigs, and
show a Prussian eagle surmounted by the mention "XI.
_\.rmee Corps."
,
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ll&BBLE VAB!l:.
A clever and puzznng errect,

eaay to do; the apparatus can
be minutely examined. Effect:

.A marble can be made to pa._

from the hand Into the cloaed
vaae, which· a moment bet ore
wa, •hown empty. Thia JS a.
beautiful enamel,ad turned wood vase.
Price. 20c.
C, BEUR, 150 W. 62d St., New Yori, City.
BOUGH BIDER DISC PISTOLS.
Made ot nicely col,red wood 5½ Inches
lonC',
The power 1~
furnlehod by rubber
bando.
Ten disco of
- cardboard with each
pistol. PrJce, 6c. each,
pootpald.
H. F. LANO, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

.MYSTEBIOUl,I l'LA1.'E 1,IFTER.
Made ot ftne rubber,
with bulb on one end
and lnflator at other.
Place It under a. table
cover, under pla.te or

glass, and bulb ls pressed
underneath, object rJses
mysteriously:
40
ins.
Jon&'. Price, ~5c., postpaid.
WOLFF • OVELTY CO., 29 W. 20th St •• N. Y.

AUTOMATIC COPYING PENCIL.
The Importance of
carrying

a

good

re•

liable pencil n •aed not
be dwelt u;:,on here.
It Is a.n aboolute necessi ty with us all,
The holder or this pencil ls beautifully
:ilckeled with grooved box-wood h~dle, giv•
Ing a t\rm grip In wrltlng; the pencil auto•
matlcally aupplle• the lead ae needed while
a box ot thei;e long leada are glven with each
pencil. The writi ng of this pencil lo lndellble
the same as lnk. and thus can be used tn
w::-lting letters, addresslng envelopes, etc.
Bills or account or lnvolc~s made out with
thl• pencil can be copied the same as It copyIng Ink was uoed. It Is the handleot pencil
on the marke t; you do not re~u lre L. knife
to keep it aharp: It ta ever ready, ever 1a.te,
and just the thing to carry.
Price of pencil, wi th box of Jenda oomplet.e, oni,,
lOc.: 8 for 26c.; ,>ne dozen 90c. poet paid.
WOLFF NOVEJ,Tl" CO., 29 W. 26tll at. N. Y.

PDT l\lOC'SE.
It Is made or ca.et metal and
has the exact color, shape and
size of a live mouse. Pinned on
your or somebody else's clothes,
will have a startling etrect upon
•
·
the spectators.
The screarnlng
fun had by this little novelty, eepeclally In tho
presence ot ladles, 1s more than can be Imagined. It a cat happens to be there, there'•
il.O other fun to be compared with ft.
Price, lOc. each by mall, postpaid: s for 250.
I,'RAl'. K ISM.l"l'H, 383 Lenox An .. N. Y.
FINGER MOUSE.
We need hardly tell
you about this great
novelly. It has proven
one of the greatest eeJlers ever put on the
market.
'£he men on
the street have
sold
nearly a million, and
every day the demand
for them Is growing.
·Th e head Is like a mouse in every respect.
The "body'' Is also like a mouse but Is hollow,
allowing the index finger to sltp into lt. Wh11e
you are sitting at the dinner table, one or
your friends who Is ''in on the trick" eays
she just .sa.w a n1ouse and a moment or two
after the head of the mouse is seen to creep
up over the edge of the table.
Can you
Imagine the surprise and consternation 7 There
are o. thousand other stunts you can play with
this mouse, such as slipping It out of your
sleeve, your pocl< cts. etc. This trick lo very
popular wit! the ladies. Price by mall, lOo.
\I ULJ• F NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y,

EIGHT GAMES FOR 10c

Chess, Checkers, }'ox and Geese, Ntne Men Morris,

utbors, Introduction Game, Spanish Prhson, Domf ...
~g:~b~~bth\8ii~
~6~'so~ ~~?.~.~~~. ~~~ 1 0C,
Send 10 Cenh today and l[et all elg:ht
A

1
~

A. W. BERUBE,

Game1

1i79 Charles St., Fall River, Mass.

•
Old Corns

Wnnted. Sl to $600 paid for
hundreds of coins dated before

189:i. Send lOc for our illu$trated coin value book,

4x7:get posted. Cla,·ke &Co .• Box 95. Le Ro y,N. Y.

INDIAN FINGER TRAP.
A couple ca.n be joined
together and their etrug•
glo to be releaeed only
makes matters worse. It
will hold them ae tight
as a rat-trap, and the more they try to pull
away, the tighter It grips.
Our traps are
extra long. Price, 100, ea.ch; S tor 25c, by
mall, postpaid.
WOLI,l' KOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y,

~

WINDOW SMASHERS.
The greatest sen8a.Uen, just
from Parle. A most wonder-

~,

'.

~

.

~~~akl~;~t t~iun~ -~~~htngr
glass. It will electrify everybody. When you come home,
slam the door shut and at
tho same time throw ths
disc.e to the flsor. Every pane ot glass in the
houae will at •nee Beem to have been ehattered. Price, by mall, po1tpald, SGc., a set
ot &Ix i;>late1.
1 WOLFF'
NOVELTY CO., 20 W. 26th St., N. Y.

TO READ

AWeel<ly Magazine devoted to Ph~toolays and Players

...

''
Absolutely the finest llttle publlcatlon on the news-stands

PRICE 5 CENTS A COPY
ISSUED EVERY FRIDAY
BEAUTIFUL COLORED COVER DESICNS
New portraits of actors and actresses every week

THtRTY-TW O PAQES
FINE HALF-TONE FRONTISPIE CES
Get a copy ofthls weekly magazine and see what It Is

EVERY NUMBER CONTAINS

Six Gripping Stories. based on the latest and best films, each profusely lllustrated with fine half-tones of scenes
in the
plays.
Photographs and Biographies of the most celebrated Photoplay actors and actresses.
Special Articles relating to Moving Pictures, written by the greatest authorities in the film business.
News Notes from the studios about the doings of everybody of prominence connected with the Photo"plays.
Scenario Hints and the names of all the companies who may buy the plays you write.
Poems, Jingles, Jests and every bright feature calculated to interest both young and old.
GET A COPY NOW from your newsdealer, or send us 5 cents in money or postage stamps, and we wlll mall
you the latest number issued.

"MOV INC PIC1'"U E STORIES.," Inc.
168 West 23d Street

New York

·.
I

1

: :..-.!.,:\\:~\.

-~r

:},,1/~1

:i~

-LATEST ISSUES-

673 Young Wlld West and the Cattle Thieves; or, Breaking up a

647 Young Wild West's Pluck: or, Bound to Beat the "Bad " Men.
648 Young Wild West's Best Shot; or, The Rescue of Arletta.
649 Young '>Ylld ,Yest at Devil Creek: or, Helping to Boom a New
Towu.
650 Young Wild West's Surprise; or, The Indian Ch!er's Legacy.
651 Young Wild West Missing: or, Saved By an Indian Princess.
652 Young Wild West and the Detective; or, The Red Riders or the
Range.
653 Young Wild West at the Stake; or, The Jealousy or Arletta.
654 Young Wild West's Nerve; or, The Nine Golden Bullets.
655 Young Wild West and the Tenderfoot; or, A New Yorker In the
West.
656 Young Wild West 's Triumph; or, Winning Against Great Odds
657 Young Wild West's Strategy: or, The Comanche Chief's Last
Raid.
658 Young Wild West' s Grit: or, The Ghost of Guantle t Gu lch .
659 Young Wild "\\"est's Big Da_y ; or. The Double Wedding at Weston
660 Young Wild West's G,·eat S< heme: or. The Bullding of a Railroad.
661 Young Wild West and the Train Robbers: or, The Hunt tor the
Stolen Treasure.
662 Young Wild West on His Mettle: or._ Four Against Twenty.
663 Young W ild West's Ranch; or, The 1-tenegades of Riley's R u n.
664 Young Wild West on the Trail : or, Outwlttl::ig tbe Redskins.
665 Young Wild West's Bargain; or, A Red Man With a White Heart.
666 Young Wild West's Vacation; or, A Live ly Time at Roaring Ranch .
667 Young Wild West on His Musc le; or. Fighting With Nature'~
Weapons.
668 Young Wild West's Mistake: or. Losing a Hundred Thousand.
660 Young ,vi Id West In Deadwood; or, The Terror of Taper Top.
670 Young W!ld West' s Close Call; or, The Raide rs of Rawhide Ridge.
671 Young Wild West Trapped : or, The Net That 1Vould Not Hold
Him.
672 Young Wild West's Election : or. A Mayor at Twenty.

11
Bad Gang."
674 Young \Yild West's Mascot; or, The Dog '.rhat Wanted a ~laster.
675 Young Wild "\Yest' s Cha ll enge; or, A Combination Hard to Beat.
676 Young Wild West and the Ranch Queen; or, Rounding up the
Cattle Ropers.
677 Young Wild West's Pony Express; or, Getting the llla!I Through

on 'l'ime.
678 Young Wild West on the Big Divide; or, The Rai d of the
Renegades.
679 Young Wild West's 111!Jllon hi Gold; or, The Boss Boy of Boulder.
680 Young Wild West Running the Gauntlet; or, The Pawnee Chief' s
Last Shot.
681 Young Wild West and the Cowboys: or, A Hot Time on t he
Prairie.
682 Young Wild West's Rough Ride r s; or, The Rosebud of the
Rockies.
683 Young Wild West' s Dash for Life; or, A Ride That Saved a T?wn.
684 Young Wild West's Big Pan Out: or , The Battle for a Silver
Mine.
' 685 Young Wild "\Yest and the Charmed Arrow; or, The White Li ly
of the Kiowas.
686 Young WIid West's Great Round Up; or, Corraling the Ranch
Raiders.
687 Young Wild West's Rifle Rangers; or, Trailing a Bandit King .
688 Young WIid West and the Russian Duke; or, A Lively Time on
Mountain and Plain.

I
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No. 46. HOW TO l\lAKE A..i.~D USE ELECTRJCITY.-A description of the wonderful

RAPHER.-Contalnlng useful information re-

uses of electricity and electro magnetism: together with full Instructions for making Electrtc Toys, Batteries, etc. By George Trebel,

how to mak~ Photo
Slides and other Tra
illustrated.

A. M ..

M. D.

Contain ing over fifty

tllustra-

gardlng the Camera ~ n d ow to wo rk it; also

No.

HO\V

62.

TO

BECOlUE

A

WEST

to~~-. 47. HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND
DRIVE A UORSE.-A complete treatise on

POINT 1\IILTTARY CADET.-Exp lalns how
to gain admittance, course of Study, Examlnatlons. Duties. Staff of Officers, Post Guard. Po-

the horse.

lice Regulations, Fire Department, and all a

1

~~;o

Describing the most useful horses

b::/~:~fe

the ho1·se.
No. ~8.

;~~lp~=s~"t1ol~::as~~r

P~~~U~~a~~

~~~-

I

hie Magic Lantern
rencles. Handsomely

should know to be a cadet.

By Lu Senar-

with figures and the magic of numbers.
A. Anderson. Fully Illustrated .

By

No. 74. HO\V
TO
WRITE
LETTERS
CORRECTLY.-Contaln!ng full
Instructions
for writing Iette'rs on almost any subject;
also

rules

for

punctuation and

composit1on .

with specimen letters.
No. 75. HOW TO BECOME A CONJURER.
-Containing tricks with Dominoes, Dice,
Cups and Ba1ls, Hats, etc.
sl>N~~lu\~.at1~1:\v

Embracing thirty -

~,1 ~Ei~de;Q;;l'UNES

BY

SAIT,

No. 63. HOW TO BECOlllJ,: A NAVAL
CADET.-Complete Instructi ons of how to gain

'l'HE HAND.-Contalnlng rules for telling fortunes by the aid or I!nes of the hand, or

CANOES.-A handy book ror boys, contain:ng full directions for constructing canoes and
the· most popular manher of sailing them.

admission to the Annapolis Naval Academy.
Also containing the course of instruction, descrlption of grounds and buildings, hlstorlcal

the secret of palmistry.
Also the secret of
telling future events by aid of moles. marks.
eca.rs, etc. Illustrated.

HOW

TO

BUILD

AND

Fully !Ilustratecl.
No. "-9. HOW TO DEBATE.-Glvlng rul es

sketch, and everything a boy should know to
become an officer In the United St• . ,-s Navy.

No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TRICK~
WlTH CARDS.-Conta!nlng deceptive Card

for conducting debates, outline~ for debat ~s.
questions for discussion, and the best sources
for procuring information on the question

J3y Lu Senaren·s .
No. 64. HO\V TO 1\1.AllE
1'1ACIIINES.-Contatnlng full

ELJ£CTRICAL
directions for

Tricks as performed by leading conjurers and
magicians.
Arranged for home amusement.
Fully illustrate-d .

given.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND A,.~11\1ALS.-A valuable book, giving Instructions

making electrical machines, Induction coils,
dynamos, and many novel toys to be worked
by electricity. By R . A. R. Bennet. Fully

No. 78. HOW 'l'O DO TUE BLACK ART.
-Containing a complete description of t he
mysteries of Magic and Sleight-of-Hand, to-

serving birds. animals and Insects.
No. 51. HOW TO DO TRI CKS

No . 65 . MULDOON'S J OKES.-The most
original ,Joke book ever published, and It le

A. Anderson. lllustrated.
No. 79. HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.

in

collecting,

preparlng,

mountJng and

pre-

WITH

tllu!ttrated.

gether with many wonderful experiments. By

OAltDS .-ContatnJng explanations of the genera! prlnctplee or sl eigh t-of-hand applicable
to card tri cks·, of card tricks with ordinary
cards, and not requiring sleight-of-hand ; ot

brimful of wit and humor.
It contains a
large collection of songs, Jokes, conundrums,
etc., of Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, hu morist, and practical joker of the day.

of specta11y prepared cards. Illustrated.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-Givlng
the rules and full directions tor playing

taintng over three hundred Jnterestfng puzzles
and conundrums, with key to same. A complete book. Fully illustrated.

Containing the latest jokes, anecdotes and
funny stories of this world-renowned Germao
comedian.
Sixty-four pages; handsome col -

No. 67. HOW
TO
DO
ELECTRICAL
TRICKS.-Contaln!ng a large collection ot In-

f:;:d aif;~;'. containing a half-tone p h oto ot
No. 81. HOW TO l\l ESMERIZE .- Con t al n-

cards.
No.

structtve and highly amusing electrical trick s ,
together with illustrations. By A. Anderson.

ing the most approved methods of mesmer·
ism; animal magnetism, or, magne t ic hea l-

tricks Involving sleight-of-hand,

or the use

~~ci~~e,S~~~t~~g"or~::lnJ~k~~~tyA~~;fonR~~~;~:
All Fours, and many other popular games ot
58.

H OW 'l'O WRI TE LETTERS.-A

wonderful little book, telling you how to write

No.

66 _ HOW

No. 68,

now

TO

DO

PUZZLES.-Con-

TO DO- CHEMICAL TRICKS.

to your sweetheart, your father, mother. sis-

-Containing over one hundred highly amus -

ter. brother, employer; and , In fact, every-

!ng and Instructive tricks with chemicals. By

body and anybody you wish to write to.

A.

~o.

54.

HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE

Anderson.

Handsomely fllua t rated.

No. 09. UOW TO DO SLEI GHT-OF-HAND.

-Containing complete instructions how to
make up for various characters on the stage;
together with the dtlties of the Stage Manager,
Prompter, Scenic Artist and Property Man.

No.

Jng.

80.

GUS WILLIA.MS' JOKE BOOK.-

By Pro!. Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S. author

of "How to Hypnotize," etc.

No.

82.

HOW TO DO PALllUSTR Y.-Con -

taining the most approved methods of read-

Ing the lines on the hand, together wtth a fu ll

P E'rS.-Giving complete information as to the
manner and method of raising, kee ping, tam·
ing breeding, and managing all kJnds of })ets;

-Contalntng over fifty of tbe latest and best
tricks used by magicians. Also containing the
secret of second sight. FuILy illustrated.

a lso giving full Instructions for making cages,
etc.
Fully explained by twenty-eight lllus-

No. 70. HOW TO lllAKE lllAGIC TOYS,Containing full directions for making Mag-Jc

Hugo Koch, A.C .S. Fully !Ilustrated.
No. 113. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.-Contaln-

l rations.

Toys and devices o! many kinds.

ing valuable and

Fully ilJu a-

No. 55 . J-10\V TO COLLECT STA..i.'\fi>S
trated.
AND COJNS.-Contal nlng valuable lnforma No. 71. H O\ V TO
DO MECHANICAL
Uon regarding the collectJng and arranging
'l.'RICKS.-Containing
complete
instructions
of stamps and coins. Handsomely lllustrated.
for performing over sixty l\Iechanlcal Tricks.
No. 66. HOW TO BECOlllE AN ENFully lllustrated.
GINEER.-Contalnlng full lnstrnctlons how to
No. 72. HO\ V TO DO SIXTY 'l'~UCKS
become a locomotive engineer; also directions
\l'l'rll C.ARDS.-Embracing all of the latest
for building &. model locomotive; together
and most deceptive card t ricks, with illuswith a tull description of everything an entrations.
g-lneer should know.
No. 73, H OW TO DO TRICKS WITH
No. 60. HOW '1'0 BECOllIE A PHOTOGNUlllBER S.-Show!ng many curious tricks
For sale by all newsdealers or will be sent to any address on receipt or price, 10 cts. per cooy, or
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explanation of their 1neaning. Also explain·
ing phrenology, and the key for tellfng character by the bumps on the head.
By Leo
instructive information re -

gardlng the science of hypnotism. Also explaining the most approved methods whlc!l
are employed by the leading hypnotists ot
the world.

By Leo

Hugo

Koch,

A.C.S.

No. 84. HOW TO BECOME A~ AUTHOR.
-Containing Information regarding choice or
subjects, the use of words and the manner of
preparing and submitting manuscr ipt
Also
containing valuable information as to the

neatness. legib!llty and general composition
of manuscript.
3 for 25 cts., In money or postage stamps. by

168 West 23d St., New York.

